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Abstract:
Self-dual lattices can be used to construct simple conformal field theories for “compactified” degrees of freedom in string theory. While these

are by no means the most general conformal field theories that can be used, one does obtain in this way a large number of bosonic, heterotic and
type-I! theories that display nearly all interesting features of more general string theories. We present a pedagogical introduction to the construction
and properties of these lattice theories, indicating generalizations whenever possible. While lattice constructions of bosonic strings are merely torus
compactifications, heterotic and type-TI strings provide more interesting possibilities, because one can include bosonized NSR-fermions and ghosts
on the lattice. This covariant lattice construction of fermionic strings is explained in detail. We include a discussion of two subjects that are not
limited to lattices, but originated from lattice constructions historically, namely the relation between exceptional algebras and space—time
supersymmetry in string theory, and the relation between anomaly cancellation, modular invariance and elliptic genera. Three more mathematical
topics are discussed in appendices, namely properties of self-dual lattices, Weyl groups and shift vectors, and modular functions such as multi-loop
a-functions for Lie algebra conjugacy classes as well as for spin structures.

1. Introduction

The main goal of string theory is an ambitious one: to obtain a consistent theory of all interactions,
including gravity. Just a few years ago it seemed that gravity was all it could describe, but that changed
drastically with the discovery of the heterotic string [1]. Although at first it seemed that the theory
would fail its first confrontation with experiment by predicting the wrong space—time dimension, that
too changed very quickly after its birth. Indeed, what once may have seemed an insurmountable
obstacle is now a gaping hole: not only can we construct string theories in four dimensions, but it is also
so easy that we can make them in embarrassing abundance. Meanwhile the miracles that started the
excitement have survived, although we are now so used to them that we tend to forget them: chiral
string theories in four dimensions exist and their spectra have the same general features (gauge groups,
representations and family replication) as the standard model. If all this is realized in a class of theories
that holds the promise of offering a finite and consistent theory of quantum gravity, then there is
certainly reason for excitement.

Lattices played an important role in the recent history of string theory. Although compactification on
tori (flat spaces modulo lattices) was known for a long time, lattices started playing a more interesting
role after Green and Schwarz [2] discovered an anomaly cancellation in ten-dimensional super-Yang—
Mills theories with E8 x E~or SO(32) gauge groups. Several people realized that exactly these groups
appeared in the classification of the 16-dimensional even self-dual lattices. These facts were put together
in ref. [1], where it was shown that the self-duality of the lattice is required to satisfy a one-loop
consistency condition (modular invariance).

Another key ingredient in the recent development of the subject is the use of lattice-related string
operators as generators of various algebras, the most interesting of which (for our purposes at least) are
Kac—Moody algebras.

This illustrates the two different aspects of the role of lattices in string theory, namely their use in the
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construction of modular invariant string theories, and their use in the realization of certain string
symmetry algebras. Although we will discuss the latter aspect in some detail, the emphasis of this
review is more on modular invariant string construction. For reviews emphasizing the algebraic aspect
we refer to ref. [3].

Large numbers of bosonic and fermionic*) string theories can easily be constructed by means of
lattices, but nevertheless these lattice theories form by no means the most general class of consistent
string theories. Indeed, especially in the most intensively studied case of chiral fermionic strings, they
give us only a set of measure zero in the space of all solutions. Therefore our main interest will not, and
should not be to find the elusive “theory of everything”, since the probability for finding it within the
class of lattice theories (and indeed within any class that is accessible with presently available methods)
is discouragingly small. It appears therefore to make more sense to aim at more mundane goals, and to
try to understand general properties of string theory, rather than exhaustively study special cases.

Our present understanding of string theory suggests that general bosonic or fermionic string theories
correspond to certain conformal field theories, with properties which we will describe in a moment. We
believe that lattice theories serve as a useful model for this general case. Nearly all relevant features of
string theory have their simplest realization in lattice theories, and by studying them within that subclass
one can learn a lot, and often everything, about the generalization to conformal field theory. This
aspect of lattice theories, which has been emphasized recently in ref. [41,will be a recurring theme in
this report.

Sections 2—7 provide a fairly pedagogical explanation of lattice constructions of bosonic and
fermionic strings. It is of course not possible to review all of the concepts involved, and some basic
knowledge of string theory is assumed (and can be acquired by studying for example ref. [5]). Some of
the principles of string construction are very briefly explained in the remainder of this introduction,
which serves also as a guide to sections 2—7.

Sections 8 and 9 are respectively devoted to space—time supersymmetry and anomaly cancellation.
Both these topics are good examples of how knowledge first gained from lattice theories applies to the
general case. In the case of space—time supersymmetry there is not even a need for generalization: the
complete supersymmetric structure of any superstring theory can be understood by studying lattice
theories. In the case of anomalies the relevant expressions (called “elliptic genera” and “Kac—Moody
characters” by mathematicians) were simply most easy to write down for lattice theories, and although
the generalization is now understood, this is indeed where the subject started historically.

We have included three appendices containing various mathematical results, namely properties of
self-dual lattices (appendix A), Weyl groups (appendix B), and modular functions (appendix C).

1.1. Consistency conditions for string construction

The most fundamental quantity in any string theory is a function X~(cr°,crt) that specifies the
space—time position of every point of the string (denoted by o~’)for any value of the proper time, u°.
Here ~a labels the space—time coordinates, ~ = 1, . . . , d, where d is the space—time dimension.
Throughout this paper we will only consider closed strings, which means that X’~(o°,0) = X~(u°,IT)

(the choice of the o-
1-interval is a matter of convention). When it propagates through space—time the

string sweeps out a two-dimensional surface parametrized by u°and ~ This surface is called the world
sheet, in analogy to world lines for point particles. For non-interacting closed strings it has the shape of

~ By fermionic string theories we mean string theories with space—time fermions in their spectrum.
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a tube. If strings interact they do so by splitting and joining, and as a result they sweep out world sheets
that look like complicated pieces of plumbing. We will restrict ourselves to oriented strings, for which
the world sheet has a well-defined orientation (i.e. it looks like a real piece of plumbing, and not for
example like a Klein bottle.)

The modern way of describing strings is to regard them as two-dimensional field theories. One
regards X’~(o-0,o~)as a set of d scalar fields, which are functions of a two-dimensional coordinate ~

a = 0, 1. Once one realizes that one is dealing with two-dimensional field theories, one is more or less
naturally led to the questions: Which conditions should be imposed on such a field theory for it to
describe a consistent string theory? And which two-dimensional field theories satisfy these conditions?

One has to be careful in formulating these conditions, because many claims about uniqueness of
string theory were based on implicitly or explicitly imposed conditions which were unnecessarily strong.
So we should begin by carefully listing and examining the conditions. Our list of what we assume to be
necessary conditions for d-dimensional strings is:
(1) the presence of d unconstrained scalar fields X’~,
(2) reparametrization invariance,
(3) conformal invariance,
(4) modular invariance,
(5) world sheet supersymmetry and superconformal invariance (for fermionic strings),
(6) unitarity for all matter fields (i.e. all fields except ghosts).

Reparametrization invariance means that the description of string propagation does not depend on
how one chooses the coordinates o-~and o~on the world sheet. This has a simple interpretation in
two-dimensional field theory language: it is just two-dimensional general coordinate invariance.
Conformal invariance is an additional symmetry related to rescalings of the world sheet metric. This will
be discussed in more detail in the following subsection. Modular invariance means invariance under
global diffeomorphisms, i.e. coordinate transformations that cannot be continuously connected to the
identity. Such transformations exist as soon as the world sheet has non-trivial topology, for example
when the world sheet is a torus. This will be discussed in more detail in section 3. By world sheet
supersymmetry we mean local two-dimensional N = 1 supersymmetry. By unitarity we mean that the
two-dimensional theory describing all fields except ghosts must be unitary, have positive norm and have
a spectrum that is bounded from below.

We do not really know whether these are necessary and sufficient conditions for string theory. They
are likely to be sufficient for consistency of superstring perturbation theory, but very little is known
about non-perturbative effects. We are also not claiming that all these conditions are necessary. If one
violates them one usually gets into serious trouble, but we will not make the mistake of trying to prove
no-go theorems. However, we can give some examples of problems that are avoided as a consequence
of some of these conditions.

Conformal invariance guarantees Lorentz invariance and general coordinate invariance in space—
time as well as gauge invariance (if the theory has massless vector bosons, as is usually the case), and it
also guarantees absence of space—time ghosts.

One of the nice consequences of modular invariance is that it ensures that chiral fermion representa-
tions coming from string theory are anomaly free. This is highly non-trivial, especially in higher
dimensions, and the discovery of a rather spectacular cancellation in 10 dimensions [2] was the starting
point of the current wave of interest in the subject. The precise relation with modular invariance was
only understood much later, and this will be discussed in section 9. Anomalies are certainly not the only
problems one can expect in the absence of modular invariance, but it is the easiest problem to identify.
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World sheet supersymmetry is essential for fermionic strings, and one of the problems one has in its
absence is a violation of space—time Lorentz invariance. We will discuss this in section 6.

Note that by imposing conditions on the world sheet theory, we obtain desirable properties of the
resulting space—time theory.

1.2. Conformal invariance

The two-dimensional action for the bosons X’~has the form

S J d2u .~~gaP~x~x

where g~is the world sheet metric and g its determinant. This action is not only general coordinate
invariant, but has an additional invariance under g~—~ A(o)g~.

Using general coordinate transformations, one can bring the world sheet metric to the form
e 0 1 6.~.It is lnstructlve to write this in terms of complex coordlnates z = a-

0 + ia-1, in which the
metric may be written as

g~~=g~=0; ~

This form is preserved by conformal transformations

z—*f(z), ~—~f(~),

where f is an analytic function. Such a transformation does change the function 4, but ~ can always be
brought back to its original form by a Weyl rescaling. Hence the theory has a symmetry, which is called
conformal invariance.

As is usually the case with symmetries in physics, conformal invariance provides us with a powerful
tool for solving the theory. The technology used to exploit this symmetry is called conformal field
theory, and some of its basic principles and applications are reviewed in section 4.

One way of using this invariance is to kthoose a gauge (light-cone gauge) in which one gets an action
which depends only on the d — 2 “transverse” (i.e. transforming in the vector representation of the little
group SO(d — 2) of a massless particle) degrees of freedom X

1, and which is non-interacting and
manifestly ghost-free. In the absence of conformal invariance the extra mode 4 of the metric (the
Liouville mode) becomes a dynamical field, and the world sheet theory is then no longer free. This
makes life considerably more complicated. Therefore we would like to maintain conformal invariance
even if other terms are added to the action.

Although conformal invariance is a symmetry of the classical action, it is afflicted by an anomaly in
the quantized theory. This anomaly receives contributions from all the two-dimensional fields. In units
in which a scalar contributes 1, one gets a contribution ~ for a Majorana—Weyl fermion, —26 for the
ghosts b and c of general coordinate invariance, and + 11 for the ghosts /3 and ‘y of local supersymmetry
(two-dimensional gravitons and gravitini have no physical degrees and contribute only via their ghosts).
There are also other kinds of fields that one can have on the world sheet, as well as string building
blocks that do not have a simple description in terms of two-dimensional actions involving bosons and
fermions.
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1.3. General features of oriented closed strings

String theories can be classified by their local world sheet symmetries. Since every local sypersym-
metry requires ghosts for gauge-fixing, we can start with their contribution to the conformal anomaly,
and then try to cancel it with matter fields. Since we always have reparametrization invariance, there is
always a ghost-contribution of —26. If there is in addition one local world sheet supersymmetry, we get
a total reparametrization plus superghost contribution of —26 + 11 = —15. The d scalar fields XIL add d
to this, and in addition world sheet supersymmetry requires their supersymmetric partners t~i~to be
present, contributing d12. Since we assume that the remaining matter fields give only positive
contributions to the conformal anomaly, it follows that d ~ 10. Extending the number of supersymme-
tries leads to maximal dimensions less than four, which is sufficient reason not to consider these cases*).
It might be possible to construct string theories with other local world sheet symmetries, but we will not
consider that possibility. Thus the two conformally invariant systems that we will use consist of the
following fields

N = 0: b, c, X, ~26—d

N= 1: b, c, XIZ, /3’ y, t/i, ~15—3dI2 -

Here ~ denotes any unitary conformal field theory that contributes a value c to the conformal anomaly
(c is also known as the central charge). Obvious candidates for these systems are c additional scalars (if
d is even) or 2c additional Majorana—Weyl fermions, but there is no need to be specific yet.

At this point we should make a trivial but crucial remark. The traditional (pre-1985) approach to
string theory was to saturate the conformal anomaly with scalars, or (for N = 1) with boson—fermion
pairs, and to relate all the scalars to space—time coordinates. In that case the N = 0 system lives in 26
dimensions, and the N = 1 system in 10 dimensions. This is not necessary however. One can equally
well associate just a subset of the scalars with space—time coordinates, and regard the others as some
sort of “internal” degrees of freedom. Then the numbers 26 and 10 are “maximal” rather than
“critical” dimensions. In some cases, and in particular for bosonic strings, this means nothing more than
that some dimensions are “compactified”, but for fermionic strings there are more interesting
possibilities, as we will see.

A special feature of conformally invariant oriented closed strings is that the modes of vibration of the
string can be separated into left-moving ones and right-moving ones. Since the world sheet theory is
non-interacting, and since there are no endpoints of the string that modes can bounce back from, a
left-moving mode will move to the left forever. This left/right-mover separation goes so far that one can
actually choose different conformal systems for them, as was first realized in ref. [1]. This leads in an
obvious way to three kinds of closed string theory:

Bosonic N = 0 left-movers N = 0 right-movers d ~ 26,

Heterotic N = 0 left-movers N = 1 right-movers d  10,

Type II N = 1 left-movers N = 1 right-movers d ~ 10.
*) More precisely, for local N = 2 supersymmetry one gets d ~ 2 and for N = 4 d  —2, again under the assumption that the matter fields give a

positive contribution. There may also be g!oba! extended world sheet supersymmetries, but since they do not have ghosts associated with them, they
do not affect the space—time dimension.
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This also specifies our convention for left- and right-movers in the heterotic string.
Note that condition (1) states that the scalars X~must be unconstrained. This means in particular

that they must have right-moving as well as left-moving components, since one cannot associate an
unpaired left-moving mode with a fiat space—time dimension (this would be in conflict with modular
invariance). Thus the maximal dimension for the heterotic string is 10.

The field content of d dimensional strings divides naturally into two groups, which play a rather
different role in the problem: the set of “space—time” fields {Xt’, ~ b, c, /3, y} and the “internal”
conformal systems contributing the remainder of the conformal anomaly, ~26d2~d for bosonic strings,
~26—d;15—3dI2 for heterotic strings and ~153d/2•153d/2 for type-Il strings*). Lattices can be used for the
description of both of these systems, but with a rather different degree of generality.

The set of space—time fields is essentially universal. It depends of course on the general type of string
theory (heterotic, type-I! or bosonic) and in a trivial way on the space—time dimension, but apart from
that it is the same for any string theory. In fermionic theories this system is responsible for one of the
main technical problems in perturbation theory, namely the treatment of the /*)‘ ghost system. This
ghost system has rather bizarre properties that have proved serious (but not insurmountable) obstacles
in understanding the perturbation expansion and proving finiteness. Lattices enter into the discussion of
this system if one bosonizes the fermions t~(i~’(an option one always has in two dimensions). One is then
naturally led to bosonize also the /3y system. The result of this procedure is a set of bosons that is
periodic, and whose center-of-mass momenta are therefore quantized, i.e. lie on a lattice. This
bosonization of the ~“4/3ysystem was first described in ref. [6], and will be reviewed in section 5. Clearly
anything lattices teach us about this system has a completely general validity.

The internal system is by no means universal. It contains all the information about the spectrum of
the theory, and determines the gauge group, the presence of chiral fermions and gravitini, etc. Only the
graviton, the dilaton and the anti-symmetric tensor B~owe their existence entirely to the space—time
sector, and hence they are the only fields that are always present. The internal sector is responsible for
another serious problem in string theory, namely that of its classification. There are several ways of
constructing conformal field theories ~N;M that satisfy all the consistency conditions, and one of them
uses lattices. In lattice constructions one builds up ~N•M by N left-moving and M right-moving bosons
whose momenta lie on a lattice. This will be explained in much more detail in section 2, and in section 3
we will discuss the conditions for modular invariance for such theories.

Although the above may suggest that the two systems can be treated completely independently, this
is not quite true. First of all, to discuss modular invariance one has to consider both systems
simultaneously. This can be done quite elegantly if ~NM is a conformal field theory described by a
lattice. In that case we can combine this lattice with the one resulting from the bosonization of qi~, /3
and y. The condition for modular invariance translates then into a certain self-duality condition for the
combined lattice. This covariant lattice construction is just one of many constructions of fermionic string
theories (see e.g. [7—16]).It will be discussed in sections 5 and 7.

The other way in which the space—time and internal sector are linked is via the condition of world
sheet supersymmetry for the right-movers of the heterotic string, and both left- and right-movers of the
type-TI string. Every approach to constructing ~NM requires its own realization of world sheet
supersymmetry, which is usually not a manifest symmetry between bosons and fermions in two
dimensions. This should not be surprising, since fermions can be bosonized and vice versa. In section 6

* We separate left-movers and right-movers by a semicolon in the following, with quantities belonging to left-movers appearing to the left of
semicolon.
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we discuss the purely bosonic world sheet supersymmetry realizations for covariant lattice construc-
tions.

Section 7 contains a discussion of the spectrum of heterotic and type-TI strings, as well as some
examples, and a discussion of the relation between various constructions of ~‘NM~

2. Torus compactification of the bosonic string

In this section we review in some detail the closed bosonic string, compactified on a torus. The
presentation given here is essentially the one of refs. [9, 17], although these authors compactified the
heterotic string rather than the bosonic string. To warm up, and to introduce some notation, we will
begin with a very brief reminder of the basics, the quantization of the uncompactified string.

2.1. The uncompactifled closed bosonic string

The propagation of a string through flat d dimensional space—time is governed by the action

11 1

= ~ J da-0 j da-1 ~X~3”X ij~ , (2.1)
where a-0 and a-1 are the world sheet coordinates, indicating respectively the time direction and the
direction along the string (one often denotes these variables as r and a-, but we will not do this to
prevent confusion with the usual notation for the one-loop modular parameter). In eq. (2.1) ij~,,,is a flat
metric and X~L(a.o,a-i) is a map from the world sheet to space—time, which specifies the position of
every point of the string at any time. The “slope parameter” a’ is set to the value ~in some of the string
literature, but we will refrain from fixing a particular value for a while. We shall only consider closed
strings, for which one has the boundary condition

X~(a0,0) = X”(a0, IT). (2.2)

From the action one can, in the usual way, derive the operators H and P which generate translations
in the a-0 and a-1 directions on the world sheet:

H= fda-1 [(~0X~)(~0X~)+ (~1X~)(o1X~)], (2.3)

~ 2~a’fda-1 (o0X~1X~). (2.4)

The quantization of this system is simplest in light-cone gauge, in which the dynamical variables are Xi,
i = 1,. . - , d — 2 (for consistency of the theory we will later have to choose d = 26). The canonical
momenta of X~,11~,are easily obtained from the action

.Ll~= (lI2ira’)c?0X,.
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The solutions of the equations of motion have the form

X’(a-0, a-1) = q’ + 2a’p’a-0 + ~ (a~e
21~0~1) + &~,e~~i)). (2.5)

n,’0 n

Using the equal time commutators

[X’(a-
0,a-1), H~(a-0,a-)] = i8”8(a-1 —

[X (a-0, a-~)~X (a-0, a-1)] = 0, (2.6)

[H
1(a-

0,a-1), H’(a-0, a-)] = 0

one finds the commutation relations for the quantized modes

[q’, p1 = i6” , [a,,, a~I= m
8~n+m.()

(2.7)

[~, &~]= m6”6n+mo, [a~,,,c~1= 0.

The spectrum is obtained by requiring that both H and P vanish. The vanishing of H leads to the
conditions0~)

= 2p~p — p~= (2/a’)(X + X —2), (2.8)

where the —2 is due to the zero-mode fluctUations of the oscillators, and we have defined the number
operators

~ii.iv =
n=1

and similarly for X. From the vanishing of P we get X = X. In the quantized theory this is imposed as a
condition on the physical spectrum, while eq. (2.8) gives the mass-shell condition.

It is convenient to define an operator H’, which is equal to H, but without the zero-mode terms (i.e.
the operators p’ and q’). It is also useful to define the linear combinations

HL= ~(H’—P)=(X—1), HR= ~(H’+P)=(X—1),

which are the generators of world sheet translations in the a-
0 — a-1 and a-0 + a-1 directions respectively

(without the zero-point subtraction —1, these operators are equal to the Virasoro generators L0 and L0,
which will be discussed in section 4). Their eigenstates are called left- and right-moving modes
respectively. Denoting the eigenvalues of HL and HR on a state t/i) as a ‘m~and ~a ‘m~we can write
the result obtained above as

*) Our space—time metric has signature (— + + + + +).
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HL~=~a’m~j~), H~~a’m~j~),

—p2m2(m~+m~),

with the condition m~= m~.

2.2. The compactijied closed bosonic string
N

Now we consider space—times that are compactlfied to a torus. A torus in N dimensions is simply Il
modulo a lattice A. This means that points in ~N which differ by a vector on A are identified. If a string
propagates in a space—time with this topology it is not necessary to require, as in eq. (2.2), that it
begins and ends in the same point in ~I\1 We should allow for the possibility that the points a-

1 = 0 and
a-1 = IT of the string are identified points in ~N:

X’(ir) = X’(O) + 2irl’, (2.9)

where I’ E A and the factor
2IT is put in for convenience. Here we use I = 1,. . . , N to refer to the

internal coordinates. Physically, eq. (2.9) corresponds to a string winding around the torus a certain
number of times. To accommodate this possibility one modifies the string field X’ in the following way

X’(a-
11, a-1) = q’ + 2a’p’a-0 + 2L’a-1 + ~ ~ (a~e

2°~~~+ ~ e2in~0~1)), (2.10)
n+0

where L’ is an operator whose eigenvalues are the lattice vectors 1’. Of course there is no change in X’,
i = 1,... , d — 2 — N, the uncompactified components.

Having done this, we go now through the same exercise as for the uncompactified string. It is easy to
verify that the equal time commutators (2.6) again imply (2.7) for both the compactified and
uncompactified operators, with the additional requirement that L’ should commute with all other
operators. The mass formula replacing (2.8) acquires on the right-hand side an extra term L2/a’2.
Furthermore, to interpret the left-hand side as a mass in d — N dimensions we have to move the internal
components of p to the right, to get

m2=E(p~+~L~)+4(X+~_2).

The momenta p~are canonical momenta of a periodic coordinate, and therefore (for reasons familiar
from solid state physics) they are quantized. Indeed, ifwe write their eigenfunctions of momentum k

1 as
ei/~1x1,then we see that these functions are periodic on the boundaries of the unit cell of A if and only if
k I E 1 for every I E A. This means that the eigenvalues of k1 must lie on the dual lattice A* of A.

The condition obtained from the vanishing of P now reads

X—X+p1L1 0.

It is again useful to define left and right Hamiltonians H’ exactly as before, but with the understanding
that only the space—time momenta are removed from H to get H’, not the internal ones. Then we get
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HR=~p~+X—1, H1=~p~+X—1, (2.11)

where as before left and right masses must be equal to each other and to m
2. The left and right

momentum operators are defined as

PR = ~ (v~p’+ ~ L’), p~= ~ (V~p’ - ~ LI). (2.12)

There is a further generalization of this, obtained by adding a constant background anti-symmetric
tensor field. This background field is coupled to X~’via an additional term in the action

4~a’fda-
0f da-1 ~ (2.13)

We take B,,.,, to be a constant background field, which has non-vanishing components only in the
compactified dimensions. The extra term is then a total derivative, which does not affect H or P. So
how can it make any difference? It can, because there is a change in the canonical momentum operator
in the compactified dimensions. This operator becomes now

H1 = ~ ~ + B1~91)X~

= -~- (p, + -~ BJJL~+ oscillators).

It is easy to check that this does not affect the commutation relations of the oscillators. The difference
occurs for the zero-modes, where p~ is replaced as the generator of translations by IT0 = p1 +
(1/a’)B,~L~.So it is IT, rather than p, that has its eigenvalues quantized on the dual of A. Although the
mass formula remains the same as a function of p, it makes now more sense to express it in terms of IT.

The result is the same as eq. (2.11) above, but with

= ~ (v~’+ (- B’~)L~), (2.14)

PL_~(~IT -~(6 +B )L~).

Here PR’ Jk~IT and L’ are operators, whose eigenstates are r’, 1’) with

Iii III III IIIIT Ir,l )=r r,l), L r,l )=l r,l ~, (2.15)

with 1’ E A and r’ EA*. Denoting the eigenvalues of p~and P’R by w’1~and w’R (related via eq. (2.14) to
r’ and I’) we get the mass formula

1,2 12 i,2 124a mR=2wR+Xl, 4amL=2wL+Xl.

An interesting feature of torus compactification in string theory is that compactification on very large
tori is equivalent to compactification on very small ones. More precisely, if BuJ = 0, eq. (2.14) shows
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that the mass formula is not modified if one replaces the lattice A by a~A*(the dual of A scaled by a’),
except for an irrelevant sign change of w~.Obviously, if A describes a torus of very large radius
(1’ 1i’ 1), its dual describes a very small torus. (In the presence of a background B-field this “duality” is
still present in the form of a sign change of w’L, but looks a bit more complicated in terms of the
compactification lattice.) This large-scale/small-scale duality is not a special property of torus compacti-
fication, but merely a manifestation of the fact that length scales much smaller than the Planck length
cannot be probed in string theory.

2.3. Self-dual Lorentzian lattices

To interpret the result it is convenient to express the left and right momenta in terms of the basis
vectors e’a of the lattice (see appendix A):

1’ e’~n~= e’g~~n~, r’ = e~’ma, B’~=

Then we get

= e~~*~ (V~ma+ (gat, — Bab)nb),
(2.17)

wL=ea ~ (V~ma—~ (gab+Bab)nb).

(Upper and lower indices have no special significance here.) Just as we did for B, we can also regard g
as a constant background field. This becomes evident if one performs this change of basis directly in the
action (2.1): the effect is to change the flat metric ô~(in the compactified dimensions) to gjj.

It is now instructive to calculate the inner product of the 2N-dimensional vectors P = (wL; wR) and
P’ = (wL; w~) (the latter is expressed in terms of n’ and m’) with respect to the Lorentzian signature
[MN; (+)N]. The result is

PP’ = nm’ + mn’.

From this expression we can learn many things. First of all, the lattice ~N~N consisting of the vectors P
defined above is an integral and even Lorentzian lattice. Secondly, the inner products do not depend on
the background fields g and B. Therefore g and B must be parameters of a Lorentz transformation.
Finally, using this background independence, we can make the choice e’a = ô~,g1,, = ~, ~ = 0. In this
special case the lattice is (D1 X D1)N (see appendix A) with conjugacy classes (0, 0) + (v, v) + (s, c) +
(c, s) in each factor, which is manifestly Lorentzian self-dual. Because Lorentz transformations preserve
Lorentzian self-duality, we conclude that ~N~N is Lorentzian self-dual for any value of the background
fields.

Thus compactification of the bosonic string on a torus l~”~/Awith an additional back-ground field
B1~,can be described in terms of a new lattice ~N~N which for any A and B is Lorentzian self-dual. It
should be clear that the Lorentzian signature is a mathematical device for characterizing the lattice; it
has nothing to do with the metric of space—time and does not lead to ghosts.

The number of parameters of g and B is ~N(N + 1) + ~N(N — 1) = N
2. One can verify that they are

precisely the N2 parameters of the coset SO(N, N) I(SO(N) x SO(N)), which is the set of Lorentz
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transformations of the lattice modulo the rotations of the left and right sector. The latter are a
symmetry of the theory, because all masses depend on WL and WR only via their norms. The genuine
Lorentz transformations mixing WL and WR on the other hand are not symmetries. Although the
self-duality condition is invariant under such Lorentz transformations, the spectrum is not. So we have
an N2 parameter family of different string theories.

For special values of these parameters the compactification is called rational. Given the vectors (w~

w~) of ~NN’ one can consider the set of all left-moving components wL as vectors in W’. This set of
vectors closes under addition, but does in general not form a lattice. The definition of a lattice in terms
of basis vectors e’a implies in particular that there is a finite neighbourhood of each lattice point that
does not contain any other lattice point. But if one takes for example the Lorentzian even self-dual
lattice ~ consisting of points (~nR+ mIR; ~nR — m/R), one sees very easily that for arbitrary real R
the left components can be chosen arbitrarily close to each other. In general, a torus compactification is
called rational if that is not the case, i.e. if the left-moving (or, equivalently, the right-moving)
components form separately a lattice, which we denote as ~ (~)(the purpose of the * will be clear in
a moment). The lattice F

1.1 in the example is rational if and only if R
2 is a rational number.

Equivalently, rational torus compactifications can be characterized by the existence of vectors of the
form (w~ 0), spanning RN. The left-moving components of these vectors form a lattice that is the dual,
~L’ of ~, and analogously for the right-movers. The lattices ~L and ~R are obviously even lattices, and
~ and z~can be decomposed in cosets with respect to them. The original even self-dual lattice ~NN

can then be fully specified by ~L and ~R plus a finite list of pairs (tL; tR), where tL and tR are coset
representatives of ~‘~L and ~Iz~R respectively. The simplest example of rational torus compactifica-
tions is to take for ~L and L~Rthe root lattice of a simply laced Lie algebra of rank N, but this is
certainly not the only possibility.

2.4. The spectrum

For generic even self-dual lattices ~N;N the spectrum of the compactified string is not very interesting.
In the uncompactified case the lowest states are the tachyonic ground state 0) with ~a ‘m2 = —1, and
the set of massless light-cone states

5a~1~0),which upon decomposition to irreducible representa-
tions of the Lorentz group yield the graviton, a rank-2 anti-symmetric tensor (B~~)and a scalar, the
dilaton. Here ~ and i.’ are 26-dimensional space—time indices.

In the compactified case one obtains at least all these fields, except that the N components of a
vector-index are to be regarded as internal. Thus one gets again a graviton, a B,~tensor (where p~and v
are (26 — N)-dimensional space—time indices) and a dilaton, as well as tensors B1~and g11, whose
background values parametrize the torus compactifications discussed above. In addition we get the
mixed states 1a~1~0)and vice versa, which are vector bosons. When one examines their three-point
couplings one learns that they interact like U(1) vector bosons, a conclusion which can be understood
more easily in terms of dimensional reduction: these bosons are simply the components g,j and B,~of
the 26-dimensional tensors, and correspond to the Kaluza—Klein modes one expects in torus compactifi-
cation.

When one considers the mass formula (2.16) one notices that there is in principle another way of
getting massless vector bosons, namely if there are vectors (wL; wR) on the lattice such that w~= 2,
w~= 0 or w~= 0, w~= 2. By analogy with Euclidean lattices we will call such vectors roots of the
Lorentzian lattice. Only for very special choices of the set of background parameters gjj and B1~does
one have such roots. Indeed, since the conditions for the existence of roots are not Lorentz-invariant,
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any small generic Lorentz transformation of the lattice will destroy them. For any simply laced Lie
algebra ~ of rank N there is at least one lattice that contains its roots on the left as well as the right,
namely the Englert—Neveu (EN) lattice (see appendix A). For N ~ 5 these are the only Lorentzian even
self-dual lattices with roots that span the entire lattice; for N = 6 there is an additional SU(2)~SU(2)~
lattice [18], and for larger values of N one can have lattices with different root systems on the left and
right (for example (Et, x Ei)L(Dlt,)R).

The extra vector bosons cannot be understood in terms of Kaluza—Klein compactification. Their
origin is essentially “stringy”, since they are related to strings winding around the compactification
manifold. By examining their three-point interactions one learns that they gauge a group isomorphic to

~ ~ if the left and right lattices contain the roots of ~L and ~ respectively. The U(l)~’vector
bosons described above provide the Cartan sub-algebras of these left and right-moving gauge algebras.
The mechanism by which these gauge-algebras are generated (usually known as the Frenkel—Kac
construction) will be discussed in more detail in section (4.4).

An explicit representation for the background fields Bab and get, appearing in eq. (2.17) for EN
lattices has been given in ref. [19]. Let Pa, a = 1, . . - , N represent the simple roots (of norm 2) of the
Lie algebra, and let Cab = Pa Pb be the Cartan matrix. Then set a’ = ~, and choose ea = ~Pa’ so that
~ab = 4Cab~Finally, choose Bab = ~ab for a> b and Bab = ~ab for a < b. It is then easy to see that w’L
and w’R in eq. (2.17) are weights of ~N (~e~is a set of basis vectors for the weight lattice), while
w’L — w’R is a root. Hence w’~and w’R are weights from the same ~N conjugacy class, which is the
definition of an EN lattice. It is a simple exercise to identify the roots.

Notice that for all Lie algebras ~N’ a Bab field is required to obtain a ~N gauge algebra, with the
exception of SU(2), for which N = 1 so that Bab does not exist.

2.5. Vertex operators

Up to now we have dealt with free string theories. To discuss interactions one needs the vertex
operators, V(~i,a-0, a-1) which give the amplitude for the emission of a state ci’ in the string spectrum
from a point a-1 on the string at time a-0. The tree amplitude for a process with external lines
corresponding to states ~ . . , cI’N is obtained by calculating the a-0-ordered product (here u =

(a-0, a-1))

1~V(~2,~2) V(~Nl, ~N-l)ki’N)’

integrating over all a-1 and all a-0 (respecting the ordering (a-0), <(a-0),÷1)and summing over all a-0
orderings.

The simplest vertex operator in the uncompactified bosonic string is the tachyon emission vertex
exp(ik . X). The vertex operators for all other states are combinations of such exponentials with
derivatives of X.

If we consider the naive compactified version of the tachyon emission vertex, we would get
exp(ik. X) exp(ir. X,nt), where k is the space—time momentum and r the momentum in the internal
dimensions, defined in section (2.2); we have denoted the internal components of the string field as X,,~
(because of the contribution of internal momentum r to the mass, this operator, of course, does in
general not describe the emission of tachyons). This is clearly not an adequate operator for describing
emission of states Ir’, 1’) with 1’ ~ 0. The problem is that the operator algebra we considered so far does
not contain an operator that creates states with non-vanishing winding number. This suggests that we
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should add an operator Q’ which is canonically conjugate to L’, i.e. [20]

[Q’,L~]= i8’~. (2.18)

The action of this operator should not interfere with the position and canonical momentum operator of
the string, i.e. we should require

[Q1,q’]=[Q’, IT~I0.

Only then does it make sense to define the states r’, ~1)~ Using the operator Q’ we can create all such
states from the vacuum

r’, 1’) = ~ir~ ei~~0). (2.19)

These states manifestly satisfy eq. (2.15).
We would like to modify the tachyon emission vertex to allow for the possibility of emission of such

states. One is more or less naturally led to the following definitions

X~
51(a-0,a-1) = V~~

7~(XL(a-o— a-
1) + XR(a-o + a-1)),

X~(a-0— a-1) = q’~+ 2p~(a-0— a-1) + i ~ ~ e
2’~~1~,

n 0 n

X~(a-
0+ a-1) = q~+ 2p~(a-0+ a-1) +i ~ ~ a~e

2in~0~1),
n 0 n

a ,~
qR= ~ (8,~—B,

1)q + ~ Q

___ ~, a ~
qL = (6,~+ B,~)q— ~I -~- Q -

Notice that because of eq. (2.18) the operators we have just defined satisfy the following commutators
with the left and right momentum operators (2.14),

[q~, pJj=[ql~, p~]=i8’
1,

while all other commutators vanish. Thus the string fields XL and XR commute.
These definitions have no influence on the compactified tachyon emission vertex, since Q cancels in

the sum of XL and XR. To accommodate the possibility of emission of winding states, a vertex operator
for the compactified dimensions should contain a factor exp(iI. Q). A heuristic way to get such a vertex
operator is to observe that in the case of uncompactified strings the tachyon emission vertex is nothing
but the operator exp(ik~q) that creates momentum states of momentum k in first quantized point
particle theory, with the position operator q replaced by the string field X. We can try to mimic that
procedure for compactified strings. We would like the zero-mode part of the vertex operator to be the
operator in eq. (2.19). It is easy to show that

ir’q e’1’~2= ~iWL•~L ~lWR•~R
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This suggests the following vertex operator

~ ~ -

Notice that this operator is completely factorized in terms of left-movers and right-movers. This is not
possible for uncompactified dimensions, since one does not have the operator Q. It can be shown that
this inspired guess for the vertex operator for the emission of internal states satisfies the necessary
conditions imposed on it by reparametrization invariance.

The left—right factorization implies that the propagators for the compactified and uncompactified
string fields are somewhat different. It is convenient to go to Euclidean space by replacing a-0 by —ia-0,
and to define new, complex variables z = e

2~0+i~~ (the resulting functions X(z) are called Fubini—
Veneziano fields). Between vacuum states satisfying a~0) = a,, 0) =0, n >0 and pi 0) = p’ 0) = 0 one
gets for their propagators

(X~(z)X~(w))= —~‘~log(z—w), ~X~(i)X~(i~)) = —~‘~log(~—i~3),

(2.20)
(Xi(z, i)X’(w, i~~))= —a’~’ log(~z— w~).

Notice that with the standard choice a’ = ~ the normalization of the uncompactified bosonic string
propagator differs by a factor of four from the compactified one. For that reason it is more convenient
to choose a’ = 2 so that the discussions of correlation functions of compactified and uncompactified
bosons are more or less on the same footing. Therefore in the discussion of conformal field theory in
sections 4 and 5 we will set a’ = 2, and we simply leave a’ as a free parameter in the few cases where it
appears in other sections. There still remains a difference between the compactified and uncompactified
bosons, since it is not possible to split the uncompactified bosons X’(z, i) into left-moving and
right-moving (anti-holomorphic and holomorphic) components, because of their zero-modes. Of course
one never needs such a split, since one only encounters operators of the form exp(ik . X(z, i)) or
(anti)-holomorphic derivatives such as o~X(z,~), whose correlation functions can be evaluated with eq.
(2.20).

3. Partition functions

The foregoing discussion has not yet given any insight in the relevance of the self-dual lattice which
emerges in the construction. The property of the lattice is crucial for the construction of fermionic
strings that follows, and is the key to modular invariance for these theories. To understand this, we
have to discuss in some detail the partition function of the compactified bosonic string.

3.1. Path integrals

A multi-loop closed bosonic string amplitude without external lines is given by an expression of the
form [21]

I ~X~g
A,, = J ~,, ~ exp(—S~(g,X)) , (3.1)

“Diff” C
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where y denotes the genus (i.e. the number of handles) of the surface, and g is the metric of the
surface; VDIff and V~denote the volume of the set of local diffeomorphisms and of the conformal
transformations respectively, and SE is the bosonic string action, obtained by continuing (2.1) and
(2.13) to Euclidean space:

SE = 41, [f~ o~X~— if r~B~~ (3.2)

What is meant by eq. (3.1) is that one should integrate over all values of X and the world sheet
metric on the surface that are not equivalent by reparametrizations and conformal transformations. This
is the analog of the process of gauge-fixing in gauge theories, and this problem can be tackled with very
similar techniques. After gauge fixing one is left with an integral over those metrics that cannot be
related by local coordinate transformations. The parameters that specify those metrics (i.e. that
parametrize the inequivalent shapes of the surface) are called the moduli. A genus-y surface has

—1) moduli for y  2, and one modulus for y = 1.
For simplicity we consider first the one-loop case. A one-loop diagram is a torus, and it can be

represented by points in the complex plane modulo a two-dimensional lattice. This corresponds to a
choice of coordinates with a flat, constant metric on the torus. To regard the complex plane modulo a
lattice simply means that points that differ by a lattice vector are identified with each other. A
two-dimensional lattice has two basis vectors, chosen so that all other vectors are integral linear
combinations of them. By rotations and scale transformations one can always align one of the basis
vectors with the real axis, and scale it to have length 1. The second one can always be put into the
positive upper half-plane, where it can be specified by a complex number T, with Im(T) > 0 (see fig. 1).
We have now used all the transformations at our disposal to bring the metric in the simplest possible
form. The remaining free parameter of the torus, r, parametrizes metrics that cannot be mapped into
each other by general coordinate transformations or scale transformations.

At one loop, the path integral for the uncompactified closed bosonic string takes the following form
after gauge fixing (this expression is really only correct for d = 26, but we show the dependence on d for
future purposes):

A1 = (2IT~)dfddxof (Irnr)
2 (Imr)12~2

x f ~‘X~b ~c exp[—S~(g(T), X) — SghostI. (3.3)

7
/

/1 Re

Fig. 1. Definition of r.
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Here we have separated the X-integral into an integral over the zero-modes, X0, and an integral over
the remaining modes, denoted ~ ‘X. This separation requires some care, at least if one is interested in
the overall normalization. One can determine the normalization by considering a harmonic oscillator in
the zero-frequency limit. One finds that for each zero-mode one needs a normalization factor 1I\/~~,
where /3 is the Euclidean time interval. Furthermore one gets a factor -v’~if the kinetic term in the
action is of the formic J(8X)

2. Thus altogether each zero-mode contributes a factor

(2ITVa’ Im r)~ dX
0.

(There is an additional factor (Im r)’ in eq. (3.3) as a remnant of the gauge fixing procedure.)
The X0-integration over uncompactified space—time would of course diverge, rendering the complete

expression infinite unless the integrand happens to vanish. This infinity is easy to understand: since the
action vanishes for constant X, one of the infinitely many integrals in 9l~Xis simply an integral of a
constant over all of space—time. This infinite factor is nothing to worry about, and is simply to be
regarded as a momentum conservation delta function with argument zero, which appears because we
are considering a diagram without external lines.

The remaining X-integral is a simple Gaussian, and the result may be written as

dl 2f ~‘Xe~ = (det’~—LI)) (3.4)

where LI is the Laplacian on the torus, LI = g,,,,~da d,,~,and the prime on the determinant indicates that the
zero-mode should be omitted. Finally there is a contribution from the integral over the reparametriza-
tion ghosts b and c, which at one loop cancels one of the factors det’(—LI) in eq. (3.4). For more details
we refer to ref. [22].

3.2. The one-loop partition function

In general we define the partition function ~(r) of a string theory to be the integrand of the
T-integral, with the zero-mode integral and (Im T)’~

2 factored out. Here d is the dimension of
uncompactifled space—time. For the uncompactified bosonic string ~(r) is thus given by eq. (3.4), with
d replaced by d — 2 due to the ghost contribution.

It is possible to evaluate the determinants directly by regularization of the infinite product of
eigenvalues of LI (see for example the appendix of ref. [221),but at one loop there is a more intuitive
way. Let us first recall a result for a one-dimensional bosonic system, specified by a coordinate X(t) and
an action S(X(t)). One can prove (if the action satisfies certain conditions) the following relation
between the path integral for a Euclidean action S~and the trace of the exponential of the Hamiltonian
H of the system

J
PBC

Here “PBC” means that X(t) must satisfy periodic boundary conditions on the interval [0, /3]. For a
derivation of this relation see for example [23]. The result is easily generalized to X’s having more
components, or even an infinite number of components. The latter case is relevant for us, because the
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scalar field X(a-0, a-1) appearing in string theory can be regarded as having an infinite number of
components labeled by a-1 (times a finite number of components because of the space—time index, which
we omitted here). To use this relation, one should think of Im r as /3. There is a small complication if
Re r ~ 0, because then the periodicity of X in Im I~ depends on Re r. This can be taken into account by
including a a-1 shift operator in the trace, so that states at a-0 = 0 are not identified with the same states
at a-0 = Im T, but with states of a string which is rotated in the a-1 direction by an amount Re r. The
generator of infinitesimal a-1 translations is of course P, so that one gets

~(T) = f ~ ‘Xe~= Tr e~Tm TH’ e~Re rP = Tr e
2 THR e2~ - (3.5)

T(T)

The integral is over all two-dimensional fields X that are periodic on a torus T specified by a modular
parameter r. On the right-hand side we have used IT Im T and IT Re r for the Euclidean time and the
a-
1 -shift because the Hamiltonian and momentum operator are defined for a cylinder with periodicity IT

in a-1. The usual convention for the torus is to take 0 c a-1 <1, and the periodicity along the other cycle
is usually defined with r instead of ITT. Because of scale-invariance of the action, the result does not
change if we scale a-1 and a-0 simultaneously, so that eq. (3.5) gives the correct answer for the
conventional definition of the torus.

This way of writing the partition function admits a simple interpretation. Expanding it in terms of
q = e

2~Tone gets a power series of the form S~(r)= ~ d~~q”qm.Obviously, dnm is simply the number of
states of left mass*) m and right mass n.

It is usually a simple combinatorial exercise to read off the partition function from the expressions
for HL and HR. Every term in the Hamiltonian yields a factor in the partition function, so that one can
derive the partition function term-by-term. Take for example a single bosonic oscillator a~, n > 0. It
contributes to the right Hamiltonian via a term a_~a~,and when it acts it increases the mass of a state
by n. Thus it contributes to the partition function a factor

where on the right the term q”~corresponds to the contribution of (an)”. The partition function of the
bosonic string contains such a factor for every oscillator.

For the uncompactified string we leave out the zero-modes in HL and HR as discussed before. The
remaining trace, i.e. the contribution from the bosonic oscillators to the partition function, is equal to

~‘B(T) = Tr qHR~HL = ~(T)~ -48 (3.6)

where ~ is the Dedekind n-function

1124 n(1—q ).
n1

Note that one can only express the result in terms of ~j-functionsif d = 26 because of the zero-point
subtraction —1 in HL and HR. This will prove to be crucial for modular invariance, which would be

*) By “mass” we mean here and in the following the value of the right-hand side of eq. (2.16).
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spoiled by left-over factors of q (if one were to modify this zero-point subtraction, the graviton would
become massive or tachyonic, and one would lose Lorentz invariance).

Since the oscillator contribution to the mass formula is the same for compactified and uncompactified
coordinates, the partition function for the compactified string contains the same factor. The only
difference is that the zero-modes of the compactified coordinates are now included in the determinant
as well as the Hamiltonian. So first of all we have to multiply the uncompactified string result by
2IT\/a’ Im T for every compactified coordinate to remove the zero-mode normalizations in eq. (3.3).
Secondly, we have to take into account the contribution to the trace due to the extra momentum terms
in the mass formula (2.16). Since this is simply an extra term in the mass formulas, it produces an extra
factor in the partition function, which together with the \7I~i~factors is called the correction factor,
because it gives the correction in the bosonic partition function for the fact that part of the zero-modes
are compactified. From the mass formula (2.16) we get for the correction factor C([’N;N) for a lattice
~N~N

C(FN;N) = ~N;N(T)(Im *r)2, (3.7)

where ~N;N is the lattice partition function:

E eT
4eTT~~~~. (3.8)

(wL;wR)

Here the sum is over all the vectors on the lattice.
In the case of rational torus compactifications (defined in section (2.3)) the lattice sum can be

rewritten as a finite sum of the form ~ X~(f)X~(T),where x~is anti-holomorphic and x~holomorphic.
These functions are the contribution to the partition function of one entire coset or (for Lie algebra
lattices) conjugacy class.

3.3. One-loop modular invariance

Not all different values of T correspond to different metrics. Although different values of ‘r cannot be
related by local transformations, some can be related by global ones. For example, if one defines a
torus by T’ = T + 1 one makes the same identification in the complex plane, but the metric would look
rather different, i.e. have a different but equivalent parametrization. On a real-life, donut-shaped torus
this transformation corresponds to cutting the torus along a cycle which cannot be continuously
deformed to a point, rotating one edge by 2ir, and gluing the edges back together. A torus has two
independent cycles of this type, and hence there is a second transformation of r which leads to
equivalent metrics. For this transformation one can take for example T—~—1 /T. Together these
transformations generate the group of modular transformations, which is the set of transformations of
the form

a~+ b
T_+cT+d~ a,b,c,dEl, ad—bc=1.

This group is isomorphic to SL
2(l)/7L2. In practice one needs usually only its generators, which are the

two transformations we have already described,
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T~T+l, ~ (3.9)

As explained above, the expression for a one-loop diagram is of the form

J d2T 2

(ImT)

where ~ is some function which depends on the theory. The issue of modular invariance centers on the
region of the r-integration. If one were to integrate over the entire positive half-plane, one would
encounter the same metric an infinite number of times. One would like to restrict the integration to a
fundamental domain, which is defined as a region in the upper half-plane which contains every metric
just once (the canonical choice is — ~ Re T < ~, T~ 1, and is shown in fig. 2), but this can only be
done in a meaningful way if ~(T) does not depend on the region one chooses, since otherwise the result
would be ambiguous. Thus ~ should be invariant under eq. (3.9). This is what is meant by modular
invariance.

Checking invariance under T—~r + 1 is rather easy, because this is true if and only if the partition
function contains only terms of the form q’q~, with x — y~E 1. This is the case for both compactified
and uncompactified strings, and it is clearly essential that ~N~N is even. The second modular
transformation is a bit harder to check, and requires a trick, which goes by the name of “Poisson
resummation formula”. It is derived in appendix C, and applied there to proving modular invariance for
Euclidean lattice partition functions.

The fact that we have here a Lorentzian lattice and a non-holomorphic partition function is no
problem though. Consider the lattice contribution to the partition function, described by the function

~ e~T~~e~sw E f(wL; wR). (3.10)
(wL:wR)EF (wL;wR)EF

It is not difficult to show that the Poisson formula gives in this case

= E eT)~~e~”~= ~ f*(v; vR),
(wL;wR)Er (VL;VR)Er*

Re
Fig. 2. Fundamental modular domain.
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where

f *(V; vR) = f dwR dwL e
2~R~ e2~~ eT)4 ~

= et*TT~e’~~-~TI

by a simple Gaussian integration. Here we used unimodularity of the lattice, since otherwise there
would be an additional volume factor. Using F = F* one derives immediately

~N;N(1/T)TH~N;N(T) (3.11)

Combining the uncompactified string partition function with the correction factor, we find for the
vacuum amplitude of the compactified bosonic string

= f d2T 2 (Im T)(2d)l2~(T)!4i~N;N(T), (3.12)
(ImT)

where the prime indicates the omission of the zero-mode integral. To check the modular invariance of
the integrand one has to verify that the factors T~ in eq. (3.11) (which are called modular weight
factors) cancel. They do, because there are also contributions from the transformation of Im T and i~(T).

The transformation of Im 1 is straightforward:

Im(—lIr) = TI2 Im

Furthermore one needs

~(—1/r) =

Clearly one needs d = 26— N in eq. (3.12) to cancel the modular weight factors. This is essentially a
consequence of conformal invariance, since the weight factors can be thought of as a scale transforma-
tion. The phases in the modular transformations cannot fail to cancel for the uncompactijied bosonic
string, since its partition function is “non-chiral”, i.e. depends in the same way on left- and
right-movers. Hence all phases cancel automatically between left and right. Thus, a priori, only the
correction factor could have violated modular invariance. This remark is also valid for higher genus,
and we will check explicitly that also in that case there is no problem if the correction factor comes from
an even self-dual Lorentzian lattice.

For future purposes it is useful to extend the notion of lattice partition functions to character-valued
partition functions. They are defined by modifying eq. (3.10) as follows

~N;N(xL, xRJT) = ~ exp(iITrw~+ 2IT1WR xR) exp(—iwiw~,— 2iriw~- xL). (3.13)
(wL;wR)Ef

The modular transformation properties of this function can be derived in a straightforward way by using
Poisson resummation exactly as above. One only gets a nice transformation if the arguments XL and XR
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are resealed. The result is

cr+d~cr+d)cT+dxp{~(cT+d — c~+d)}~L,XT). (3.14)

Here we have also displayed the dependence on the parameters a, b, c and d of the modular
transformations, generated by repeated action of T—~T + 1 and T—~—lIT.

3.4. Soliton sums

There is a second way to determine the one-loop partition function, and that is to integrate explicitly
over the zero-modes in the compactified dimensions. This has the advantage that, unlike the
Hamiltonian approach, it has a straightforward generalization to higher genus.
The zero-mode contribution to the path-integral in the compactified dimensions comes from

“soliton” states (since we shall consider such states for Euclidean world sheets, “instanton” would
perhaps be a better terminology.) These are states with non-zero winding number in either the a-0 or the
a-1 direction on the torus, i.e.

I I I

X(a-0,a-i+1)X(a-0,a-i)+2ITka,
(3.15)

X’(a-0 +Im T, a-1 + ReT) = X’(a-0, a-1) + 2ITk~t,,

where k’t, and k’a are vectors on the lattice A on which N dimensions are compactified (the corresponding
coordinates are labeled by I). In terms of the parameters L’ and p’ in the string field (2.10) this implies

L’rzirk~, a’p’—~---(k~—k~ReT).

The zero-mode contribution to the action (3.2) is

S(kb, k11) = a’ T [k~+ k~IrI
2— 2kt, ka Re r — 2ik’t,B,,k~Im T].

Substituted into eq. (3.3) this gives for the contribution of the zero-modes in the compactified
dimensions

~NN = ( 1 )N f dNXO ~ e. (3.16)2IT\/~ ImT ks,k~

In the compact dimensions, the X
0-integral is finite, and yields a factor (2IT)N x vol(A), the volume of

the compact space.
The sum is over all kb, ka E A. Using Poisson resummation we can write it as follows

~ e k5,Ic,,) = 1 ~ ~ ka),
k5,k~EA vol(A) qEA* ,k~EA

where ~ is obtained by Fourier-transforming in kt,:
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~(q, ka) = f dkt, ~
21ri~kt, e~~k*)

= (a’ Im T)N’2 exp{[IT/(a’ Im T)][(ka Re r + ~BkaIm T + ia’q Im r)2 — k~TI2]} -

Substituting this into eq. (3.16) one obtains the expression (3.10) for ~N;N with WL and WR given by
(2.14), with IT replaced by q and L by ka~

3.5. Partition functions and modular invariance at higher genus

All the above can be generalized quite easily to genus-’)’ surfaces (see also refs. [24—27]for
discussions of higher genus partition functions). Some of the necessary mathematics is reviewed in
appendix C.

The generalizations of the soliton states on the torus are field configurations with periodicities 2ITk’b
along the b,-cycle and 2ITk~along the a-cycle, with the cycles defined as in fig. 3. (Here we view kit, and
k~as vectors in the compactified dimensions.) Such a configuration can be written down explicitly. Write
X’ in terms of complex coordinates z = a-

0 + ia-i, where a-0 and a-1 are the Euclidean world sheet
coordinates. In these coordinates the action is (with a’ = ~from now on)

= f d
2z ~ + B,,~). (3.17)

As before we choose g,~= ~, and we put the information about the angles and lengths of the basic
vectors of the lattice in the boundary conditions of X’ rather than in the background metric. A soliton
state defined by the sets of vectors (k~,k~)is defined to transform as follows when z is moved along a
homology cycle

X(z + a~,k’t,, k~)= X(z, k’~,k’~)+ 21Tka~

X(z+bt,kb,k~)=X(z,k’b,k~)+2ITkb.

It is easy to see that the following function has the required property

X(z,k’~,k~)=iIT(kafl—k~)(ImQY’fw+c.c.,

(J~~~2b3

Fig. 3. Homology cycles for a genus-3 Riemann surface.
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where z0 is an arbitrary fixed reference point on the surface. Substituting this into the action we get

5E(~, k~)= 2IT(kb — kati) (1 + B)• Irnul (kb — kaI2),

where the genus-labels are contracted in the obvious way. When restricted to genus 1 all these results
reduce to those of the previous section.

To write the expression in a more convenient way one can perform a Poisson resummation on kh,
regarding it as a vector in the direct sum of ‘y copies of RN. For the higher loop generalization of the
correction factor we get then

C,,(F) = ~ exp(iITw~Q~1. — iITW~.u2,1-wL)[det(Im f~)]NI2
(w~w~)EF

.~N.N(F)[det(Im ~~1)]~2. (3.18)

As in the one-loop case, we have passed here from a lattice A of dimension N to a Lorentzian lattice
~NN~ The vectors on the latter lattice are related to those on A and to B’~as in eq. (2.14), and the sum
is over y copies of that lattice.

The complete partition function is obtained by multiplying the correction factor with the uncompac-
tified bosonic string partition function. The latter is non-chiral on the world sheet, and hence insensitive
to modular phases. To check multi-loop modular invariance we have to check therefore only the
invariance of the correction factor.

This works exactly as in appendix C, apart from a generalization to Lorentzian partition functions as
discussed in section (3.3). The phase factors in the modular transformations are trivial in this case
because the lattice is even and integral. The weight factor ~ N appearing in the transformation S1
cancels against a similar factor from [det(ImQ)]N

12 so that the genus-’y correction factor is modular
invariant. It is amusing to note that proving modular invariance with respect to the transformation S

1
involves modular transformations of lower genus character-valued partition functions. Thus by requir-
ing multi-loop modular invariance for the higher genus vacuum amplitude, we could have determined
the transformation property of a lower genus character-valued partition function. Although we have
seen this here for the special case of lattices, it is an example of a far more general situation.

3.6. Chiral bosons

For heterotic strings one needs partition functions for different numbers of left- and right-moving
bosons. Actions for such chiral bosons can be written down by starting with N left and right-moving
bosons, and introducing an extra Lagrange multiplier term to set some of the right-moving degrees of
freedom to zero [28],[1].This extra term makes it rather difficult to calculate the multi-loop partition
function directly using the path integral.

In practice we need only bosons on lattices Fp;q which are Lorentzian self-dual and even. Such
lattices exist only for p — q = 0 mod 8, and this fact allows us to write down the lattice partition function
without using the path integral directly (the following is a variation on an argument by Ginsparg and
Vafa [27]).If p = q + 8k, we simply consider first the lattice ~ = Fp;q X (E8)”. This lattice has equal
left and right dimensions, and its partition function can be derived by introducing background B1~fields.
The contribution of the p left- and right-moving bosons to the partition function is
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~ (F’
~ “ — [det’(—LI)]’~2-

We can get the partition function for the lattice Fpq out of this one if we can divide out the E
8 lattice

contributions. This is possible, because the E8 partition function can be written in terms of chiral
fermion determinants, which can be expressed in terms of i~ functions

~P(E8)= (~h(Q))
4~ ~9~(0II2). (3.19)

Here 2k(Q) is a holomorphic square root of det’(—LI), ~(Q)~(I1) = det’(—LI). Using the definition of
the i~-functions(see appendix C) one can write the sum in eq. (3.19) as a sum over vectors on the E

8
lattice:

~ ~,~(0~Q)= ~ e~”~°”
a pEE8

This cancels the E8 contribution to the lattice sum in ~1
0(F’),so that we can conclude that the result is

what one might have expected,

~P(Fp;q) = ~(Q)~2~(Q)~2 ~ exp(iITw~Q~
1 — iITw~(l~1wL).

(w~;w’~) E F’,, ,q

At one loop, the exponential expression can also be derived more directly using background fields.
In addition to gjj and B1, background fields (the indices refer to the p non-chiral, left—right paired
bosons) one has to introduce fields A~,where a labels the p — q chiral bosons [171.

4. Bosonization and conformal field theory on lattices

In this section we recall elementary concepts of conformal field theory [29, 30]. More detailed
reviews can, for example, be found in refs. [31—37].We emphasize that conformal field theory is a
priori a more general notion than string theory: strings moving in a specific d-dimensional space—time
represent particular examples of conformal field theories. We will restrict the discussion mainly to that
type of conformal field theories relevant for lattices.

4.1. Operator product algebras

The basic objects are conformal or primary fields cP(z, ~), which are defined to transform under
conformal transformations z—~f(z) (cf. section 1.2) as

~(z, i) = ~ f) (4.1)

and hence P(z, i)(dz)ui(dflh is conformally invariant. The complex variable parametrizes either the
world sheet cylinder continued to Euclidean space (in which case we use instead the variable
w = 2cr0 + 2io-1) or the conformally equivalent punctured complex plane (with z = e’~’).Fields on the
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cylinder and on the plane are related by

~piane(Z,i) = Z ~i~cy(W, ~). (4.2)

Any conformal field is thus characterized by a conformal weight (h, h); the scaling weight is then given
by h + h and the two-dimensional spin by h — h (in two dimensions, the concept of spin is quite
delicate: there can exist objects with arbitrary fractional spin and statistics). All relevant (local)
properties of a given conformal field are characterized by operator product expansions with other fields:

~ft ~(w, ~) = ~ (z — W)~/k(Z — h~hi+hka~j(w vi~). (4.3)

Expressions of this kind are valid if the arguments are radially ordered in the complex plane (i.e.
z > w ), which corresponds to time-ordering on the cylinder. The coefficients a~fkdefine the operator

product algebra, which is closely related to the fusion rules of the theory [29, 38]. Unless all powers in
(z — w) in all possible operator products are integral (hk — h1 — h, — hk + h. + h, E 1), the theory is
ill-defined (non-local), that is, the correlation functions cannot be unambiguously integrated because of
branch cuts. As we will see, requiring locality is a strong constraint.

If h = 0 (h = 0), a field is called chiral or right-(left-)moving; it depends then only (anti-)analytically
on z. In some simple cases (such as the free boson theories discussed in this report), conformal fields
can be written as a tensor product of an analytic and an anti-analytic part. Then the Hilbert space
decomposes into a product of left- and right-moving Hilbert spaces. These correspond to chiral
conformal field theories; for a given theory, the left- and right-moving conformal field theories need not
be identical. If a chiral conformal field theory is local by itself (hk — h1 — h, E 1), it is called
meromorphic, and if there exists only a finite~number of operators with the same conformal weight, it is
called unitary [4]. In this section, we will mainly discuss unitary chiral conformal field theories.

The conformal weight h of any primary field ‘J2h is determined by the operator product with the
stress—energy tensor T(z):

a ~h(w)T(z)- (Ph(W) = h 2 + W + regular terms. (4.4)
(z—w) ~z—w)

Note that T(z) is the generator of infinitesimal conformal transformations of the form (4.1): the action
of the operator .f (dzI2ITi)E(z)T(z) on a conformal field produces the transformation z—~z +
Conformal fields have the special property that they obey (4.4) without creating higher poles in z — w.
For example, the fields appearing in the non-leading and regular terms in eq. (4.4) are not conformal
fields. They are basically derivatives of the conformal fields pk and called descendants. More generally,
taking the operator product (4.3) of any two conformal fields creates a series of other operators, which
may be partly conformal fields and partly descendants. As the descendants are trivially related to the
conformal fields, the theory is completely characterized by all possible operator products between the
primary fields. Therefore we will only consider primary fields in the following. The operator T(z) itself
has weight h = 2,

c12 T(w) a~T(w)T(z)T(w)= 4+2 2 + / ~ +regular terms, (4.5)
(z— w) (z— w) ~z w~
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but for c  0 it is not a conformal field due to the “anomalous” higher pole. The coefficient c is the
conformal anomaly, discussed in section (1.2). If one considers the stress—energy tensor of a subset of
fields in the two-dimensional theory one usually finds c  0, but in the string theories we consider the
sum of all contributions to c vanishes.

There is an intimate relationship between meromorphic chiral operator products and (anti-)commu-
tation relations of the Fourier modes of ‘~I.On the plane, the modes are defined by*)

—n—h n+h—1
z ~h,n’ ~h.fl—_,jdzz P(z). (4.6)n ~IT1

Note that the factors z” in these definitions cancel against the conformal factors when ~Pis transformed
back to the cylinder, so that one gets the canonical mode expansions on the cylinder. The information
encoded in operator product expansions is equivalent to the collection of all (anti-)commutation
relations among the modes ~,,; operator products are just an economic way for writing these. The
precise form of the (anti.) commutation relations depends on the precise form of the operator algebras.
Upon exchanging ~(z) with cI~(w)one easily finds whether a given pair of operators commutes or
anti-commutes. Commutators and anti-commutators are naturally related to even and odd powers of
z — w, as will become clear in the following examples.

Kac—Moody algebras
Consider commuting operators ~(z) J”(z) of conformal weight one in a unitary conformal field

theory. As we want the right-hand side to be even under the simultaneous interchange a ~ b and
z ~ w, the most general operator product is

~ab 1

a b - ab cJ (z)-J (w)= k 2 + / ~ if ~J (w)+regular terms, (4.7)
(z—w) ~zW)

where feb is anti-symmetric in a and b. Actually, upon considering three- and four-point functions one
finds that fab must be structure constants of some Lie algebra [39]. Equation (4.7) has the special
property that it closes on the same type of operators, thus yielding a finite operator product algebra for
unitary conformal field theories. The commutation relations are obtained via the usual contour
integration argument: J,J~and ~ can be written as double integrals with the same integrand, but
with different radial ordering of the integration contours. As the only poles are at z, w = 0 and z =

the commutator is the same integrand integrated over the difference of the two contours, which by
Cauchy’s theorem is the same as

a b £dw,Ldz nma b
wz J (z)J (w). (4.8)

Substituting (4.7) into (4.8) and performing the contour integrals, one obtains

[J~,,J~]= if~’~J~+~+ kmô~6m,_n, (4.9)

*) The values of n in (4.6) must be such that the integral is well defined. For example if h C S and ‘I(z) is single-valued around the origin, then n
takes all integral values.
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which is nothing but the level-k Kac—Moody extension of some Lie algebra with structure constants fab

(in the following, we will only encounter such algebras with k = 1).
Virasoro algebra

Similarly, defining

T(z) = ~ z”2L~ , (4.10)

leads to the following expression, equivalent to eq. (4.5)

[La, Lm] = (c112)n(n2 — 1)8,, -m + (n — m)Ln+m. (4.11)

Thus the conformal anomaly c of eq. (4.5) appears as a central charge term in the algebra. The
zero-mode L

0 is (up to a constant) the Hamiltonian of the right-moving (analytic) sector of the theory
(of course, the full theory contains in addition an isomorphic Virasoro algebra in the left-moving
sector). For unitary conformal field theories, the spectrum of L0 is bounded from below.

Super Virasoro algebra
As an example for an anti-commuting object, consider the superpartner TF(z) (known as the

supercurrent) of the stress—energy tensor, which plays an important role in superconformal theories
(fermionic strings). It has weight h = ~ (so that it is fermionic), and the corresponding equation (4.4)
together with (4.5) and

2c13 2T(w)TF(z)- TF(w) = + / + regular terms (4.12)
(z—w) ~z—w)

constitute the N = 1 superconformal algebra in operator product form. Equivalently, its mode compo-
nents Gm satisfy

{Gm, G,,} = 2Ln+m + ~c(m
2 — ~)8m,~n (4.13)

If m E 1, one has the Ramond version, if m E 1 + ~, one has the Neveu—Schwarz version of the super
Virasoro algebra. The zero-mode in the Ramond sector, G

0 = (1 I
2ITi) ~ dz z112TF(z), is the two-

dimensional supercharge, and obeys

G~=L
0—~ic. (4.14)

In a unitary superconformal theory we have theory G~ 0, hence it follows from (4.14) that the

Ramond ground state a) has weight h = c:

L0Ia)~c~a). (4.15)

4.2. Basic conformal fields and states

One of the most important fields is the derivative of a (chiral, free) boson, oX, which has h = 1. An
explicit expression for such a free boson is the Fubini—Veneziano field described in section (2.5). The
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field X is itself not a conformal field, a fact that is related to its non-local operator product with itself:

X(z).X(w)=—log(z—w). (4.16)

In contrast, OX is a local, conformal field:

1
OX(z)- OX(w) = — 2 + regular terms. (4.17)

(z - w)

For free bosons, the stress—energy tensor is

T(z)= —~:OXOX:= —~ lim (OX(z). OX(w)+ 1 2), (4.18)
w*z (z—w)

where, on the right-hand side, we have explicitly subtracted the poles as required by normal ordering.
Henceforth products of operators taken at the same point are always implicitly understood to be normal
ordered, i.e., all singularities are subtracted. By inserting eq. (4.18) into (4.5) one learns that in this
case c = 1.

Another important type of primary field that can be built with a free boson is given by cPA(z) =

:e~(z):.One finds T(z)- cPA(w) = ~A2(z — w)2cPA(w) +... and hence h = ~A2. Furthermore, using
Wick contractions and eq. (4.16), we have the fundamental formula

iAX iA’X AA’ iA.X(z)+1AX(w):e :(z).:e :(w)=(z—w) :e

= (z — w)’:ei X(w)(
1 + i(z — w)A c9X(w) + - ):. (4.19)

Nothing in the foregoing changes if we replace A and X by vectors A and X. For 2N bosons,
p. = 1,. . . , 2N, T(z) = — ~ and accordingly c = 2N. Note that this operator product is local
only if A~A’El.

In constructions of conformal field theories, one often uses two-dimensional fermions. A particular
example are the NSR fermions ~frnLwith space—time vector index. Although we concentrate on this case
in the following, our discussion applies to fermions with “internal” indices as well. The fermions ~/i~
obey

8~
~V

1(z). cii~(w)= (z — w) + J’~(w)+ further regular terms, (4.20)

which, if we make a mode expansion*)

= ~ z~/i~ , (4.21)

is e~uivalentto {ci’~’‘/‘~,}= 8n~m The free fermion stress energy tensor is T~,,= ~(O~fr)lfr,and from
(4.20) we have

*) we take i/i here to be single valued on the complex plane. A more detailed discussion of fermion boundary conditions will be given in the next
section.
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1 ci’~’(w) c9ci’~(w)

T~,(z).cii’~(w)= 2 (z — w)2 + (z — w) + regular terms, (4.22)

so that h = ~. Furthermore, the operator product of T~with itself shows that a collection of 2N
fermions has c N.

From these basic building blocks one can construct other conformal fields by considering operator
products. For instance, the first regular term in the expansion (4.20) is given by

J~(z) = :cii’~i~:,p., = 1,. .. , 2N. (4.23)

One has then the following operator products:

J~(z) J~(w) = (z w)2 {6~6~—8~6~}— (z 1w) {8~J~~— 6~”J~(w)

CUtLP— 6 J (w) + 6 J (w)} + regular terms,

1 (4.24)
J’”~(z)~cii~(w)= — (z — w) {6~ciIv(w)— 8’~/i~’(w)}-I-regular terms.

The first one is equivalent to a level k = 1, DN SO(2N) Kac—Moody algebra for the mode
components J~’,’~= (1 I2ITi) ~ dz zmJ~’(z). In particular, the zero-modes J~”are the usual DN generators,
under which ~ transform as vectors. As J~(z) is given above in terms of fermions, one calls this a
fermionic construction of the Kac—Moody algebra. Later we will discuss a bosonic version.

One reason why conformal fields are special is that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
conformal fields cPh of weight h and highest weight states*) h) = cPh(0)I0) of the Virasoro algebra,
defined by

L
0Ih)h~h), Ljh)=0 (n>0). (4.25)

The eigenvalue h determines the mass of the state h). Such highest weight states characterize
representations of the Virasoro algebra. The other states in a given representation (the descendants,
which fill out the Verma module) are obtained by acting with certain products of L_,, to h); the
corresponding operators (e.g., derivatives of cPh) are not conformal fields, as they create higher poles in
eq. (4.4).

Physical states in a string theory are generated by certain combinations of conformal fields called
vertex operators. They describe the emission of states from the world sheet, i.e., the in-coming or
out-going asymptotic states. For closed strings, which are described by a combination of a right-moving
(z-dependent) and a left-moving (i-dependent) conformal field theory, we require vertex operators to
have conformal weight one in the left- and the right-moving sector in order to produce conformally
invariant correlation functions (V(z1)~. V(zk)), Consequently, they consist of a left- and a right-
moving piece together with the exponentiated momentum,

V(i, z) = cPh(z)cP/~(z)eh/1X(i, z). (4.26)

~ P~(lJ)on the plane corresponds to an incoming state at t= —~ on the world sheet cylinder.
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Only if the on-shell condition ~ = 1 — h = 1 — h is satisfied (plus, in general, additional on-shell
polarization conditions to prevent higher poles in eq. (4.4)) is V(z) a good vertex operator and
‘P, k) = V(0)I0) a highest weight state. The mass m of such a state is given by ~m2= h — 1 (note that

we are using a’ = 2 here). The fields ~h and cP ~belong to independent left- and right-moving sectors,
and are, a priori, not related to each other. The simplest bosonic string vertex operator, the tachyon
emission vertex is given by eq. (4.26) with cP(z) cP’(i) 1, (k~k,~= —m2 = 2). Some more examples
can be found in section 4.5.

Consider now string theories involving not only some bosons, X’~,but also a collection of world sheet
fermions ~‘ ~‘, where p. is a space—time index (p. = 1,. . - , 2N). In addition to states created by purely
bosonic operators (i.e., by OX and exponentials of X), there also exist highest weight states of the form
(see eq. (4.21))

~ ~k)(O)IO) = ~
112ci’112 ~-1l2I°), (4.27)

corresponding to anti-symmetric tensors of rank k (h = ~k). Taking ph = ç/?~içb~2...çj,tLk in (4.26) yields
vertex operators describing the emission of anti-symmetric tensor states; in particular,

V= ~ ei/~, (4.28)

(combined with a left-moving operator cP~of conformal weight one) is a vector boson emission vertex.
One can also define the G-parity operator

GNs=(~1)’, (4.29)

(F is the two-dimensional fermion number) which is +1 (—1) on even (odd) anti-symmetric tensors
(4.27). The operator GNS commutes with T(z).

The crucial difference between the bosonic and fermionic Hilbert spaces is that the latter splits into
two parts, called the Neveu—Schwarz (NS) and Ramond (R) sectors. This is due to the fact that there
are two spin structures on the cylinder: in the NS-sector the fermions i’ have anti-periodic, while in the
R-sector they have periodic boundary conditions. By performing a conformal transformation z = e”~we

—w12 —112 . . .

see that (because of the factor e = z in eq. (4.2)) fermions in the NS-sector are periodic
(single-valued), and those in the R-sector anti-periodic (double-valued) along cycles enclosing the origin
of the complex plane. Thus in the NS-sector the mode numbers n in the expansion (4.21) of cii(z) are
half-integral, and in the R-sector integral. In particular, the zero-modes in the R-sector obey

{~, ~} = 6~, (4.30)

so they can be represented by space—time SO(2N) ‘y-matrices. Accordingly the representation space on
which ~ act must be spinorial, which can be achieved by choosing the ground state I a) to be a spinor
(thus a is an SO(2N) spinor index). Then a generic highest weight R-state (corresponding to (4.27))
looks like

(4.31)

Clearly, while highest weight states in the NS-sector (4.27) correspond to space—time antisymmetric
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tensors, R-states (4.31) lead to space—time spinors. As in the NS-sector, one can introduce the G-parity
operator

GR = 72N+1 ® (_1)F, (4.32)

whose eigenvalues are ±1,and which now takes into account the space—time helicity.
One now wishes to create states in the R-sector from states in the NS-sector via vertex operators. If

we view cii(z) as an analytic function on the plane, we can describe the double-valuedness around the
origin (in the R-sector) as due to a square-root branch cut emanating from there: it flips the boundary
conditions between periodic and anti-periodic. This cut corresponds to an operator insertion at z = 0
(which describes an incoming state at t = —oo on the cylinder). This operator has to be a conformal field
Sa(Z) that takes the NS-vacuum to the Ramond highest weight state a) that satisfies (4.15)

a) = Sa(0)I0) - (4.33)

The operator 5” is called a spin field and it has a very complicated description in terms of the
fundamental field ~r”. In the next section we will, however, give a simple description of ~a The spin
field is indispensable in the calculation of scattering amplitudes in fermionic string theories, since it
appears in the vertex operator for the emission of space—time spinors.

The property that 5” produces a branch cut with ~‘ is imposed by requiring that the operator product
expansion of cii(z) with Sa(w) contains half-integral powers in (z — w):

~i~(z)- S”(w) = 1 1/2 (y~)~S~(w)+ regular terms. (4.34)
(z - w)

Thus, the very presence of this cut naively renders the theory non-local and as such ill-defined. We will
discuss later how these difficulties are resolved.

The operator 5” is a special case of what one calls a twist operator: the R-sector is obtained from the
NS-sector by a Z2-twist. One can consider more general, e.g., ZM-twists, that can also act on the
bosons OX. One encounters generalized twist operators in orbifold constructions.

4.3. Basics of bosonization

Bosonization is a feature that is very special to two dimensions, and simply amounts to expressing
fermionic field operators like ~‘ in terms of bosonic ones. The crucial point is that two conformal field
theories are physically equivalent, i.e., indistinguishable, if all correlation functions are identical. Now,
the singular parts of all correlation functions are characterized by all possible operator product
expansions (4.3) between the various fields. Thus bosonizing a theory essentially amounts to expressing
any given two-dimensional fermionic operator by a certain bosonic expression in such a way that it
reproduces all local operator product expansions. In particular, the realization of certain symmetries
(for example, those generated by J~or TF) depends only on operator products involving the symmetry
currents and not on how these are represented.

To bosonize di”, p. = 1,. . - ,2N, we first switch to a complex basis by defining N pairs

(1I\/~)(~&1+ içi’
2)—~~i’1 (1 /V’~)(ç&1- i~2)-*~

(4.35)
(1/V~)(~3+ i~4)-*~i’2 (iIV~)(q?- i~4)—+~-2
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and so on. Then eq. (4.20) takes the form (j, k = 1,... , N):

ci,k(z). ~i’(w) = (z —w) + Jk~(w)+ (z — w)8k,_jPk(w) + terms containing descendant fields.
(4.36)

Using the operator product formula (4.19) for exponentials, it is easy to see that we can express our 2N
fermions by N free bosons Hk in a way such that (4.36) is reproduced:

= :eiHk Ck: , ~—k = :e~~c_k: - (4.37)

(ck are certain cocycle-phase generating operators that ensure that fermions with different indices really
anti-commute; for explicit realizations of the operators ck see for example, refs. [40, 36]. A very simple
representation is obtained by taking c, = c..1 = ~, i = 1,. . - , N, where ‘y, are the SO(N) y-matrices. In
the following, we often will not write such factors explicitly). Both conformal systems ({ ~, }, {Hk })
have central charge c = N.

One can easily bosonize J~by just reading it off from eq. (4.36). Switching to the Cartan—Weyl
basis, we have for the off-diagonal (k ~ j) currents

J± k.± J(z) :~/~/i~’:(z)= :e~~’~’~’
1i:(z)e(± k,± j)c± k± j (4.38)

and for the diagonal currents, which span the Cartan sub-algebra:

Jk._k(z) = :ei~~ke_iHk:(z)

= lirn (eth’k(z) e_i~~k(w)— 1 I(z — w)) = iOHk(z). (4.39)

Note that in eq. (4.38) one generates a cocycle factor for the current from the cocycle factors of the
individual fermions. In general one has ckct = r(k, l)ck+T, where s(k, 1) = ±1(the sign depends on the
precise realization one chooses for the cocycles, but is not relevant for our present purpose).
Furthermore we have used ckc_k = 1, an identity that the cocycles are required to satisfy. It is easy to
check that these currents represent a bosonic realization of the level one DN-Kac—Moody algebra
(4.24). Note that the price to pay for bosonization is that the Kac—Moody currents are not all on the
same footing: the off-diagonal currents are realized by solitons, i.e., circle-valued bosons, while the
diagonal, Abelian currents take the canonical form. Equations (4.38) and (4.39) provide only a
particular example of the more general Frenkel—Kac construction, which is described in more detail in
the next section.

Similarly, the operator pk(z) appearing in eq. (4.36) is seen to have the form

pk() = :e2i~~~~:(z)c
2k- (4.40)

In the last section we have given further examples of operators in the fermionic sector. For instance, in
bosonic language the operator corresponding to ~ i/i”~” (4.27) is (a linear combination of
operators) of the form

S”()e~’() A~=(±~, ± ~,. - ,±~). (4.44)
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where A is an N-dimensional vector with p components equal to ±1 and the remaining N — p equal to
zero. More generally, we can construct primary fields where A has arbitrary integral components. The
corresponding (highest weight) states are then best written as A) = cPA(0)I0). For instance,
(±2,0,... ,0)) = P51(0)I0). On the other hand, in fermionic language, this state is (±2,0,...,

0)) = ~
The G-parity operator (4.29) takes the form

GIA) = exp[iIT(~ Ak)]IA), (4.42)

whose eigenvalue is ±1 depending on whether ~ A, is even or odd. Operators describing (anti-)
commuting objects are related to vectors A of even (odd) length-squares (one can easily see this from
eq. (4.19) upon exchanging z and w).

It is clear that the collection of all operators of the form e~AH is related to a lattice. This follows
simply from the fact that in any operator product (4.19) the vectors add to give a new one:

cP
5(z)- cPA(w) = cPA+A(z — w)~’(1+ O(z — w)). (4.43)

Consistency, that is, closure of the operator product algebra (4.3), then requires that the vertex
operator cPA+A exists and generates a state IA + A’) of the theory. The lattice is thus formed by the set
of vectors A obtained by all possible additions of some given basic vectors. Thus, for theories based on
lattices, one can use the information carried by the lattice to characterize the operator product
algebra*).

For the lattice generated by bosonizing the fermions, as described above, operator products preserve
a natural Z2-grading, that is, a split into vectors of even and odd length-squares, or equivalently, a split
into eigenvalues ±1 of GNS. More specifically, the lattice characterized above is precisely the weight
lattice of DN generated by the conjugacy classes (0) and (v). In particular, the non-zero roots of DN
(± e1±e1), which appear in the bosonized currents J± i± i(Z)(4.38), as well as the vectors A =

(0,. . - , ±2,.. - , 0), associated with p±k(z) belong to the neutral class (0), while the fermions i~(i~(as
well as all other odd anti-symmetric tensors) belong to (v).

In this framework it is now very easy to describe states in the R-sector. As discussed in the previous
section, states in the R-sector are generated via spin fields Sa(z) They have the property that they
create square-root branch cuts (4.34) with the NSR-fermions ~ In bosonic language, they have a
particularly simple form: it follows from eq. (4.43) that spin fields have to be associated with lattice
vectors A~with entries ±~:

Sa()eIA~H(z) A5 =(± ~,±i,.. , ±~). (4.44)

In fact, there are two spin fields, 5” and 5”, with opposite DN helicity belonging to (s) and (c) of DN;
they are distinguished by an even or odd number of — signs in A~,respectively. The number 2N1 of
possible sign choices for A5 in each case is precisely the dimension of the two chiral spinor
representations of DN: hence a, ci = 1,. . - 2N1

~ In the operator product algebra there also appear fields involving derivatives dH, which are not represented on the lattice; however, these
play only a trivial role in this context.
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Using world sheet supersymmetry to relate the 2N fermions ~i”‘to 2N bosons X” we can check these
results with the ground-state energy (4.15). The conformal weights of S”, 5” are h~= ~A~2= ~N. The
total value of the central charge of the fermions and the bosons is 3N, so that (4.15) gives us precisely
the value h~.

This bosonic realization of the spin fields means that, in lattice language, the R-sector is described by
the spinor conjugacy classes (s) and (c) of DN. To which particular spinor class a given state A)
belongs is determined by the eigenvalue of GR (4.32) which is, in bosonic language, and up to an
overall phase, identical to GNS given in eq. (4.42). Every given conjugacy class can be represented by a
particular vector belonging to that class; all other vectors in the same class are obtained by adding the
root lattice, i.e., all vectors of the neutral class (0). Thus all states (up to derivatives) in the R-sector are
of the form

:et~H:(0)I0), AE(0) of DN, (4.45)

and we can think of the ground states of the R-sector a) = Sa(0)I0) as being generated by shift vectors
A~of minimal lengths in the spinor conjugacy classes of DN.

4.4. Lattices and Kac—Moody algebras

The foregoing discussion dealt only with periodic and anti-periodic fermionic boundary conditions,
i.e., with Z

2-twisted fermions. We have just seen that these can be described, in bosonic language, in
terms of the weight lattice DN of SO(2N). One can generalize these concepts to other lattices, for
instance to the weight lattices AN of SU(N + 1), or to lattices that are products of weight lattices of
several Lie algebras. (There are of course also lattices that are not related to Lie algebras at all.) Such
lattices may be described in terms of free fermions with more complicated boundary conditions
combined with generalized spin (or twist) fields. (Alternatively, they may be described by fermions with
Thirring interactions. See, e.g., ref. [41] for a discussion of these matters.) These twist fields need not
be either fermionic or bosonic. Like the spin fields, such operators are quite difficult to describe in
terms of the fermionic variables v,”. In bosonic language, however, all operators have the same
(exponentiated) form, and v”‘ are no more fundamental than 5” Clearly, the bosonic lattice
formulation provides a convenient and elegant description of such objects.

Of course, such theories based on lattices are not the most general conformal field theories, but
certainly the simplest ones. More precisely, we consider here only conformal field theories involving
free, untwisted bosons, such that the set of primary fields is given by the operators OH and e’~’”. The
descendant fields are simply all possible derivatives of these. Thus any theory of this type is completely
characterized by specifying the underlying lattice; in the following, we will mainly consider lattices that
are products of Lie algebra lattices, and which therefore have a finite number of conjugacy classes.

As mentioned in the last section, there is a close relation between the operator product algebra and
vector addition. In general, the full operator product algebra contains infinitely many primary fields.
For certain lattice theories, it is however possible to isolate closed, finite sub-algebras of the full
operator product algebra that characterize the full theory. They involve operators with lowest
conformal weights and thus are related to lattice vectors with smallest lengths. It is well-known (cf.
appendix A) that a simply laced Lie algebra ~ is characterized by its vectors of norm two, that is, by its
roots (we consider here only Euclidean lattices with A

2  0). These are associated with conformal
operators of weight one
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JA(z)=eiA~Hc(z) A2=2, (4.46)

where c,,, is a cocycle factor, to be discussed below. These currents characterize the conformal field
theory in exactly the same way as the roots characterize the Lie algebra. Together with OH,, i =

1,... , rank ~ they form a closed operator sub-algebra (4.7), which is equivalent to a Kac—Moody
algebra ~ (4.9). The identification (4.46) is the Halpern—Frenkel—Kac—Segal construction of level-one
Kac—Moody algebras [42, 43], which works for all simply-laced Lie algebras. In the Cartan—Weyl basis,
eq. (4.9) takes the form

[(OHi)m,(OH~)~]= m8”6m,_,, ‘ [(OH’)m, ~1~]= ~

0, A A’ (A+A’ is not a root),
[JAJA] e(A,A’)J~,t~,,, AA’=—l (A+A’ isaroot), (4.47)

A (OH)m+n + m6m,_n , A- A’ = —2 (A + A’ = 0).

If one checks the contour integral manipulations analogous to eq. (4.8), one finds that the currents
commute properly only if the cocycle factors are chosen to satisfy cAcA = (—1)””c

5c5. In order to get a
closed algebra one needs furthermore cAcA = e(A, A’)cA+A, where s(A, A’) can be ±1.Such cocycle
factors can be constructed for all root lattices of simply laced algebras. If one constructs a bosonic
representation for DN currents as in eq. (4.38), the cocycle factors of the currents are obtained directly
from those of the free fermions.

Clearly, (OW )~represent the generators of the Cartan sub-algebra and J~the off-diagonal generators
of ~. Note that this algebra closes into a finite set of conformal operators because the right-hand side of
(4.47) vanishes if A + A’ is not a root. In contrast, the full operator algebra of a string theory does not
necessarily close into a finite set of conformal operators. There are also closed sub-algebras other than
Kac—Moody algebras: one example is the world sheet superconformal algebra in fermionic strings.

By using the formula (4.19) for operator products of exponentials, many properties of such
conformal field theories on Lie algebra lattices can be determined solely in terms of the addition and
multiplication (i.e. inner product) rules of the lattice conjugacy classes. In other words, one can classify
the primary fields in terms of Lie algebra conjugacy classes. This feature is quite useful; for instance,
the addition rules of conjugacy classes r~presentsuperselection rules of the operator product algebra,
and the multiplication rules determine the (anti-) commutation properties of the various fields. As will
be discussed below, these addition and multiplication rules also determine the modular behavior of the
corresponding character functions. For example, in the foregoing section the lattice in question was DN

with the possible conjugacy classes (0), (v), (s) and (c). The twisted boundary conditions for fermions
in the R-sector reflect in the branch cut arising from (z — w)” A in (4.19) by the multiplication rule
(v)- (s) E/ + ~. This is nicely illustrated by eq. (4.34), which also reflects the fusion rule (v) + (s) = (c).
On the other hand, the operator product expansion (4.36) of two fermions ~‘ E (v), which contains fJ
and Pi in its regular terms, represents (v) + (v) = (0). (Anti-)commutation properties are also easily
determined from (4.19) upon exchanging z and w; checking the powers of z — w, one finds that while
all operators in (0) commute and those in (v) anti-commute, states in the spinor conjugacy classes have
(for generic N) no definite (anti-)commutation properties.

The foregoing does not imply that all lattice conjugacy classes actually do occur in a given theory.
Rather, a given lattice theory is characterized by the “root” lattice plus a list of the specific conjugacy
classes actually present. One condition is of course that the given set of conjugacy classes closes under
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addition, i.e., that the operator product algebra is consistent, and that it is also local. The latter means
that the inner product of any two lattice vectors has to be integral. At quantum level, there are further
constraints on the conjugacy classes due to modular invariance of the partition function.

Generically, the one-loop partition function takes the form*)

— L —c/24—L
0—E124 — —

,~‘(T, r) = Tr q ° q = c~1X1(T)X1(T), (4.48)

where q = ~ and c~1are some integral coefficients. The building block x~describes the contribution
of the ith Verma module, i.e., the contribution of the ith primary field together with its infinitely many
descendants. In other words, eq. (4.48) represents a decomposition of the Hubert space in terms of
irreducible representations of the left- and right-moving Virasoro algebras. In general, the foregoing
sum extends over infinitely many such building blocks. A simplification occurs if the primary fields can
be grouped into representations of certain algebras. This is precisely the case for theories based on Lie
algebra lattices with a finite number of conjugacy classes. Then the partition function can be expressed
as a finite sum**) over characters Ch[,], where (i) denotes a conjugacy class and combines the
contribution of the infinitely many Verma modules belonging to that class. For theories based on free
bosons, Ch[,] are the character functions of level one Kac—Moody algebras G:

Ch~](T)= Tr(~)qLo~C/
24 = d ~ qA2/2 (4.49)

~ (r) AE(i)

The sum runs over all vectors of the d-dimensional weight lattice of O that belong to (i).
Consider, for example, the weight lattices of Dm. As discussed above, they correspond in the

fermionic language to theories with Z
2-valued (periodic and anti-periodic) boundary conditions. The

Dm characters can thus be represented entirely in terms of the well-known i~-functions(see appendix
C.6; the first argument of the i~-functionis omitted here, since in all formulas in this section it is zero):

Ch~T(T)=~?7’~(T)

Ch157(r) = ~ ~() {t~3(T) — 1~4(T) } (4.50)

Ch~r(r)= Ch~T(T)= fl

m(T) p2(T).

In this framework, it is easy to describe the modular properties of the partition function in terms of
its constituent characters. The behavior of Lie algebra characters under the modular transformation
T—~—lIT is quite simple [38](cf. appendix C):

ChG
1_I / \ — 2ir1(k).(I) G í ~[kJt. liT) — \/cv e It]~T)

~ The constants c124 are the zero-point energy subtractions, analogous to the “—1” for the light-cone Hamiltonian of the bosonic string (which
has c = 24). If one would not subtract these constants, the partition function would not have good modular properties. For example for the bosonic
string this constant ensures that the partition function can be expressed in terms of n-functions (see section (3.2)).

~ Such theories made out of a finite number of building blocks are called rational conformal field theories in the literature. The rational torus
compactifications discussed in section (2.3) are examples of rational conformal field theories.
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where the sum runs over all possible N (=the order of the center) conjugacy classes (defined by the dual
of the root lattice), and the inner product represents their multiplication rules. Basically, eq. (4.51) is
nothing but a Fourier transformation in the space of conjugacy classes.

It follows from eq. (4.51) that characters of theories with the same fusion rules behave in the same
way; for instance, the characters of A1 and E7 (or A2 and Et, etc.) behave identically under T—~—lIT.
(The “euclideanization” trick in appendix A.4 is based on this). For Dm (m = 4k, k E/) we get

Ch~’(—1IT) = ~{Ch~1(r)+ Ch~T(T)+ Ch~r(r)+ Ch~1(T)}

Ch~’(—1IT) = ~ {Ch~T(T)+ Ch~1(T)— Ch~(T)— Ch~T(T)} (4.52)

Ch~T(—1/T) = ~{Ch~1(T)— Ch~T(T)+ Ch~T(T)— Ch~1(T)},

so that e.g. Ch~1(r)+ Ch~T(T)transforms into itself.
At this stage we can make contact between the lattice partition functions of section (3.3) (where we

considered compactification of the bosonic string) and the discussion here. In a lattice-compactified
theory, the partition function is given by a lattice sum. For Lie algebra lattices, this sum can also be
expressed as a finite sum over the characters of the various conjugacy classes that are present on the
lattice. Modular transformations mix these characters in the manner described above. The theory is
invariant under T—~—lIT precisely if the choice of conjugacy classes is such that the lattice is self-dual.

In table 1, we summarize the corresondence between lattices and conformal field theories (the table
was inspired by ref. [4]).

4.5. Conformal field theory and torus compactijication

To make all this more explicit, and to clarify the relation with the results of sections 2 and 3,
consider, for example, a torus compactification of the 26-dimensional closed bosonic string on an
8-dimensional even Lorentzian self-dual lattice (Eb)L x (E8)R. This is the same as (Dt)L x (Db)R with
conjugacy classes ((0) + (s); (0) + (s)). Accordingly, the contribution of the compactified bosons to the
partition function (cf. eq. (3.12)) can be written in terms of D8 characters:

Table 1
Translation table between lattice and conformal field

theory language.

Lattice Conformal field theory

dimension d central charge c
lattice point A primary field ~,
length of A conformal weight
vector addition operator product
roots Kac—Moody currents
conjugacy classes Hilbert space sectors
even lattice points commuting operators
odd lattice points anti-commuting operators
integral meromorphic
self-dual invariant under r—’ —hr
even invariant under r—~r + 1
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~(T, T) = -8 - 8 ~A~/2qA~/2 = Ch~(r)-
?~ (T)~ (r) (AL;AR)EE

8XE8
(4.53)

Ch~(T)=Ch~(T)+Ch~(T)= 8 {(T)+~(T)+~(T)}.

It is easy to discuss the conformal field theory of this model in terms of operators like the
Kac—Moody currents jab(j) ja ~(z) of (Ei)L x (ES)R. The currents belonging to (0) of the subgroup
D8 ‘= SO(16) are precisely given by (4.38) and (4.39); the currents (4.39) belonging to the Cartan
sub-algebra correspond to Kaluza—Klein states, the off-diagonal ones to winding states, i.e., solitons.
The remaining currents belonging to (s), i.e., to E8/D5, are realized by spin fields (4.44) of D8. This is
possible since a spinor weight of D8 has length-square two, so that it can represent a root vector.

The massless sector of the conformal field theory describing the compactified bosonic string theory
above is characterized by the vertex operators

ab — ab — ikXV~(z,z)=J (z)OX~(z)e , p.=l,. - - ,18, (4.54)

which describe gauge vector bosons belonging to the adjoint representation of the left-moving E8,
whereas

V~’
t,(i,z) = ja’b(z)aX ~i) eil~~~’ (4.55)

describes the emission of a vector boson of the right-moving E
8. Furthermore,

V~~(i,z) = ~X~(i)OX~(z) ei/cX (4.56)

describes the emission of gravitons, anti-symmetric tensor fields and dilatons in eighteen dimensions,
and

V~”(i, z) = jab(i)jcd’(z) e~X (4.57)

represents 496 x 496 massless scalars. These vertex operators are conformal fields of weight one only if
k”k~= 0, and if they are multiplied with polarization vectors satisfying certain transversality conditions.
For example the polarization tensors ~“ for vector emission vertices must satisfy k~~“ = 0.

According to the fermion—boson equivalence in two dimensions, in order to describe the same
theory we could also start with a fermionic version of the foregoing objects. The D8 currents are then
represented by bilinears as in eq. (4.23), however, the currents represented by the spin fields have a
very complicated, transcendental dependence on the fermions [44].In this formulation, there is no trace
of higher dimensions left.

We have seen that certain conformal theories can be described in terms of free compact bosons. It is
sometimes possible to interpret these as torus-compactified higher dimensional coordinates. The
example above represents a compactified theory in the literal sense, and this is true for the entire class
of compactified bosonic strings discussed in section 2, provided that one includes a background
B~,~-field.There exist however more general conformal field theories based on lattices, which do not
admit any compactification interpretation. We will encounter many such theories when we discuss
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four-dimensional heterotic strings. One should therefore not confuse compact bosons with compactified
space—time coordinates (which are a special case). From the two-dimensional point of view, the
distinction between compactified and other internal degrees of freedom is irrelevant and misleading; the
subclass of conformal field theories which have a compactified space—time interpretation is not
essentially different from the generic case, for which such an interpretation is difficult or impossible. In
the next section we will apply the ideas discussed here to bosonic lattice descriptions of heterotic
strings, which in general do not admit such a compactification interpretation.

5. The NSR model, superstrings and heterotic strings

5.1. The covariant NSR model in bosonic lattice formulation

We will first introduce the covariant ten-dimensional NSR-model [45] (the spinning string) in bosonic
language, which will allow a straightforward generalization to lower dimensions.

The covariant NSR-model can be described by a specific conformal field theory whose main variables
are ten fermions v”‘ and ten bosons X”, which play the role of space—time coordinates. There is a local
N = 1 world sheet supersymmetry relating X” to vi”, generated by a supercurrent TF = iOX”t/i~,so that
we have a superconformal field theory. The basic conformal operators are OX”(z) and 4’J”(z), whose
properties have been discussed already in the previous section. Since these fields depend analytically on
z, we deal only with right-moving fields. What we are eventually after is however closed, and in
particular, heterotic string theories. Thus we will have to pair the right-moving NSR-model with an a
priori independent left-moving (i-dependent) conformal field theory. This will be explained further
below.

On a trivial background, and in supercoriformal gauge, the action takes the free form

5NSR f d2z (OX”ãX~+ ~ + ~ghost). (5.1)

We denote by c and b the (anti-commuting) ghost and anti-ghost fields for fixing conformal invariance,
and by y and J3 the (commuting) ghost and anti-ghost fields for fixing the fermionic part of
superconformal invariance. Then the ghost Lagrangian is given by

2~ghost = b~c+ f3ãy. (5.2)

As indicated above, the part of the theory consisting of OX” and cli” by itself suffers from severe
deficiencies. For example, i/i” appears in the emission vertices for space—time vector bosons, but being
a two-dimensional spinor, i~” naturally anti-commutes and thus the vertex operator (4.28) apparently
has the wrong space—time spin statistics. Another difficulty is that in order to describe the R-sector, we
had to introduce the spin field S”. This field has conformal weight h = ~ N = ~ and not h = 1, which
would be needed for a vertex operator describing massless space—time fermions. When inserted at some
point on the complex plane, 5” creates a branch cut (4.34) in order to change the boundary conditions
of vi”. (In bosonic formulation, this is related to the rule (v) (s) E / + ~ for the conjugacy classes of
D

5, which is the Lie algebra of the Wick-rotated Lorentz group in ten dimensions). But the very
presence of this cut makes the theory non-local. Another problem we encounter is that s” does not
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anti-commute with itself as it should as a space—time fermion. This fact is reflected by the rule
(s)- (s) E 2N + ~, NE / in D5, which also reveals the presence of even worse cuts.

It is important to notice that many of these and other unpleasant features can be traced back to
properties of the various conjugacy classes of the lattice D5, if one uses the bosonic description of the
v”‘. We will see that a resolution lies in the modification of this lattice.
The only new ingredient of the covariant NSR-model (5.1) compared to the conformal field theory of

X” and u”‘ as described in the last section is the ghost system. It is in fact a crucial ingredient, which can
cure all above-mentioned diseases. The ghosts are conformal fields obeying b(z) - c(w) = c(w). b(z) =

1/(z — w), /3(z)- y(w) = —y(w) /3(z) = —1I(z — w). Their conformal weights are

c: h=—1, b: h=2,
(5.3)

y: h—i, /3: ~

Their contribution to the full stress—energy tensor is Tgh = cOb + 2Ocb — ~yO$— ~Oyf3[30].Substituting
this into eq. (4.5), we learn that the contribution to the central charge of the b, c system is ct,~= —26,

and similarly cp7 = 11; thus altogether we have cghosi = —15 and this cancels precisely the contribution
of the ten X” plus ten vi”. So the conformal anomaly disappears, which is crucial for the consistency of
the theory. This does of course not imply that the string theory can only be consistent in ten
dimensions. Rather, what counts here is only the total value of cmatter = 15, and not any particular
decomposition in terms of contributions of X” and v”‘. Allowing for arbitrary internal degrees of
freedom, which carry “missing” central charge, will allow us later to construct string theories in lower
dimensions than ten that are not necessarily compactifications of ten-dimensional theories.

As we intend to discuss only the spectrum of the theory and not other aspects (like correlation
functions), we will explain only aspects of the ghost system relevant here. The role of the b, c system is
then quite simple: for our purposes, all that the b, c system does is to provide the correct vacuum
energy. In section 5.2 we described how the states of the theory are created by acting with conformal
fields on some vacuum. We did however not specify the vacuum itself. The correct vacuum (of the
bosonic string) is 0) = c(0)I0)SL(2C), where 0)SL(2c) is the true SL(2, C) invariant vacuum of the
theory, which is annihilated by L,,, n  —1. (Another way of describing the same situation is to redefine
the vertex operators of the theory by replacing Vby cV; these objects then act on the SL(2, C) invariant
vacuum state.) Since c has weight h = —1, the mass of 0) is given by ~m

2= —1; it represents the
tachyon state of the bosonic string. Note that in this formalism the action of the ghost field c(0)
produces the familiar zero-point mass shift —1 of the bosonic string. Massless states are built upon 0)
using conformal fields of weight h = 1. This gives us back the mass formula of the bosonic string (2.16)
(where X counts the number of derivatives in a vertex operator).

In fermionic strings, we also have the commuting ghosts /3, y. Their role is much more involved. As
we cannot discuss all issues in great detail, we will just give recipes for handling these ghosts (details can
be found in ref. [30]). It is very convenient to bosonize these fields*)

/3 = e~O~, y = e~n- (5.4)

*) One can also bosonize the b, c system. However their boundary conditions are always periodic, and as we will see later, the corresponding
bosons would play no role in the lattice description.
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Here, / is a chiral boson with negative norm, ~(z)- ~(w) = log(z — w), and ~ and ~ are auxiliary
fermions, which will play no role in the following. They are needed in eq. (5.4) since one cannot
bosonize the commuting fields /3, y solely in terms of an anti-commuting exponential of one boson.

One important feature of the ~-ghost is that the conformal field ei~has a peculiar conformal weight:

e~’1’~w~T~
5(z)e~(w)—~q(q+2) ‘2k” -~ h=—~q(q+2). (5.5)

(z — w)

The linear term (— q) originates from an anomaly of the ghost number current j = /3y, and the negative
sign is due to the negative metric of 4, which also implies

e~(z)- e~(w)= (z — w)~ e~(w) + -- . (5.6)

Note that h-values in eq. (5.5) are not bounded from below, which shows that the /
3—y system is not a

unitary conformal field theory. Therefore we cannot rely on our experience with unitary theories to
understand it. We do not know of a derivation of the properties of this system that we find entirely
satisfactory. Most of the knowledge about the way this system works has been gained through trial and
error, rather than by systematic derivation. Nevertheless, enough work has been done to check that
what we do know is internally consistent.

Perhaps the most useful guiding principle is the old light-cone formalism of the NSR-model, which
we should be able to reproduce. The natural starting point is to try to find the ground states of the
Neveu—Schwarz and Ramond sector, which should have ~m2 = — ~and ~m2= 0 respectively. Since we
just saw that the reparametrization ghosts contribute to the mass of the ground states, it is not
unreasonable to expect the superghosts to contribute as well.

An important difference between the bc system and the f3y system is that the former fields
anti-commute, whereas the latter commute. It is easy to see that by acting with b and c oscillators one
cannot lower the energy of the SL(2, C) invariant vacuum beyond —1, since fermionic oscillators can
act at most once. The bosonic oscillator modes of /3 and y can however act an infinite number of times.
Since there are modes that lower the energy (e.g. y

112 in the NS-sector), it can be lowered to —~ by
successive action of these oscillators, as one can also observe in eq. (5.5).

In view of this it is not too surprising that the correct ground state is not obtained by acting on the
SL(2, C) vacuum with, for example, y(0). Instead it turns out that we should consider (for reasons that
will become a bit clearer in a moment) a set of states characterized by a certain Bose ghost sea charge q:

q) =e~’(0)~O). (5.7)

To specify the possible values of q, note first that the f3y ghosts are related to gauge degrees of the
(non-dynamical) world sheet gravitino, hence should have the same periodicity properties. Since the
gravitino couples to the supercurrent TF = i ci’OX, it follows that because of world sheet supersymmetry
the /

3y ghosts should have the same boundary conditions as the NSR-fermions vi” (as OX is periodic).
This implies that we need different vacua in the NS- and R-sectors of ci”‘: in the NS-sector q E / while
in the R-sector q E 77 + ~. States obtained from the q) vacua by bosonized NSR operators e~”,can be
obtained from the SL(2, C) invariant vacuum by acting with Vq(A) = e~’~’e”~. The fact that q is
quantized differently for the NS- and R-sectors can be summarized elegantly using a trick, invented in
ref. [6]:just consider the ghost charge q as part of an enlarged covariant lattice. That is, associate to any
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of the aforementioned (and all other possible) bosonized vertex operators (i.e., states) six-dimensional
vectors w = (Al q). This lattice F~looks rather like an extension D5—~D6, but we have to take into
account the switched sign in the ghost metric. The natural inner product on this lattice is defined by the
power of z — w in operator product expansions, because that determines the various (anti-)commutation
properties of the fields and measures locality. From (4.19) and (5.6) we have

~ e~(z)-~ eW~(w)= (z — w)AA_~VA+A~ ~ . (5.8)

Therefore the natural inner product has Lorentzian metric (+ + + + +H):
~w,w’)=A-A’—qq’. (5.9)

The same inner product appears also in the mass formula for arbitrary ghost charges:

~m
2=~w,w)—q+X—1. (5.10)

Accordingly, we denote the Lorentzian lattice by F
5,1 = D51, with the comma indicating the sign flip in

the metric.
The operator product (5.8) represents a Lorentzian algebra (also denoted by D51). Because of the

Lorentzian metric, the operator algebra does not close on a finite set of conformal operators. In
particular, there exists an infinite number of operators with the same weight, which roughly correspond
to the various ghost pictures explained below. This is in contrast to Euclidean lattices, and a reflection
of the fact that the superconformal field theory of the ghost system is not unitary.

There exists now still an infinite ambiguity in what values of q we actually choose. Out of the fields
X”, Hk (the bosons replacing cli”) and the ghost field 4 (not to mention the auxiliary fields ~and ~) one
can construct a huge set of vertex operators, that vastly outnumbers the known set of light-cone states
of the NSR-model. This set is reduced by superconformal invariance conditions (most conveniently
expressed by requiring that the physical vertex operators commute with the BRST-operator), but it
turns out that one still has an infinite number of vertex operators for any physical state, namely one for
every value of q. That is, there is a copy of every vertex operator in every ghost sector; the different
copies are also called pictures [30]. There exists an operation which maps a given vertex operator with
ghost charge q into one with q + 1:

Vq+i(z)=:7P+iVq:(z). (5.11)

This picture changing operator [30]carries one unit of ghost charge, and is given by

2P÷ l(z)=e~’TF(z)=ie~’çfr• OX(z)+ -... (5.12)

Thus, apart from the ghost part, picture changing is more or less the same as performing a
two-dimensional supersymmetry transformation*).

Upon bosonization, we can represent ~lP~ by the vector ~ = (0,. . - ,±1,0,. . -

*) In fact, the ghost part is necessary in order to have a well-defined local action of T~on states in the R-sector; remember the branch cut of ~bin
T~.Roughly speaking, one may regard e~as a bosonized anti-commuting coordinate, playing the role of e in IEQSUSY,. . .1.
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Picture changing then acts on the lattice(-part of the theory) simply as shifting by w~.In order for this
operation to be well-defined and local, w~has to have integral inner product with all other lattice
vectors. Although trivially satisfied in the ten-dimensional NSR-model, this condition will prove quite
non-trivial for the lower dimensional theories we shall consider later, as for these theories the
supercurrent TF (i.e. w~)can take a different form. This will be discussed in section 6.

Although one could in principle describe the properties of the NSR-model in any picture, there is
one choice of the ghost charge q which is more convenient than all others. In this canonical ghost sector
the description resembles the old light-cone NSR-formalism most closely. Consider first the NS ground
state. A reasonable ansatz for its vertex operator is e~Xe’~,which is supposed to create the
NS-tachyon from the state 10) = c(0)l0)SL(2C). If one requires the operator to have this form, there is
just one possible value of q, namely q = —1. It is easy to check that for q  0 the operator is not BRST
invariant, whereas for q ~ —2 it vanishes when the picture changing operator acts on it, indicating that
it contains no physical states. Thus the canonical NS-vacuum must be the state —1). Having identified
the NS-vacuum, we can easily construct all other states in this sector. They are simply created in the
usual way, by primary fields constructed out of the bosons X”’s and fermions tIi” on this vacuum, as in
eq. (4.27).

It is customary and convenient to include the 4-ghost exponentials in the vertex operators, which act
on the vacuum 10), as we did for the tachyon emission vertex above. The vector boson emission vertex
is, for example

Vvector(z) = ~,~1J”e~ eik X(z) . (5.13)

In bosonic language the vertex operators in this picture are represented by D51 lattice vectors of the
form w = (Al—i), where A is a D5 weight in the conjugacy classes (0) or (v). For example for the two
lowest states we have discussed above one gets

= (0,. . . ,±i,.. . , 0,. . . ~) ~tachyon = (0,0,0,0, 01—i). (5.14)

By eq. (5.10) the mass of such states is given by

~m
2=h —1, (5.15)

h= ~A2+X+ ~. (5.16)

This is the correct mass formula for the NS-states. Note for example that due to the ghost contribution
the vector boson emission vertex (5.13) has conformal weight h = 1 for k”k~= 0, rather than h = ~. It
is thus the emission vertex for a massless state. At the next level, one gets operators like V~~~sor=

~/“‘~‘~ e”~elk X, with mass ~m2= ~.

In the canonical picture, there is rather appealing similarity between modifications of the vacuum
due to the bc ghosts and the /3)’ ghosts. If we bosonize the bc ghost as c = ~ b = &°,the vacuum state
—i) has the following relation with the SL(2, C)-invariant vacuum

I—i) = e~(0)e~(0)j0)SL(
2C). (5.17)

Alternatively, one can try to re-express this vacuum state in terms of /3 and y by “inverting” the
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bosonization (5.4). This is not at all straightforward, but in ref. [46]it was concluded that one should

identify e~4’with 6(y). Hence we have

—i) = 6(y(0))c(0)l0)
8L(2C) - (5.18)

Since a 6-function of a fermionic field, such as c, is the field itself, it is apparent that the differences
between the two ghost systems can be attributed mainly to their different statistics. Finally we note that
among the states I q) the canonical vacuum has the unique property of being annihilated by all positive
modes of 13 and y [34].

Knowing the vertex operators in the (—1)-picture, one can calculate the vertex operators in all other
pictures with q  0 by means of the picture changing operator. For instance, picture changing the
tachyon and vector emission vertices in the (—1)-picture (5.13) leads to their copies in the (0)-picture:

:~+iV~.~0n:(z) V~~0n(z) = ik- cli eu/~X(z)
(5.19)

:~~1V~
t~1:(z)V~t0T(z)= ~ [OX+ icii(k ~)] e’~(z).

In this picture the vector emission vertex is (apart from the ui-dependent piece) the same as the vector
emission vertex of the bosonic string (4.54). One easily checks that the mass formula (5.10) gives the
same answer for both v~~orand Vt0T. This already follows from the fact that the conformal weight h
of ~~

1(z) vanishes. In general, 9i~always acts in a way that compensates the effect of changing the
q-charge. Thus the mass spectrum of the theory is bounded from below, a subtle feature which is not at
all manifest in the mass formula (5.10).

The discussion of the R-sector is very similar. A reasonable ansatz for the fermion emission vertices
for both chiralities is

= uRSa e~
4’ehtcX Vspmfbr(~~)= uaSa ~ eh/(X . (5.20)

By arguments similar to the ones used for the NS-sector, one finds now that this is a good vertex
operator for q = — ~ (there is a second solution, q = — ~, which is physically equivalent). We conclude
that the ground state must have q = — ~. In this picture all other Ramond sector vertex operators are of
the form VR ~ where VR is a spin field in the D

5 sector. Note that there appears also a ghost spin
field in this vertex operator. In bosonic language, the states created by these vertex operators have
lattice momenta (Aj — ~), where A E (s) or (c) of D5. For the ground states one finds

~spInor = (~~, ±~, ± ~,±L ±fl— ~). (5.21)

The mass formula has the same form as (5.15), but with

h= ~A
2+X+ ~.

Therefore ~ is an operator of weight h = 1, and describes therefore the emission of massless
particles in ten dimensions. Thus the ghost contribution cures one of the problems we mentioned
earlier.

Again one can move to different pictures by applying the picture changing operator. Just as in the
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NS-sector, one finds the structure of vertex operators in the q = 0 picture is more complicated than that
of eq. (5.13) (and even more complicated in higher pictures). In general, the canonical ghost sectors
have the virtue of being simplest in the sense that the vertex operators are related to lattice vectors in
the most simple way. In the other ghost sectors, there is no manifest relation between lattice vectors
and physical vertex operators; they are in general given by more complicated linear combinations. For
our purposes, however, these complications are irrelevant, as features like locality or (anti-)com-
mutativity do not depend on them. That is, all relevant information about state classification is carried
by the lattice vectors (oscillators also play a trivial role). We will therefore represent the spectrum of
vertex operators in all ghost sectors by the lattice D51. This certainly does not mean that the partition
function of the physical states is given by the partition function of the lattice. The relation between
lattice vectors and physical states is by no means one~to~one*).There exists however a method to count
the physical degrees of freedom correctly: we split every lattice vector w = (Al q) E D51 into a four
dimensional “light-cone” (describing the Wick-rotated transverse Lorentz group SO(8)) and a two-
dimensional “longitudinal plus ghost” part, according to the decomposition

D51 = ~h~ht.cone x
(5.22)

Iight.cone ghost
w(u,x), uED4 , xED~

Then the physical states are those associated with the following fixed entries in D11:

— — [(01—1), NS-sector, 23
X—X0—~(l11) R-sector. (5. )

This physical state selection rule [47, 361 is just a projection to light-cone states, in the canonical
pictures. For the choice (5.23) of x0, the mass formula (5.10) turns precisely into the light-cone mass
formula.

It is not difficult to see that states associated with (u, x0) are precisely the light-cone states obtained
by acting with transverse NS- and R-oscillators on the usual vacua. The light-cone components of the
NSR-fermions form a unitary conformal field theory, and therefore we can appeal directly to the
discussion of bosonization in section 4.3. In particular it follows that there is an exact correspondence
between on the one hand the Fock space created by the modes of the fermions, and on the other hand
states with momenta on the D4 weight lattice, plus bosonic Hk oscillator excitations. To apply the result
to the lattice D51 we just have to remember that the ground states have a non-vanishing lattice
momentum:

w~= (0,0,0,0, 0I—1), w~= (±~, ±~, ±~, ±~, — I— ~)‘ (5.24)

where for the R-sector we have chosen a fixed fifth entry in order to project on D4 spinors. The
bosonized light-cone components of the NSR-fermions act only on the first four components of the D51
vectors, and shift the ground state momenta (5.24) by D4 weights. Thus one gets precisely the states
indicated in eqs. (5.22) and (5.23) (plus, of course, bosonic oscillator excitations).

‘~For example, w~°°’(5.14) associated with V~,°given in eq. (5.13) describes ten degrees of freedom (which is the correct count), while
w~°°’= (0 0, ±1,0 0, ±1,0 0~0)associated with the picture changed, equivalent vertex operator V~°’(5.19) has 40 components.
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In the other ghost pictures one cannot read off the Lorentz representations of the states in such a
straightforward way, although all states are present in all pictures. It is already clear for the tachyon
vertex operator that the identification of states in the q = 0 picture is less straightforward than for
q = —1. This operator is basically the identity operator for q = —1, but contains a v”‘ factor for q = 0.

One can formulate the foregoing rules also in conjugacy class language: under the decomposition
(5.22), the light-cone physical states are those associated with (v) or (s) of D~”~°’1.

Having now everything reduced to the properties of the lattice D
51, we split the set of vertex

operators into cosets or conjugacy classes, much as we did for DN in section (4.3). In particular, as is
obvious from (5.14), V~t~t0rbelongs to (0) of D51, Vta~~l~0nand vi~~orto (v) and V~~~WO1 to (s) or (c).
Any other vertex operator of the theory belongs to one of these four classes, and their lattice parts can
be obtained by adding “root” vectors belonging to the neutral class (0) to the vectors (5.14); these are
simply ground state (lowest mass) representatives of the conjugacy classes (note in particular that the
action of the picture changing operator ~ belonging to (0) does not change the class of a vertex
operator).

Then, as with D~,we can represent the (anti-)commutation relations, fusion rules and non-localities
of the NSR-model in terms of addition and multiplication rules of the conjugacy classes of D5~(the dot
denotes the Lorentzian inner product, and i = v, s, c):

(0)+(0)=(0), (0)-(0)E27L,

(0)+(i)=(i), (0)-(i)EZ,

(5.25)
(i)+(i)=(0), (i)-(i)EZ,

(i)+(j)=(k), (i)-(j)E7/+~ (i js~k).

Note that all length(-squares) are integral, but not even; D51 is therefore an odd lattice. The list (5.25)
tells us that operators in (0) (even lengths) commute, those in (s), (c) (odd lengths) anti-commute with
each other. This is precisely what we like to have, since (0) contains odd rank, anti-symmetric tensors,
while (s) and (c) contain spinors in space—time. Furthermore, V~~torE (0) and ~ E (s) are now
local with respect to each other: the branch cut in cl’(z) S(w) is cancelled by that of e””(z) - e’

2(w).
However, we are not yet completely finished: the even-rank anti-symmetric space—time tensors

belonging to (v) anti-commute and thus violate spin-statistics, and they are also non-local with respect
to the spinors (as can be inferred from the ~‘sin eq. (5.25)). Finally, the class (v) contains the tachyonic
ground state of the NS-sector — an unpleasant feature. This is not surprising since what has been
constructed so far is the spinning string, which is known to be inconsistent. One has to do a little more
to really obtain the superstring.

5.2. Superstrings and heterotic strings

The remaining diseases of the spinning string are simply eliminated by restricting to a subset of the
possible vertex operators, characterized by (0) and (s) (or (c)). One easily concludes from eq. (5.25)
that all operator products are local and close within this subset. The spin-statistics relation is satisfied as
(v) is now absent: tensors and spinors are related to even and odd vectors on D

51. In particular, asmassless states we keep IV%~t0r)and IV~i~~or)which form a supersymmetry multiplet. Actually one can
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prove (we will do this explicitly in section 8) that the whole spectrum is supersymmetric. Accordingly,
one calls this theory the superstring.

Keeping only states in (0) and (s) can also be expressed as projecting onto states 1w) with “positive
G-parity”, G = 1, where

GIw) (~1)’~lw)= exp(2~ri~w(5),w))Iw), (5.26)

and W(5) is in the (s) conjugacy class of D51. This generalizes (4.42) by including the ~-ghost charge F~,
and is called GSO-projection [481.

The GSO-projected lattice contains fewer conjugacy classes than the lattice we had before. We call it
E51, in analogy to E8, which is given by (0) + (s) of D8. The lattice E51 generates a hyperbolic
superalgebra [49], which contains anti-commuting, spinorial generators. We will consider generaliza-
tions of E51 in section 8.

The projected lattice E51 is self-dual as one can easily check. This self-duality is actually necessary
for the consistency of the superstring: it ensures modular invariance of the partition function, which
contains a lattice factor

= ~ 2lTiq - (5.27)
w=(u,x)EE51, x=x0

The sum is only over the states satisfying the selection rule (5.23), and the phase counts space—time
fermions and bosons with opposite signs. The physical state selection rule implies that instead summing
over (0) and (s) of E51, one rather sums (v) — (s) of Dhi8ht~one.

~5,1 = Ch~(r)— Ch~(T)

.~1 (T)
11 4 4

= {~3(r) — i~4(T) — ~2(T) } = 0. (5.28)
L ~ (T)

The equation in the second line is the simplest example of a Riemann Identity and is a reflection of
ten-dimensional space—time supersymmetry (we will encounter analogous identities for supersymmetry
in lower dimensions in section 8).

Because of the physical state selection rules, ~ above is not a usual lattice partition function. It
differs also in further ways from the lattice partition functions (3.8) we encountered earlier. In
particular, the lattice is odd rather than even, and in writing the exponent above we used the peculiar
mass formula (5.10). It was shown in ref. [47]that all these features conspire in precisely the right way
to make the theory modular invariant. That the lattice E51 is odd self-dual might seem surprising;
usually (i.e., in the compactified bosonic string) modular invariance under T—* ‘r + 1 requires an even
lattice. The difference lies in the mass formula (5.10). Invariance of qLo = exp[2 ITiT( K w, w) — q + X —

1)1 under T—~ T + 1 requires

(w,w)—qE7/. (5.29)

This implies that vectors with even Lorentzian norm have integer ghost charge, while those with odd
norm have half-integer ghost charge. In other words, states in the NS- (R)-sector should be (anti-)
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commuting. This is precisely what the spin-statistics theorem demands. One can easily check that this
condition is fulfilled for the GSO-projected E51. All other theories we will consider below satisfy this
condition by construction.

In the next section we will present an independent proof of modular invariance, which extends also
to higher loops.

Knowing all this, we could have started originally with a self-dual lattice and would never have
encountered the problems of the spinning string; locality is guaranteed by the fact that on a self-dual
lattice all inner products are integral. Thus, in this bosonic formulation, we never need to consider
GSO-projections in an explicit way. This will be our philosophy for constructing further string theories.

It is now elementary to apply the foregoing to heterotic strings. We simply have to combine the
right-moving NSR-model with a left-moving bosonic string. As the conformal anomaly cbC = —26 for the
bosonic string, we need in addition to the ten space—time coordinates X”, 16 compact bosons X’(i)
(1=1,... ,16)

ShC~= — ~ f d
2z (OX”ãX~+ ~ + 2bãc + 2/3~y+ OX’ãX, + 2bO~) (5.30)

(one also has to add a Lagrange multiplier to ensure that X’ really are left-moving [28]). It is convenient
to combine this 16-dimensional lattice F

16 with that related to the right-moving NSR-model:

F1651 = (~‘i6)L X (DSl)R - (5.31)

We emphasize that this does not necessarily represent a direct product decomposition: as (5.31) denotes
only the root sublattices, there may still exist non-trivial correlations between the conjugacy classes of
F16 and D51. In order to characterize F1651 completely, consider (in analogy to eq. (5.8)) the operator
product of two closed string vertex operators (4.26):

V~(i,z). ~ y) = (i— y)wLwL(z — y)A.A~~~~v (y~y) + ---,

(5.32)
— iw’X — iAN iq~V~(z,z)=e L (z)e e (z), w=(wL;wR), w~(Aq).

Upon rewriting the z- and w-dependent part using (i— ii3) = z — wj
2I(z — w), the condition for

locality, i.e., the absence of branch cuts becomes

(5.33)

where the inner product has metric [(_)16; (+)~l(—)].Thus, F
1651 has to be an integral, Lorentzian

lattice with respect to this metric. Note however that the two sets of (—)-signs have completely different
origins: the (—)-sign in the left-moving sector is the same as that arising in the lattice of a compactified
closed bosonic string, as discussed in section 2.

The full partition function of such a theory has the form

Tr[e~T~e~ ~ = 12—24 ~ e~TuS 2~iq - (5.34)
7) w=(wL;WR)EU1SII

WR = (Alq) = (u ,x0)
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Modular invariance, as we will see, forces again this lattice to be (odd) self-dual. This does certainly not
imply that F16 and D51 should separately be self-dual lattices. That would correspond only to the
simplest cases: taking in the right-moving sector the odd self-dual lattice E51 corresponding to the
superstring, requires F16 to be even self-dual. As explained in appendix A, there exist only two such
lattices, namely the root lattice of E8 x E8 and the weight lattice of Spin(32)1Z2. These choices lead to
the well-known supersymmetric string theories with gauge groups E8 x E8 and S0(32) (the vertex
operators for the emission of the corresponding gauge bosons are accordingly given by V~th(i,z) =

ab — vector
J (z)V~_1~).

Allowing for a non-trivial correlation between conjugacy classes, the two factors in eq. (5.31) need
not be separately self-dual; only the combined lattice needs to be. This leads to further possibilities of
constructing theories like the non-supersymmetric S0(16) x SO(16)-string [50,51]; it is given by a
lattice ~16~51 = (D8D8)L(DS 1)R equipped with a certain list of correlated conjugacy classes (see section
(7.2), table 5). In this list, all conjugacy classes of D51 of the spinning string do occur; however, the
problems of the spinning string do not show up due to the particular, non-trivial interrelation with the
left-moving sector. In particular, all branch cuts are cancelled by virtue of eq. (5.33).

The construction described above generalizes straightforwardly to the torus-compactified heterotic
strings as introduced by ref. [9]. In reducing the number of dimensions, the lattice gets larger as we
include also the 2N torus-compactified left- and right-moving space—time coordinates. More specifically,
in d = 2N = 10 — 2n dimensions we have an odd self-dual Lorentzian lattice of the direct product form

= F16~2~2~x E51 , (5.35)

where Fi6+2n;2n is an even, Lorentzian self-dual lattice as described by Narain [9]. There exists a
continuous variety of such lattices: for example, four-dimensional theories are characterized by 132
parameters. These are related to background values of the various fields, as for the torus-compactified
bosonic string described in section 2. As E51 in eq. (5.35) is the odd self-dual lattice corresponding to
the superstring, it represents the torus-compactified fermionic degrees of the superstring. Therefore this
kind of theory is non-chiral.

It is now clear how to construct more general, possibly chiral theories: we simply have to look for
odd self-dual lattices (5.35), where the conjugacy classes of the left and right factors are correlated in a
non-trivial way. These theories then cannot, in general, be described as compactifications in the literal
sense. Of course we have to make sure that we correctly assign even and odd vectors to space—time
tensors and spinors; furthermore in lower dimensional theories, there are additional constraints related
to world sheet supersymmetry in the internal sector (this will be explained in sections 6 and 7). The
structure of the covariant lattice is thus more general than that of eq. (5.35):

F — (F \ (pint space_time\
l6+2n;5+2n,1 — k 16+2n)L \ 3n 5—ni JR

Having found this simple structure we have to look for, we can forget now all subtleties related to the
superconformal ghost system.

What remains to be proved is the connection between (multi-loop) modular invariance of the
partition function and self-duality of the lattice (5.36). Before attacking this, we will switch to an
alternative, more convenient lattice formulation.
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5.3. The bosonic string map

Although the covariant lattices introduced in the previous section specify the fermionic string theory
completely, they are not very pleasant to deal with because of their rather cumbersome metric, and
because some of their vectors have odd norm.

Here we will introduce a map of any such lattice to an even self-dual lattice. More generally, what we
are going to do is to associate with any heterotic string theory (or type-Il theory) a bosonic string
theory, by mapping the right- (or left-) moving superconformal system to a bosonic one. This map will
have the useful property that it preserves modular invariance of the partition function at all loop orders.
The reason for its universal validity is that this map affects only the D~~tlrnefactor in eq. (5.36). Since
this factor is present in any fermionic string theory in 10 — 2n dimensions, this bosonic string map is
valid for any fermionic string theory, not just for lattice theories (there is a straightforward generaliza-
tion to odd dimensions). However the application to be discussed in this section, namely the proof of
modular invariance, works only for lattice theories. The map works in general only in one direction:
although any heterotic or type-Il theory can be mapped to a bosonic string, the opposite is not true.

Basically, the idea is very simple. Consider first, for simplicity, the ten-dimensional strings, described
by lattices of the form (5.31). If we decompose one of these lattices with respect to the D

51 conjugacy
classes, we see that it consists of four sets of vectors

(~‘0) + (z15’ v) + (~,s) + (k~c) , (5.37)

where the second entry denotes the D51 conjugacy classes, and the ~l’sare simply the 16-dimensional
vectors associated with them on the left lattice. Now define a new lattice F16g by writing down a
decomposition identical to eq. (5.37), but with the second entry interpreted as a conjugacy class of D8
instead of D51. That is, we map

D5,1 = ~li~ht.cone~~host~ ~Iight.conej~ghost = D8 - (5.38)
Note that this is a map between conjugacy classes, and not between individual lattice vectors. The old
and the new lattice have the same number of conjugacy classes, so that if the old lattice was
unimodular, so is the new one. Now compute the list of norms and inner products of the conjugacy
classes of D8. In comparison with eq. (5.25) one finds that the only change is in the norm of the spinors,
which change from odd into even length. But the spinors of D51 were precisely the odd vectors on
F1651 Hence the map preserves unimodularity and all inner products between distinct classes, but it
maps all the odd vectors into even ones. The result is a lattice F16.8 which is even self-dual with respect
to the metric [~16; (+)8]

Note that for the supersymmetric ten-dimensional strings the effect is that E51 is replaced by E8.
This appearance of exceptional Lie algebras in supersymmetric string theories is a first manifestation of
a more general phenomenon, which we will discuss in more detail in section 8.

If we extend the lattice F16.8 with an E8 factor on the right, we get an even self-dual F16.16 lattice on
which the bosonic string can be compactified (this can also be achieved by using D16 in the foregoing
construction, but this is less useful for discussing the spectrum). The bosonic string compactified on the
corresponding torus is multi-loop modular invariant. As we will see, this is not a coincidence. A similar
map exists for any heterotic (or type-Il) string theory in any dimension. We will now give the general
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prescription, and show that it always takes a modular invariant heterotic string theory to a modular
invariant bosonic string theory.

Consider thus a generic heterotic string theory in d = 10 — 2n dimensions (the generalization of the
following arguments to type II is trivial). As discussed in section 1.3, such a theory consists of a
space—time sector and some internal conformal field theory ~16+2n;3n The discussion of higher genus
partition functions of fermionic strings is complicated by the appearance of supermoduli contributions.
The supermoduli are anti-commuting parameters related to the world sheet gravitino, just as the
ordinary moduli are related to the world sheet metric (in some of the literature, the word “super-
moduli” is used for the complete set of commuting plus anti-commuting moduli). One approach to
handling the supermoduli is to integrate them out, in which case one is left with correlation functions of
the world sheet supercurrent. The resulting partition function has the following generic form

= ~(~‘ Q) ~ pl
6+2n:Sn(~ ul)(det D

112)~,~(detD3/2)~’K- - .) . (5.39)

Here ~ contains all spin-structure independent measure factors, the contributions of the bosons X” with
space—time indices and the contribution of the reparametrization ghosts. The summation is over all 22~
spin-structures at genus y, and (1 denotes the period matrix (see appendix C for a discussion of some of
these quantities). Each factor (det Dl/2)a represents the contribution of two Majorana—Weyl fermions.
It is simply the determinant of the Dirac operator on a Riemann surface with spin structure a. At one
loop, one has

(det D112)0 = l~(0lT)I7j(T)’

where a labels the four possible boundary conditions of the fermions along the two non-contractible
cycles on the torus. Thus in eq. (5.39) the det D112 factors represent the contribution of the 10 — 2n
NSR-fermions. The other determinant, (det D312)~

1,is a more complicated object which represents the
f3—y ghost contribution. Since all these determinants are due to right-moving fields, they depend only
on fl, and not on 11, just as the correlators of picture changing operators originating from the
supermoduli integration, denoted as K~-). Finally, the factor P

0 denotes the contribution of all other
world sheet degrees of freedom, i.e. it is a spin-structure dependent partition function of the ~16+2n;3n

system. Unlike the other factors in the expression, this function depends on the specific string
construction one chooses, and contains all the complicated construction-dependent structure of the
theory.

The precise form of the fermionic string partition function depends on various gauge choices, and is
furthermore ambiguous at higher genus. All these technical problems are universal, and affect all
fermionic strings in essentially the same way. Our interest is not really in dealing with this problem, but
in checking the modular properties of the internal sector of the theory. To simplify the problem we will
therefore assume that in the discussion of modular invariance the supercurrent correlation functions can
be ignored. This can be justified by observing, as was done in ref. [26],that with this approximation the
ten-dimensional heterotic string partition functions are modular invariant. Since the supercurrent
correlators have a universal modular behavior, their presence affects the modular properties of any
heterotic string theory in the same way, i.e. not at all (assuming of course that the complete
ten-dimensional heterotic string partition functions are modular invariant).

In other words, we will assume for simplicity that it is sufficient to check the modular transformation
properties of the determinants of the NSR-fermions and the superghost system in (5.39). The modular
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properties of this determinant combination can be studied by means of the following trick. Define

— (detD112)0
“ (dtD ~ ~

~. 3/
2Ia

(this notation was introduced in ref. [52]), and write the determinant combination as

= ~(j1, 11) ~ p~6+2P~3fl(Q,Q)(det D
112)~~iY0 - (5.41)

Now define

X0 = (det D112)~,~ (det D112)~-

It is elementary to check, using the explicit transformation rules given in ref. [26], that under all higher
genus modular transformations the functions ~‘atransform in exactly the same way as the functions X0.
Therefore if we define

=

then ~PH(Y0)is modular invariant if and only if ~B is modular invariant.
Now ~ has an interesting interpretation. It can be written as

= ~pl
6+2n;l6+2n

where

p16+2n;l6+2n ~ ~ D
112)~’~~ (det D112)~, (5.42)

is the multi-loop partition function of a some conformal field theory with central charges c~= c~=

16 + 2n, which we will denote as ~16+2n;16+2n~ We can describe it rather precisely. In addition to the
partition function P~

6~2n ;3n of the internal sector of the heterotic string, one finds first of all a factor
(det D

112)~~.This factor may be attributed to 16 — 2n world sheet Majorana—Weyl fermions, all having
the same periodic or anti-periodic boundary conditions. These fermions generate states in S0(16 — 2n)
representations. By the arguments of section 4.3, this system has an equivalent description in terms of
bosons with momenta on the D8_~weight lattice. At one loop, the four possible spin-structures
correspond to the four D8_~conjugacy classes via a basis transformation (cf. eq. (4.50)). The last factor
in eq. (5.42) represents by the same arguments a set of bosons on the D8 lattice. The spin structure
labels of this factor are summed separately, and according to eq. (4.53) this means that we have a
D8-root lattice with an additional spinor root, enlarging the Lie algebra to E8.

Thus we have replaced the partition function of the non-unitary /3—7 ghost system by the partition
function of a unitary conformal field theory, which can be described by free bosons or fermions. Since
the internal sector of the heterotic string is unitary by assumption, it follows that ~‘16+2n;16+2n ~S
described by a unitary conformal field theory. Thus we can interpret (5.42) as the internal part of a
multi-loop partition function of a compactified bosonic string.
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Of course we are not saying here that the heterotic string is a bosonic string. The two theories are
different and have different scattering amplitudes. To calculate fermionic string scattering amplitudes,
one needs the full machinery of superconformal field theory, for which we do not know a formulation in
terms of the bosonic string. A more extreme point of view, namely that all heterotic and type-Il strings
can be regarded in some sense as “vacua” of the bosonic string, was proposed in ref. [53]. Historically
the bosonic string map originates from this paper, although it appeared there in a somewhat different
form. The form of the map that we use here appeared first in ref. [20], and in ref. [35]it was shown that
it preserves one-loop modular invariance. This was extended to higher loops in ref. [54].

Although the idea that heterotic strings are just vacua of the bosonic string remains attractive, a
dynamical basis for it is lacking, and it has nothing to do with our goals. For us the map will merely be a
useful tool for proving certain properties of fermionic strings. It avoids having to deal with the
intricacies of the /3—y ghost system in situations where those intricacies are irrelevant. Instead of
studying the fermionic string directly, we study instead its faithful bosonic string image. Of course
everything one learns from studying this image can also be derived, with a little more effort, directly for
the fermionic string. However, our intuition for unitary conformal field theories is usually further
developed than that for non-unitary systems, which often allows us to derive the answer much more
easily.

There are many applications of this map. It simplifies the discussion of fermionic string spectra, and
we will make use of that later. More specifically, it leads to a remarkably simple characterization of
space—time supersymmetry in string theory, a subject that we will discuss in section 8. If one applies the
bosonic string map to both sectors of a type-Il string, one obtains of course a bosonic string. However,
one may also use it in just one sector, in which case the type-Il string is mapped to a heterotic string.
This application was exploited in ref. [16].

Another application is the proof of multi-loop modular invariance of the covariant lattice construc-
tion. Since the bosonic string map preserves modular invariance, proving multi-loop modular invariance
of the original heterotic string is equivalent to proving modular invariance of the resulting bosonic
string. This is true in general, but it is only useful if the compactified bosonic string is sufficiently
manageable. The simplest examples of compactified bosonic strings are generalized torus compactifica-
tions on even self-dual Lorentzian lattices F16~2’~16~2~,and we have explicitly checked the modular
invariance of any such theory in section 3.5. Not any such bosonic lattice can be mapped back to a
heterotic string. A necessary and sufficient*) condition for this is that the right lattice contains a factor

x E
8, which can be identified with the Dirac determinants in eq. (5.42).

This suggests that the replacement of V0 by Xa corresponds precisely to a map from the odd self-dual
covariant lattice introduced in the previous section to an even self-dual lattice. To see this more
explicitly it is better to go from spin-structure basis to D~conjugacy class basis, which is a simple
orthogonal transformation (up to normalization) explained in appendix C. At genus I we define, in
analogy to eq. (C.10)

XlO]~(X[o]+X[1]), XlVl~(X[o]X[1]),

1 1 2 (5.43)

X[~]= ~ (x[~]+X[~]), X[C]= ~ (x[~]-x[~]).
‘~Apart from world sheet supersymmetry, to be discussed in the next section.
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Here we use the same phases as for D4, since the soliton part of X0 corresponds to a D4(xE8) partition
function*). The straightforward multi-loop generalization of the basis transformation (5.43) is discussed
in appendix C.

Just as Xa corresponds to D4 X E8, V0 is associated with, although in a far more complicated way,
the D~~-latticedefined in eq. (5.22). For V0 we can define conjugacy class partition functions in
exactly’ the same way as for X0. If we now apply the same basis transformation to the functions ~
multiplying V0 in the partition function, we get

~IP~V0 = 22Y ~ ~[xl~’[x]’ (5.44)
[x]

where [x] denotes the conjugacy class labels. Of course the same identity holds with V replaced by X,
so that in conjugacy class basis the bosonic string map is simply the replacement of a D~’~

1conjugacy
class of the covariant lattice by the identical D

4 conjugacy class (times an E8 factor), just as in eq.
(5.38). Because it originates from D~h110s

t, we will denote the D
4 factor as D~~05

t.
In the complete covariant lattice of a 10 — 2n dimensional string theory the effect is to replace the

~ conjugacy classes by the same D~!~~°”~conjugacy classes, that is

F — (f’ \ (-J-,intDspace_time\
16+2n;5+2n.1 — k lh+2n JL~ 3n 5—ni JR

~—* ~F \ mt space—time \ = 5 45~. 16+2nJL~. 3n 8—n JR 16+2n;8+2n -

Using the foregoing we conclude that the following statements are equivalent:
— The covariant lattice F

16+2n;5+2n1 is odd self-dual (with odd norms for the spinors, as discussed
above).
— The lattice Fi6+2n;8+2n(XE8) obtained by means of the lattice map is even self-dual.
— The bosonic string, compactified on the latter lattice is multi-loop modular invariant.
— The fermionic string defined by the original odd self-dual covariant lattice is multi-loop modular
invariant.

While the foregoing proof of multi-loop modular invariance applies only to covariant lattice theories,
the bosonic string map itself is completely general. Therefore to describe the spectrum in bosonic string
language we might as well return to the general case. The physical light-cone states of a general
heterotic string are obtained by applying a set of truncation rules to the bosonic string spectrum. These
rules are designed to mimic exactly the physical state selection rule (5.23). This selection rule tells us to
keep only states with special components in the D~0~sublattice, namely those belonging to conjugacy
classes (v) and (s) of that lattice. Since D~

t is mapped to D~0SIby the bosonic string map, we take the
identical conjugacy classes of D~’°~tto identify the physical states. Thus one physical state is
represented by an entire conjugacy class of D~ost.One can choose a representative of the D~~0tl
conjugacy class that makes all this even simpler. Namely, if one chooses some weight vector of 8~and 8~
to represent the spinor and vector conjugacy class, then the mass of the light-cone states is given by

= ~v2 + X~+ + h
3n —1

(5.46)

= Xx + h16+2n — 1,

*) strictly speaking X[ Ui] = 0 because the odd spin structure z~-functionvanishes. These terms are shown here only for the purpose of the
multi-loop generalization of this basis transformation. At one loop (5.43) is equivalent to (4.50) for D4 (the E8-factor plays a trivial role).
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where X~is the contribution of the 8 — 2n oscillators in Xt and X
4 represents 4 — n oscillators appearing

in the bosonization of ~‘

t h
16~2~,h3n are the contributions of excitations of the internal conformal

system ~16+2n;3n Note that excitations of oscillators in the ghost sector do not appear; the bosonic
string states they generate are not physical states of the superstring.

In eq. (5.46) v is a D~~
t1~weight, which must be chosen in such a way that the selection rule is

satisfied. More concretely, this implies the following. Decompose ~ time C D0~ x D~05t,and
write v = (y, x) according to this composition. Now make an (arbitrary) choice of 8~and 8~weights.
Then the physical state selection rule (5.23) for covariant lattices is replaced by

1(0,0,0,1) NS-sector,xxoj(~ ~, ~, ~) R-sector. (5.47)

It is somewhat mysterious that the norm of the fundamental spinor and vector of D~tb05tprecisely
reproduces the correct zero-point for the fermionic string mass formula. To appreciate this, observe
that if we would have mapped D~_t~~to Di

6_n instead of D8_n x E8, modular invariance would also
be preserved, but the fundamental D16_n spinors have the wrong norm to give the correct mass formula.

space-time light-cone ghostThe decomposition of D8~ —+ D~ x D4 is a standard one. The branching rules are as
follows:

(0)—~(0,0)+(v,v), (v)—~(v,0)+(0,v),

(s)—÷(c, c) + (s, s) , (c)—s~(s, c) + (c, s)

We have written them in such a way that the second term is the one that survives the physical state
projection (5.47). From the first entry, representing ~ we can read off the spin of the particles
in each conjugacy class of D ~time~ Notice that these rules imply a somewhat counter-intuitive
interpretation of D~~~_t1meconjugacy classes: the adjoint representation contains space—time vectors,
whereas the vector representation contains scalars. Of course the Lorentz representation of a state can
still be modified by oscillator excitations.

If the internal system is itself a lattice theory, h3~and h16+2n have the form

hrn = ~1~n + X,

where Urn are the internal components of the lattice vectors and Xrn (or Xm for left-movers) includes the
contribution of all the internal oscillators. For such a lattice theory we can define

WR = (U3n, y, x), WL = U16~2~

and eq. (5.46) reduces to the mass formula for a compactified bosonic string (2.16), except that some
states of the bosonic string (the ones not satisfying (5.47), all D~05

toscillator excitations and all
excitons in the extra right-moving E

8-factor) do not correspond to physical states of the superstring.
The physical state selection rule, derived here from conformal field theory, can also be obtained by

studying the one-loop partition function. At one loop V0 is a constant, and modular transformations can
be used to evaluate it for different choices of a. The result is
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V[~] = -V[?] =-V[~] = ±V[~]=1, (5.48)

which looks more instructive when written in terms of conjugacy classes:

V101 = ~‘~c] 0, V1V1 = = 1. (5.49)

This obviously projects the one-loop partition function on the states described above, and furthermore
provides a necessary — -sign for the fermion contribution. Note that the functions X0 do not satisfy these
identities. Although they transform in the same way as Ya~they are totally different objects.

6. World sheet supersymmetry

6.1. Conditions for world sheet supersymmetry

In the original formulation of the NSR-model in terms of bosons X” and fermions v,” there is a
manifest (local) N = 1 symmetry on the world sheet, which transforms the fermions and bosons into
each other. The transformation is

6~tfr”=ieOX”, 6~X”=—iecii”, (6.1)

where ~ is an infinitesimal Grassmanian parameter. This transformation is generated by the operator

JF—~~JETF, (6.2)

where

TF =ici”‘OX~ (6.3)

is the world sheet supercurrent. The supersymmetry transformation of any conformal field 111(z) is

obtained by acting with ~

6~~= YF11’.

One may check that on v”‘ and X”, J~does indeed produce eq. (6.1).
In the bosonic formulation of the ten-dimensional NSR-model the 10 fermions v”‘ are replaced by

additional bosons H,. This does not in itself destroy world sheet supersymmetry. In two dimensions one
can realize supersymmetry entirely in terms of bosons. Indeed, by simply replacing i/i” in eq. (6.2) by its
bosonized form (4.37) one obtains a generator of world sheet supersymmetry which is expressed
entirely in terms of 10 bosons X” and 5 bosons H,. In constructing four-dimensional strings one does
however something more drastic than just bosonization: the internal bosons are allowed to mix freely
with each other. In fact in lattice constructions one never really bosonizes anything, but one starts
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instead with as many bosons as are required by cancellation of the conformal anomaly. Clearly it is not
automatically guaranteed that the result respects world sheet supersymmetry.

World sheet supersymmetry is an essential part of superconformal field theory, which is the
foundation of fermionic string theory. To make this more concrete, one can identify several potential
problems that are cured by having world sheet supersymmetry.

One of those problems is Lorentz-invariance in light-cone gauge. World sheet supersymmetry is used
to remove unphysical degrees of freedom from the covariant action of fermionic strings, so as to write
them entirely in terms of the physical, light-cone degrees of freedom. Although one can always write
down such a light-cone action, it is important that it came from a covariant action. This makes it
possible to write down a Lorentz-algebra which does not just generate the transverse rotations of the
light-cone states, but extends to the full Lorentz algebra. This extension involves the familiar generators
L’, whose commutators have to be checked to see if the algebra closes. In supersymmetric strings one
of the terms appearing in the expression for L’ is ~ ~IJ’TF.

One of the things that can go wrong with Lorentz invariance is that [L’, L~]simply does not yield
the answer required by the algebra of the Lorentz group. This situation occurs in theories with a
conformal anomaly, and can be avoided by choosing the field content so that the conformal anomaly
cancels. This is one of the oldest ways of obtaining the critical dimension.

It might appear that nothing prevents us from simply using the “compactified” ten-dimensional
Lorentz generators also in four dimensions, regarding six of the eight transverse Lorentz indices as
internal. This algebra closes, and it is indeed a valid choice in torus compactifications. However, closure
of the algebra is not enough. In addition, one has to require that L takes physical states into physical
states. Otherwise one faces a problem which is even worse than the conformal anomaly, namely the
states of the theory will not even fit into representations of the Lorentz group. (In the presence of a
conformal anomaly, the Lorentz algebra does not close, but for the bosonic string and the NSR-
formulation of the superstring it is still possible to assemble the massive states into representations of
SO(d — 1), the little group of massive particles). This is indeed precisely what happens, and one sees
this most easily in the chiral sector of chiral string theories. At first sight, chirality and string theory are
almost contradictory, because one would think that chiral states can always be excited into massive
states. Massive chiral states would however violate Lorentz invariance, so a really clever mechanism is
needed to ensure that all massive states combine into non-chiral pairs, while the massless ones do not.
This is achieved by world sheet supersymmetry. Indeed, every realization of world sheet supersymmetry
implies a certain 0-function identity, which ensures that the one-loop chiral partition function*) does
not depend on T (the modular parameter for the right-moving, fermionic sector). Consequently the only
chiral states satisfying the left—right mass condition of closed strings are precisely the massless ones. For
example, the manifest X”—9’i” realization (6.3) yields the identity

OvOi(PIT)lr=0 = 2ij(r)
3,

whereas one of the simplest supercurrents for four-dimensional chiral strings (namely the one defined in

eq. (6.14) below) corresponds to the identity
0
2(OIT)03(OIT)04(OIT) = 27)(T)~

For more details we refer to ref. [12], and for some other examples to ref. [18].

*) This is the partition function of the chiral states, which will be defined more precisely in section 9.2.
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A second way in which world sheet supersymmetry enters is through the picture changing operator.
This operator has the form ~P..i = ei4 TF, where ç& is the bosonized ghost of section 5.1. It is essential
for the calculation of scattering amplitudes, and it too should have a well-defined action, and map
physical states in one ghost-charge sector into physical states in another ghost charge sector.

The problem of finding a bosonic realization of world sheet supersymmetry consists thus of two
parts:
(1) Find a purely bosonic expression for TF that satisfies the supersymmetry algebra.
(2) Make sure that it acts properly on all states.

The algebra that the supercurrent TF must satisfy can be encoded in operator products, and reads
(with finite terms omitted)

T(z)TF(w)= 3/2 2 TF(w)+ 1 OWTF(w)
(z—w) (zw)

(6.4)

TF(z)TF(w)= (z—w)3 + (zw) T(w).

The first of these equations states that it must have conformal weight ~. The second one is just eq.
(4.12), with c = 15, the conformal anomaly of 10 bosons and 10 Majorana—Weyl fermions. The form of
the supercurrent is further restricted because we want it to be Lorentz invariant in d dimensions. This
means that it must have the form

TF = iç&”OX~+ T~’t,

where the first term is just eq. (6.3), restricted to d dimensions, and the second is some expression of
conformal weight ~, constructed out of the 3n internal bosons, needed to cancel the conformal anomaly
(here we define n by d = 10— 2n). These internal bosons will be denoted as X”, a = 1,. . - , 3n.
Subtracting the space—time part of the supercurrent in eq. (6.4), we see that T’F~has to satisfy it with
“10” replaced by 10 — d, and T(w) by T(w)~~t,the energy momentum tensor of 3n bosons, which has
the canonical form (4.18).

The first equation is quite easy to satisfy. The general solution has the form [55,56]

T~t= ~ iB(l)- OX e~x+ ~ A(t) eii~, (6.5)

where 12= 1, t2=3, and l-B(1)=0.
The second equation in (6.4) imposes more complicated conditions on A and B, and we do not know

its general solution. However, as we will show in a moment, we do know many special solutions. First
however we want to address the second point mentioned above, the action of TF on the states in the
theory.

If an operator of the form exp(iw’ X) acts on a state 1w) with lattice momentum w, then it produces
a state with momentum w + w’. Consider now the two operators Li_ and ~ discussed above. Write
the lattice F

16+2n;5+2n1 as a direct sum of several components, as follows

16± 2n;S+2n,i = 16+2n L 5+
2n,1 R

— \ ( mt space_time\
— ‘~ 16+2nJL~ In 5—n,1 JR

— (p \ (pint Lorentzpghost\
— ~. 16+2nJLk 3n 5—n 1 JR -
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According to the four component lattices in the last line of this decomposition, we write every vector w
as (wL; wR) where WR has the form

WR = (internal components, weight of D~0~z~ghostcharge).

In this notation, the bosonic form of the operators L1 and ~?P~for a certain supercurrent TF consists of
vertex operators with lattice momenta w’ equal to

= (0; 1, yb) or (0; t, yb), for L’
(6.7)

w”~=(0; 1,01—i) or (0; t,0l—1) , for ~

(v denotes a vector weight of D~~~tz).If adding a vector w’ to a lattice vector should give another
lattice vector, then w’ should lie on the lattice itself. For the picture changing operator one should
furthermore require that its action on all states is local, i.e. does not introduce any branch cuts. In other
words, if ei~is the vertex operator for some physical state with lattice momentum w, then we should
require that the operator product

iw’X iwX ww i(w+w).X
e e (z—w) e

does not contain any fractional powers of z — w. This implies that w’ must have integral dot product
with all lattice vectors, so that it must lie on the dual of the lattice. Fortunately we are always dealing
with self-dual lattices so that these requirements on w’ are compatible.

The requirements one gets from L and ~ are also compatible with each other, because in
covariant lattices the D~~tzcomponents and the ghost charge belong to the same conjugacy class of
Da,~time.What we conclude from this is that for every vector l and t appearing in T~the lattice must
contain vectors of the form

WR = (1, (v)) and WR = (t, (v))

where (v) denotes generically the vector conjugacy class of D ~~time~ This vector conjugacy class
contains of course the vectors (yb) and (01—i) appearing as the D~~t1m5entries in eq. (6.7). We will
call these vectors the constraint vectors of the supercurrent. The left component WL of these vectors
must vanish. The form of these vectors in the even lattice formulation is of course identical, except that
(v) is now a D~,~_ulmeconjugacy class instead of a D ~time conjugacy class.

It should be emphasized that the supercurrent itself is not the vertex operator of any physical state.
Indeed, since it has conformal weight ~, it cannot be physical (in the NSR-model it is in the sector that
is removed by the GSO-projection). In other words, the action of the world sheet supersymmetry
operator may change the boundary conditions of the field on which it acts. For example, in eq. (6.1) the
fields X and ~‘ need not have the same boundary conditions. Any difference in boundary conditions can
always be compensated by the boundary conditions of the fermionic parameter e. If a supercurrent
consists of more than one term, such as eq. (6.5), there are non-trivial consistency conditions, since
there is just one choice one can make for the boundary conditions of e for a given world sheet topology.
There is no conflict if all terms in the supercurrent change all boundary conditions in precisely the same
way. This implies that the difference of any two vectors t or l appearing in TF should lie on the lattice.
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Since the space—time part of TF has vectors v in the vector conjugacy class of D~T~~tzthis leads again to
the same conditions we found above. This argument has the advantage of starting directly from the
requirement of world sheet supersymmetry. It applies also to other, ungauged, world sheet supersym-
metries that one might wish to consider.

6.2. Lattice realizations: generalities

Now we return to the problem of finding solutions to eq. (6.4). The kind of solution one needs
depends on the kind of string theory one wants to construct. Two cases are of interest:
— Chiral heterotic strings. In this case one only needs a right-moving supercurrent. It will become clear
when we discuss the spectrum that a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for chirality is that the
lattice does not contain any vectors of the form wL = 0, WR = (1, (v)), l2 = 1. In particular that means
that all coefficients B in eq. (6.5) must vanish.
— Chiral type-Il strings. In type-Il strings one must get chirality from one of the two sectors (the
right-moving one, say) and gauge-symmetries from the other, since these two properties are mutually
exclusive within the same sector. For the right-moving sector one needs therefore the same kind of
supercurrent as for chiral heterotic strings, whereas in the left-moving sector other possibilities may be
considered.

Since the prospects for chiral type-Il strings do not seem to be very bright [57], we will concentrate
on the first case, and assume henceforth that B must vanish.

A general strategy for finding the complete set of solutions is the following. First one can try to
construct all possible configurations of norm-3 vectors t with integral inner products. Thus one has to
classify all N-dimensional odd integral lattices EN with norm-3 vectors spanning the entire lattice, and
without norm-i vectors. This is similar in principle to the classification of all configurations of norm-i or
norm-2 vectors. In the latter two cases the problem has been solved; for norm-i the only solutions are
ZN lattices, and for norm-2 one gets the root lattices of the Lie algebras of types A, D or E. The
corresponding problem for norm-3 appears to be considerably more complicated, and we have solved it
completely only for 3 or fewer dimensions.

To actually determine the coefficients A(t) in eq. (6.5), given such a lattice EN, can still involve a fair
amount of work. From the operator algebra one gets a set of bilinear equations for these coefficients,
one of which is

~ A(t,)f2t~t~’= 28h1 , (6.8)

where the sum is over all norm-3 vectors in EN. This is an over-constrained set of linear equations for
the squares of the coefficients. It has solutions (with positive values of A!2) only for rather special
lattices EN. One should furthermore keep in mind that the coefficients are operators, and that one has
to prove that a proper set of cocycles exists. Fortunately it is usually not necessary to solve these
equations explicitly. For most purposes it is sufficient to know that solutions exist for some set of
constraint vectors. This is sufficient to construct at least the lattices that admit a particular realization of
world sheet supersymmetry (the explicit form of the supercurrent is only needed if one wants to
calculate scattering amplitudes for which picture changing is required). We will discuss below two
methods that provide us with sets of constraint vectors for which solutions to (6.8) (and the other
equations) exist.

The coefficients A(t) are not completely unique. One has at least the following ambiguity. The lattice
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EN has a Frenkel—Kac group K associated with it, which contains at least U(l)~’. We call this the
invariance group of the supercurrent. One can transform all states by elements k in that group. With
respect to the new basis, the same theory is described by a supercurrent

T~=kTFk~,

The U(i)N elements just change the coefficients by phases, but if EN contains norm-2 vectors, K is
larger and one can obtain non-trivial transformations of the coefficients. Within a given string theory
these transformations are irrelevant, since they simply amount to writing the theory in terms of a
different basis of conformal fields: one has replaced some or all operators OX by linear combinations of
the Frenkel—Kac generators. We will use such a “rebosonization” in the next subsection.

It may happen that for a special choice of coefficients A(t) the supercurrent lives only on a sublattice
E~of EN. Clearly the set of constraint vectors of E,,~5,is smaller than that of EN, so that the latter will
allow fewer string theories than the former. By restricting to E’ one generically reduces the group K to
a subgroup, thus reducing the degree of ambiguity. There is clearly no advantage to using the
E-supercurrent instead of the E’-supercurrent in this case.

There is a logical possibility that a lattice EN admits two or more supercurrents that are physically
inequivalent, i.e. that cannot be related by a change of conformal field basis. In that case one would be
able to build two string theories described by the same covariant lattice, differing only in their
realization of world sheet supersymmetry. This difference would not affect the spectrum, the gauge
couplings or even the Yukawa couplings, but it would affect any interaction requiring picture changing,
such as four-scalar couplings.

In section 6.5 we return to the general problem, and discuss the structure of lattices with a certain
supersymmetry realization. To make all this more concrete, we will first discuss two classes of special
solutions.

6.3. Orbifold supercurrents

The first class we consider is “orbifold-inspired” and yields by construction only supercurrents and
corresponding lattice theories that can also be described as (asymmetric) orbifolds. A more detailed
account of this class of supercurrents may be found in ref. [58],

Observe first of all that the canonical choice, T~
t= icl’0OX

0, will always satisfy the operator product
algebra (here a is an internal space index, a = 1,. . - , 2n). However, upon bosonization of cl/a we get
precisely a supercurrent of the undesirable form, i.e. with B ~ 0. This problem can be solved by
“rebosonizing” OX. Let us first write the supercurrent in a complex basis (i = 1,. . . ,

= ~ + c.c.

Now replace OX~by

= ~ c~~ (6.9)

where the sum is over some set of norm-2 vectors a ~. The new supercurrent will have the same
operator products (with itself and the energy—momentum tensor) as the old supercurrent if and only if
OY~±is a set of U(1) currents, with the same operator products as OX,±.
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A necessary condition is that the norm-2 vectors a~have integer inner products. Therefore they are
part of the root system of some Lie algebra ¶~.It is also clear that this root-system must span the entire
2n dimensional internal space, since otherwise the operator product of T~twith itself can never
reproduce the full energy—momentum tensor in the internal dimensions.

There are a few more reasonable conditions that one can impose on the supercurrent. First of all,
there should exist a lattice that contains the constraint vectors implied by it. To derive the constraint
vectors we bosonize ~ in terms of n new bosons denoted H~.Then ~J’~ = exp(iet - H), and in
(H, X)-space the norm-3 vectors t of eq. (6.5) are (et, ak). Thus we need a lattice which contains all
vectors of the form (e’, a~,(v)) on the right-moving lattice (FS+

2n.l)R.
This condition can always be satisfied by torus compactifications on the ~ x ¶~torus, but such

theories are not chiral. A necessary condition for chiral theories is that no vectors of the form (e’, 0, (v))
be present. Since self-dual lattices have the property that any vector which is not explicitly forbidden is
allowed, it follows that the lattice must contain a vector of the form s = (0, 0~,(0)), such that

0,~e
t-0 0 modi.

This vector may appear in combination with anything on the left lattice*~.Since s is a lattice vector, it
must have integer inner product with the constraint vectors, which implies

o--a~=—0, forallk.

Consider now the operator

R(o) = exp(2lTio 1 ~z OX(z)). (6.10)

It follows that

R(o.)OVI+R(o.)_i = e2’~V~. (6.11)

We observe now that R(o-) is an element of the group G of which ~ is the Lie algebra, and furthermore
that it rotates the Cartan sub-algebra formed by the OV’~into itself. This means that R(o-) is an
element of the Weyl group of ~, lifted to G.

The canonical form of such lifted Weyl group elements is a product of basic reflections r
0 in the plane

orthogonal to some root a. An arbitrary Weyl group element can be written as a product of reflections
r0, and its canonical lift to the group G is the product of the corresponding lifted reflections. Any
element of G, and in particular a lifted Weyl group element, can be conjugated into the maximal torus.
This is the form in which we have found the group element R(o-) defined above.

The classification of all supercurrents of this type amounts thus to a classification of all conjugacy
classes of Weyl group elements of all simply-laced rank 2n algebras. For chiral theories we are only
interested in those elements that act non-trivially on the entire Cartan sub-algebra (0,  0 mod 1), and
we call such elements non-degenerate. Their classification is a mathematical problem that has been
solved completely. The results, as well as several other properties of Weyl group conjugacy classes are
summarized in appendix B.

*) One can assume without loss of generality that there exists a single vector s which achieves this, rather than several. One may also assume
that it does not belong to the spinor conjugacy class of D~’”

m~.For the rest of the argument, (0) and (v) are equivalent.
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The most important piece of information that one needs to extract are the shift-vectors 0~that define
the maximal torus element R(o-) representing the Weyl twist. For non-degenerate elements if can be
shown to be unique up to addition of roots and Weyl rotations. It is convenient to choose o- to have
minimal length, and to lie in the positive Weyl chamber. Then every conjugacy class is represented by a
unique “minimal” shift vector. For all non-degenerate Weyl group elements of simply laced algebras
that are not Weyl group elements of sub-algebras, those minimal shift vectors are known explicitly, and
are tabulated in appendix B.

The recipe for finding the S-lattices is thus as follows. First choose a rank 2n Lie algebra ~ and a
non-degenerate conjugacy class of its Weyl group. Then determine the inner product of its shift vector
with all the roots. The roots a~that can appear in OV’~are precisely those that have inner product —9,
with o-. Thus E3~~is generated by

t~= (et, a’~), aki o = _0, - (6.12)

The invariance group K of the supercurrent is easy to determine in this case. It consists of two factors,
K~,and Kx, the first of which is associated with the fermions cia and the second with the bosons Xa. The
group K

4 is simply the subgroup of SO(2n) that is left unbroken by the torus eigenvalues 0~.If all 0, are
different and not equal to ~, K4 = U(1)~.The second factor, K~,can be read off from the (extended)
Dynkin diagram representation of the shift-vector u [59, 60].

If the Weyl conjugacy class is not proper in ~ (i.e. if it lives in a sub-algebra ~‘ of ~), there exists a
solution that uses only roots of ~‘. Thus the S-lattice derived from ~‘ is a sublattice of that of ~ for the
same Weyl group conjugacy class. Then, as explained in the previous section, there is no advantage to
using the bigger S-lattice instead of its sublattice. Thus to classify the supercurrents of orbifold type it is
sufficient to consider proper Weyl group conjugacy classes.

All supercurrents we have constructed in this section can be immediately recognized by the structure
of their system of norm-3 vectors. They satisfy the condition that there exists a set of orthonormal
vectors e,, i = 1, n, so that (1) for each vector t there is precisely one e, for which t- e, = ±1,while the
remaining e. are orthogonal to t; (2) for each e, there must be some t for which e, t  0.

Conversely, any set of norm-3 vectors satisfying this condition can be shown to correspond to a
supercurrent of orbifold type.

6.4. Free fermion supercurrents

A second method for obtaining bosonic supercurrents is to bosonize a non-trivial fermionic
realization of world sheet supersymmetry. Such a free fermion supercurrent has the form

TF(z) = ~fabc/’~/~ , (6.13)

where the ci’s are 6n fermions related to the 3n internal bosons by bosonization. ~ fabc are the structure
constants of a semi-simple Lie algebra, ~ then one can check that eq. (6.4) is satisfied [61]. The
generic choice for this Lie algebra for 6n fermions*) is SU(2)

2”. In dimensions below five there are
additional solutions (SU(4) for d = 5; SU(4) x SU(2) and SO(5) X SU(3) for d = 4, etc.) which are of

*1 The solutions for other numbers of fermions may be of more than academic interest, since it might be possible to construct “hybrid” models,
where only part of the supercurrent has a simple fermionic realization.
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some interest for type-Il strings, but not for chiral heterotic strings. To obtain a supercurrent of the
form (6.5) one simply bosonizes the 6n fermions into 3n bosons using eq. (4.35).

There is a lot of freedom in performing this bosonization. First of all the 6n fermions can be rotated
into each other by O(6n) rotations. Generic O(6n) rotations change the structure constants fabc Only
Ad(~~~)rotations and permutations of identical factors in ~ leave them invariant. Given a choice of
structure constants, one has to decide on a pairing of the 6n fermions, where each pair will be
represented by one boson. This pairing ambiguity is not really anything new though: since all possible
pairings are related to each other by permutations of the 6n fermions, and since those permutations are
elements of SO(6n), it is already included in the SO(6n) ambiguity.

The following example illustrates the problem. Consider the SU(2)6 supercurrent in its simplest form

T~=N~[ci~ci~ci~].

The simplest pairing is (ci~’,ci~.
3)-The vectors I one gets are

(±1,±1,±1,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

(0,O,0,±1,±1,±1,0,0,0) (6.14)

(0,0,0,0,0,0, ±1,±1,±1),

with all possible choices of plus and minus signs. This supercurrent was first used in ref. [10]. The
resulting constraints involve triplets of fermions, and were therefore called “triplet constraints”. It
satisfies the conditions for orbifold supercurrents, listed above and it is obtained for ~ = (D2)

3, by using
the Coxeter element of that algebra. The fact that this algebra is isomorphic to ~ is more or less
coincidental, as the following example demonstrates.

Suppose we rotate the fermions as follows

c4=~S,
1ci

1,, 1=1,2,3

where S,
1 is the matrix

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 —~ —~ 0 ~ 1\,r~

— ~ ~ —~ —~ 0 ~\/~ ~
0 0 0 1 1 1o _~vr~ ~ 1
o /~ —~‘/~ i —~ —~

so that the 0(18) matrix is built out of three such blocks (this example appears in ref. [ii] in a slightly
different form). If we now pair ~ exactly as we paired cli before, then we end up with a very different set
of constraint vectors. Again they satisfy conditions for orbifold supercurrents and in this case the Weyl
group conjugacy class to be used turns out to be D6(a2) (see appendix B.3 for a description of Weyl
group conjugacy classes).
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Although one might think that all supercurrents that satisfy eq. (6.4) can be written as a trilinear
expression of free fermions, this is not the case. A counterexample, found in refs. [56] and [55] has
vectors t of the form (for n = 1)

= (v~,0, 0), t2 = (0, V’~,0) , t3 = (0, 0, \/~)- (6.15)

This pattern can be repeated n times if n> 1. By bosonizing the free fermionic supercurrent, one can
only get vectors of the form (±1,±1,±1,0,.. - , 0), i.e., there must exist a basis in which three entries
are ±1,and the others are zero. Such a basis does not exist for eq. (6.15). This example does however
have an orbifold interpretation. The vectors (6.15) can be rotated to (1, a), (1, /3), (1, —a, —/3), where
a and /3 are the simple roots of SU(3) [55].Thus one obtains the SU(3) Coxeter supercurrent for any
triplet of such building blocks.

At first sight it may appear paradoxical that not any bosonic supercurrent can be written in terms of
free fermion trilinears, since in ref. [41] it was shown that the Fock space of any torus-compactified
theory can always be written in terms of a fermionic representation. This may involve either fermions
with Thirring interactions (to which the above does not apply, since one would not have a free fermion
supercurrent), or free fermions with complicated boundary conditions. A bosonic theory described in
this fermionic way will still have world sheet supersymmetry, since it is equivalent. But one cannot
conclude from this argument that there must always exist a representation of the supercurrent of the
trilinear form (6.13).

An illustrative example is a string theory on an E8 lattice. The Fock space can be described either by
means of fermionic oscillators with certain GSO-projections, or with bosonic oscillators and lattice
momenta. The Frenkel—Kac generators of the D8 sub-algebra of E8 can also be described both
bosonically and fermionically, the latter being fermion bilinears. But whereas the bosonic description
extends trivially to the remaining spinor roots of E8/S0(16), the fermionic one does not. To describe
these generators one would need a transcendental expression in terms of the fermions rather than a
bilinear one [44]. Indeed, all orbifold supercurrents for D~conjugacy classes can manifestly be written
in terms of free fermion trilinears, since all generators can be written as bilinears. But for A- and
E-type supercurrents this is clearly not the case.

This problem can be evaded by fermionizing the orbifold supercurrent ci
5OX

0 before the rebosoniza-
tion (6.9) of OX. Of course one can always replace OXa by a fermion bilinear, but then the entire
non-trivial structure of the theory is due to the boundary conditions, just as in orbifold constructions.
These boundary conditions are in general non-commuting ones, which are not yet well-understood, but
in this way it may be possible to obtain a fermionic description of lattice theories with A- and E-type
supercurrents.

However, in this basis there is now a different set of operators that does not have a simple fermionic
realization, namely the 3n internal U(i)-currents that are the essence of a lattice theory. In the Lie
algebra basis before rebosonization, these U(i) currents are linear combinations of root-generators (see
(6.9)), which in general cannot be written in terms of free fermion bilinears. In other words, the
question is not whether one can find a simple fermionic expression for the supercurrent. This is not a
meaningful question unless one species what else one would like to express simultaneously in a simple
way in terms of fermions. Thus for A- and E-type supercurrents one has the option of fermionizing
either the supercurrent or the U(i)’s, but not both. Of course it is precisely the simultaneous
bosonization of both that makes the lattice description so simple.
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6.5. The structure of lattices for chiral theories

If the supercurrent is made entirely with norm-3 vectors I, then the structure of the right lattice is
severely constrained. Denote, as before, the 3n-dimensional lattice generated by the vectors I as S. A
covariant lattice must contain all constraint vectors of the form (t, (v)), and since it must close under
addition of these vectors, it follows that the right lattice must contain a sublattice zl, defined as

“ ~+(~ ~
k~odd’~.~‘J)~~even’ ~. Ji

where 5odd and 5even contain the odd and even vectors of S respectively. Any other lattice vector must
have integer inner product with all constraint vectors, so their right-moving components must lie on the
dual ~1*of ~i. It has the following decomposition with respect to F~D~~t1”~

= (5~ (0) + (v)) + (E~.,(s) + (c)). (6.16)

We distinguish two kinds of vectors on this lattice. The first, the Ramond sector E, consists of the
vectors with half-integer inner product with 5odd while the second (the Neveu—Schwarz sector E~)
contains the vectors with integer inner product with 5odd (and hence is the dual of S itself). The two
sets of vectors together form the dual of 5even’ i.e.

z~* =~* +~*
— — NS even — NS — R -

Obviously, if ~R is a vector in S~,we can write ~ = ~ + 5~s-Furthermore ~ can be decomposed
into cosets (cf. appendix A.2) with respect to S

5~s ~±J (~q+E),

where is a set of coset representatives, chosen so that ~ = 0.
Similarly, the lattice 4* has a coset decomposition with respect to 4:

4* = 1±)(8~+ 4),

where is a coset representative and 6~ 0. The coset representatives ö~,, are related to those of S
defined above. Since zl has twice the volume of 5, 4~i~has four times as many conjugacy classes relative
to 4, and their representatives 6,~,can be chosen as follows

(~q,0,.- - ,0,O), (~q,0,.- - ,0,1),

(~J
5 i.1\ ( ..i.. 1 1 1\q R’2,~’2,2J, ~ q~ R’2’,2,2),

where the last entries are D~,~_tImeconjugacy class representatives. A general (even) lattice admitting
the chosen representation of world sheet supersymmetry has then the form

Fi
6+2n8+2= U (

4~~+4), (6.17)
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i.e. one associates with every coset on the right lattice a set of vectors on the left lattice (4,, may be
an empty set). The choice of 4,, is of course restricted by self-duality. In particular we see that lattices
describing chiral theories can always be written as a finite sum of building blocks, each of which is a
direct product of a set of vectors on the left and the right lattice. Thus the partition function is a finite
sum of holomorphically factorized terms (this is in general not true for non-chiral lattice theories, and
also not for some chiral theories that cannot be described by lattices), i.e. a rational conformal field
theory.

Each conjugacy class generator ö~belongs to either the NS or the R-sector. When expressed in terms
of modes, every term in the supercurrent is half-integer moded on NS-states, and integer moded on
R-states. In particular we see from eq. (6.16) that the moding of the space—time and internal part of the
supercurrent is the same.

The existence of a zero-mode operator G0 in the Ramond sector implies a lower bound of the energy
in that sector, as was discussed in section 4.2. For the internal degrees of freedom, which have c = 3n,
we find, using eq. (4J5)

L~’
t n/8. (6.18)

This will be shown in section 7.2 to imply the absence of fermionic tachyons.

7. Heterotic and type-I! spectra

7.1. Summary of lattice consistency conditions

To discuss the spectrum of covariant lattice theories we will use the even lattice formulation. The
consistency conditions that such theories have to satisfy have been derived in the previous sections, and
can be summarized as follows. To specify a covariant lattice theory in d = 10 — 2n dimensions one must
provide
— a lattice F

16~2n 8+ 2n with left and right dimensions as indicated,
— a supercurrent that satisfies the N = 1 supersymmetry algebra, and is consistent with the lattice. The
supercurrent consists of a space—time p~irtand (for d < 10) an internal part. The latter has the form
(6.5).

The lattice must satisfy the following requirements:
(1) It must be even and self-dual with respect to a Lorentzian metric of the form

16+2n 8+
2ndiag((—) ;(+) ).

(2) The last 8 — n components of any vector must belong to one of the four conjugacy classes (0), (v),
(s) or (c) of the Lie algebra D.~_time.
(3) It must contain all vectors of the form WL = 0, WR = (1, (v)) and (t, (v)) for all 1 and I appearing in
the supercurrent. (This condition applies obviously only to dimensions less than 10.)

The rules for obtaining the physical states from such a lattice have been formulated in section 5.3.

7.2. Lowest heterotic string states

Now we have all the ingredients necessary to determine the possible lowest mass states in the
spectrum. Most features of the spectrum are not special to lattices, and we will therefore adopt the
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notation of eq. (5.46), denoting the number operator for the left-moving light-cone oscillators as Xx,
and for the contribution to the mass from the internal sector as X16.~.2,,.Table 2 summarizes the possible
massless states and tachyons. Note that right-moving oscillators cannot contribute to massless states.
Masses are quoted here in units of ~a’m

2, so that the bosonic string tachyon has “mass” —1. To get the
answer for the special case of lattice theories, one uses h

3,, = ~U~,,and h16~2~= ~w~+ X~6..2,,.Here we
denote vectors on the lattice as w = (wL; U312, y), where v is a ~ weight, and u3,, is a 3n-vector
in internal space.

Of course not all particles in this table appear necessarily in all string theories; only the graviton, B,~
and the dilaton are always present. We will now discuss some aspects of the spectrum in more detail,
concentrating on lattice theories, but indicating the simple generalizations.

CPT
Every lattice has at least one automorphism, namely the one that changes the sign of all vectors. It is

easy to see that in any dimension this has precisely the effect of a CPT transformation. In four and eight
dimensions it flips the chirality of a spinor, while in six and ten dimensions it preserves chirality. On the
left lattice it maps weights of a representation (r) to weights of the complex conjugate representation
(i). In four dimensions every fermion (r)L is thus automatically accompanied by its CPT conjugate
(~)R- Together they count as one fermion, since in four dimensions one does not usually count CPT
conjugates separately (“three generations” means three generations plus three CPT conjugates). The
gravitini in four dimensions should thus be counted by just taking into account the ones from (s) of D5.
In six and ten dimensions however (s) and (c) of D6 or D8 correspond to different particles with
opposite chirality. They should both be counted. This will be important in the discussion of supersym-
metry in section 8. (Note that on the covariant lattice this automorphism maps states of canonical ghost
charge (i.e. —1 and — ~) to states with non-canonical ghost charge. Thus a discussion of CPT for the
ghost states is not entirely straightforward, but the arguments given above do not depend on that; they
are valid for the light-cone states obtained from the covariant lattice.)

In general conformal theories the matter system must be unitary, which implies in particular that any
operator has a Hermitean conjugate. This generalizes the lattice automorphism and its role as a CPT
transformation.

Table 2
Possible massless particles and tachyons in heterotic string spectra. In the first column one finds the

~ conjugacy classes

Class h,~ h16,2, X~ mass particle type

(0) 0 1 0 0 ~L gauge boson
0 0 1 0 graviton, B,~,dilaton

(v) 0  h,~< ~ h,~+ ~ 0 h,~— ~ scalar tachyon
1 0 0 massless scalar
0 1 0 ~R gauge boson

(s) in 1 0 0 massless fermion (chirality +)
in 0 1 0 gravitino

(c) in 1 0 0 massless fermion (chirality —)
0 1 0 gravitino
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Gravity
The appearance of gauge symmetries in the even lattice formulation is always related to roots of the

lattice, i.e. to vectors with w~= 2, w~= 0 or with w~= 0, w~= 2. The graviton originates, together with
the ~ field and the dilaton from the root lattice of D~~~t°’~(combined with a left-moving oscillator
excitation). This D~~_timeroot lattice is always present: Lorentz invariance dictates that the last,
space—time components of every lattice vector belong to D~~timeconjugacy classes, but then
self-duality guarantees the presence of the roots, which have integer inner product with all conjugacy
classes. This argument is valid for any string theory, because of universality of the space—time sector.

In lattice theories, the left-moving oscillators can have a vector index, but also an “internal” index.
In the latter case one gets 16 + 2n commuting vector bosons, so that the gauge group has rank 16 + 2n,
the maximal value allowed for any string theory in 10 — 2n dimensions. This is the most important way
in which lattice theories are special; in general heterotic string theories the rank of the gauge group can
in principle have any value between 0 and 16 + 2n.

Left gauge symmetries
If there are any roots on the left lattice, the rank 16 + 2n gauge algebra extends to the algebra ~

generated by the Frenkel—Kac mechanism (see section 4.4) for these roots. This works exactly as for
the bosonic string, as discussed in section 2.4. The Kac—Moody algebras one gets in lattice theories are
always of level 1, and its Sugawara energy—momentum tensor always has a central charge i6 + 2n so
that it spans the entire left-moving internal sector of the theory. Neither of these last two properties
holds in general.

Supergravity
As table 2 indicates, there may also be roots on the right lattice which are not orthogonal to the

D~hmmeroot system. Their D~.~_t1mecomponents can thus be vectors or spinors of D ~hime~In the
latter case these spinor roots, when exponentiated, give rise to vertex operators for gravitini. The
possibilities for having such roots are severely limited by Cartan’s classification of root systems. Indeed,
for n  3 (i.e. d  4) the only possibilities are embeddings of D~tm~in exceptional algebras. We will
discuss this in more detail in section 8.

Right gauge symmetries
There is also a possibility of having extra roots that are vectors of D ~time~In that case a new set

of vector bosons appears, gauging an algebra whose structure is determined by the right lattice. The
gauge bosons get their vector index from oscillator excitations on the left, and the algebra ~R they
generate is determined by the vectors UR, which have length 1. It is in fact not a Frenkel—Kac algebra,
but a higher level sub-algebra of the Frenkel—Kac algebra that one may associate formally with F~,t
[56]. The algebra ~ can be determined by computing the three gauge boson couplings. In the right
sector this computation requires picture changing, and consequently ~R depends on the choice of the
world sheet supercurrent. In heterotic strings such gauge bosons imply the absence of chiral fermions:
the extra roots imply that D~t~m~is a regular sub-algebra of a larger Lie algebra, which in this case
can only be Dm~ m >8 — n. But then the D~ time spinors come from the decomposition of Drn
spinors, and hence appear automatically in non-chiral pairs. This is precisely the reason why torus-
compactification destroys chirality, and indeed many theories with non-vanishing ~R can be regarded as
torus compactifications of higher-dimensional ones.

Both the appearance of supergravity and of ~ gauge bosons generalizes in a simple way to any
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conformal field theory. In section 8 we will give a simple argument showing that such gauge symmetries
associated with the right-moving sector correspond precisely to the embeddings of D8_,, in some larger
Lie algebra, such that the Dynkin index of the embedding is 1. The only possibilities, other than the
supersymmetric ones tabulated in section 8, are SO(16 — 2n) C SO(M), M  16 — 2n. (Here n may also
have half-integer values, to allow odd space—time dimensions). One gets M — 16 + 2n ~ gauge bosons,
which gauge a sub-algebra of a Kac—Moody algebra associated with the right-moving sector.

Massless fermions and scalars
The appearance of massless fermions and scalars is in general not governed by simple criteria, and to

find them one has to search through the conjugacy classes of the lattice. Their ~L representation is
determined by writing WL in terms of ~L weights (or U(i) charges). Their ~R representation (if any) is
determined in a more cumbersome way from UR, by using the embedding of ~ in the Frenkel—Kac
group of F~

t.
Fermions or scalars in the adjoint of ~L always have a special significance. One can replace the

Frenkel—Kac generator in their vertex operator by ãX’~’to get another vertex operator in the theory.
Thus fermions in the adjoint representation imply the existence of gravitini and hence supergravity,
while scalars in the adjoint representation imply the existence of ~R gauge bosons (and hence no
chirality). For general heterotic strings the argument is a bit more subtle, and holds only if the
Kac—Moody generators themselves are the only vertex operators of conformal weight 1 that belong to
the adjoint representation. In that case one can always replace these currents by ~X’~to change an
adjoint fermion or scalar into a gravitino or gauge boson. This condition holds for all level-i
Kac—Moody algebras, but higher level ones may have additional operators that can be used as vertex
operators for adjoint fermions or scalars.

Tachyons
As is clear from table 2 one can in general have tachyons that are Lorentz scalars. Whether they

appear or not depends on the lattices one considers. In non-supersymmetric theories there is no reason
why they should not be present, and typically they are, although there are many exceptions. In
supersymmetric theories one never has tachyons. This is due to two facts, namely the fact that, as one
might expect, all fermions and bosons fit in supermultiplets (see section 8), and the fact that there
cannot be fermionic tachyons.

Space—time fermions are due to lattice vectors in the Ramond sector of D ~time, which are then
automatically in the Ramond sector of F~tbecause of world sheet supersymmetry (see section 6.5). The
internal space contribution to their mass is bounded from below by ~n. This bound applies to the
Ramond sector of any superconformal system, not just lattice theories. There is no such bound for the
ghost system, which is not unitary and whose energy is not bounded from below if one chooses
arbitrarily large ghost charges. But the origin of that problem is understood, and the solution is the
physical state selection rule, assigning definite canonical ghost charges to bosons and fermions. In the
even lattice formulation the minimal fermion mass is obtained for the fundamental D~!~_ummespinor,
and is according to (5.46) equal to (8— n)/8 — 1 = —n/8. Together with the internal contribution we
get then always a non-negative mass. Hence there are no fermionic tachyons.

7.3. Spectra of type-lI theories

The spectrum of a type-Il theory can be obtained by simply applying all the foregoing results for the
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Table 3
Particles that can appear in the spectrum of Type-Il theories for all possible combinations of left and right conjugacy

classes

~Left (0) (v) (v) (s) or (c)

Right ~“NN h3~ 0

(0) 0 graviton B,,~,4i Gb-gauge boson — gravitino
(v) Ga-gauge boson massless scalar — massless fermion
(v) — — tachyon —
(s) or (c) n gravitino massless fermion — anti-symmetric tensor

fermionic sector of the heterotic string, to both sectors of the type-Il string. Thus we consider lattices of
the form F8÷208~2,,which have D~~_timelattices on both sides. The possible massless states and
tachyons depend on the 16 combinations of the four D time conjugacy classes that can occur, and on
the contribution h3~from the “internal” part of the lattice. The possibilities are listed in table 3.

Most of the properties of the states in the spectrum follow directly from the discussion for heterotic
strings in the previous subsection. In particular it follows that gauge symmetries can only be of a type
similar to ~ for heterotic strings. Hence to get chiral fermions one should have a non-trivial gauge
group in only one sector. The other sector should then provide their spinor-index (in fact it is rather
difficult to construct chiral four-dimensional type-Il strings, and impossible to obtain the standard
model [57]). Several proposals for lower-dimensional type-Il theories can be found in refs. [62, 57, 56].

The most interesting new feature is the appearance of anti-symmetric tensors in the product of left
and right spinors. The ranks of the tensors obtained in this way depends on the dimension and the
chirality of the spinors, and is shown in table 4. Notice in particular that in four dimensions one can get
additional massless vector bosons in this way. However, by computing the operator products of the
corresponding vertex operators, one finds that they always gauge a product of U(i)’s.

7.4. Lattices for ten-dimensional strings

To obtain ten-dimensional strings we are looking for lattices F168 where the right-moving compo-
nents are D8 weights. To find them, we can make use of a trick explained in appendix A. Given a
Lorentzian even self-dual lattice of the required form, we can make an even self-dual Euclidean lattice
out of it by simply changing the sign of the last eight components of the metric. This seemingly absurd
operation works only because the right lattice factor is known to be D8 certainly changing the sign of
the metric on an arbitrary Lorentzian even self-dual does not preserve the self-duality. The result of this

Table 4
States in the tensor-product of left- and right-moving spinors.
Anti-symmetric tensors of rank k are denoted as [k]. In 6 and
10 dimensions, the subscripts + and — distinguish (anti-)
self-dual tensors of opposite chirality. In 4 and 8 dimensions
(s) x (s) and (c) x (c) are CPT conjugates, and are both

needed the produce the result indicated in this table

d (s) x (s) (c) x (c) (s) x (c)
4 [1} [0]
6 [0]+[2]. [Oj+[2]_ [1]
8 2x[1]+l3] 101+12]
10 [0]+[2]+[4],[0]+[2l+[4] 111+131
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map is an even self-dual Euclidean lattice of dimension 24. Such lattices have been classified by
Niemeier, and can be found in table 10 in appendix A.

Not every Niemeier lattice yields a good string theory. To go back to a Lorentzian lattice one has to
be able to find a D8 sub-algebra. Obviously this must be a regular sub-algebra, because we want to have
a D8 sublattice, not just a subalgebra. The solutions, which were obtained in ref. [63], are listed in table
5.

Notice that there is one Niemeier lattice, D16 x E8, that produces two different string theories,
because there are two ways of embedding D8. The first two theories in table 5 are supersymmetric,
because D8 C E8. The next five are tachyonic, because D8 is embedded in a D,, factor with n > 8. When
the Niemeier lattice is mapped to F168, this embedding leaves a trace in the form of lattice vectors
((v), (v)), belonging to a (D,,_8)L x (D8)R sublattice originating from the D,, factor. Such vectors lead
to tachyons. Finally, the last theory is the rather well-known SO(i6) x SO(16) string, which does not
have supersymmetry, and also no tachyons. When it was found it was the first of its kind, but in four
dimensions such models are very common. There is just one more string theory known in ten
dimensions, a tachyonic one with gauge group E8. Since it has rank 8, it can obviously not be described
by a lattice.

It is extremely simple to read off the spectra of these theories from table 5. For example, consider
the SO(16) X S0(16) string, the last entry in the table. In combination with the conjugacy class (0) of
(D8)R one finds the (D8 x D8)L conjugacy classes (0, 0) and (c, c). The latter contains only massive
states (the norm of the smallest vector in (c, c) is four) and from (0, 0) one gets the SO(16) x S0(16)
gauge bosons, since (0) of (D8)R contains space—time vectors. The (D8)R conjugacy class (v) contains
space—time scalars, but since it is paired on the left with (s, v) and (s, v), which have minimal norm
three, there are no massless scalars in the theory. Of the four D8 x D8 conjugacy classes that appear in
combination with spinors of (D8)R, three (namely (v, v), (c, 0) and (0, c)) contain norm-2 vectors that

Table 5
Ten-dimensional rank-16 string theories from Niemeier lattices. The value of k is 0 or 1

Conjugacy classes associated with (D8)~

Niemeier lattice ~L (0) (u) (s) (c)

(E8)’ (E8)
2 (0,0) — (0,0) —

E
8D16 D16 (0 + s) — (0 + s) —

E8D1~ E8D8 (0,0) (0, v) (0, s) (0, c)

D,4 D16 (0) (v) (s) (c)

D12D2, D4D1, (0,0) (v, 0) (s, v) (s, c)
(us) (0,s) (c,c) (c,v)

D15(E7)
2 D,(E

7)
2 (0,0,0) (u, 0,0) (s, 1,0) (c, 1,0)

(v, 1,1) (0,1,1) (c,0, 1) (s,0, 1)

D
9A1, D1A15 (0,8k) (u, 8k) (s, 8k + 2) (c, 8k + 2)

(u,8k + 4) (0,8k + 4) (c, 8k + 6) (s, 8k + 6)

(D8)’ (D8)’ (0,0) (s, v) (v, o) (c, 0)
(c,c) (u,s) (s,s) (0,c)
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can yield massless particles. The massless fermions are thus in the S0(16) x SO(16) representation

(16, i6)~+ (256, i)_ + (1, 256)

where the subscripts denote the chirality.
It is also very simple to write down the partition functions for these theories. Taking as an example

again the SO(16) x S0(16) theory, one gets at one loop for its partition function P(r)

P(T) = 12-24 {~[v~[0]~] 84

— ~[sl(~[u1~[v] + ~[s] ~[s]) — ~[cJ(~[c]~[0] +

where, for example, ~ denotes l~[V](0b~).It is a simple exercise to convert this expression to spin
structure basis, so that one has it in terms of Jacobi i~-functions.Note the role of the physical state
selection rule in the right-moving (T-dependent) part of this partition function.

Type-Il strings in ten dimensions can be classified in a very similar way. They are described by
covariant lattices F5151 or equivalently by even lattices F88. The latter can all be obtained from regular
embeddings of D8 X D8 in Euclidean even self-dual lattices of dimension 16. There are just two such
lattices, but because we can choose opposite or identical chiralities for the left- and right-moving spinors
there are four string theories. From the E8 x E8 lattice one gets the type-IIA and type-IIB strings, and
from D16 one gets two tachyonic theories first constructed in ref. [64].

7.5. Lattices for lower-dimensional strings

Below ten dimensions a complete classification of all lattice theories appears to be nearly impossible,
since there are simply too many of them. By imposing additional phenomenological constraints
(absence of tachyons, chirality, a reasonable gauge group and fermion spectrum with not too many
generations, and perhaps space—time supersymmetry) one can cut the number of surviving lattice
theories down significantly, but it appears very difficult to enumerate them without first obtaining the
complete list.

Nevertheless it is instructive to see at least a few examples, and there are several methods for
constructing them, each probing a different corner of the gigantic space of solutions. Several of these
methods are closely related to other ways of constructing strings below ten dimensions, and we will
choose our examples so as to clarify the overlaps. A slightly more systematic discussion of other
constructions and their relation with covariant lattices may be found in the next subsection. We will
mainly consider examples in four space—time dimensions.

D1 lattices
In constructing lattices for four-dimensional strings we face a new technical difficulty, namely the

constraint vectors for the supercurrent. Consider for example the choice (6.14). The first thing one
should observe is that the form of this supercurrent forces all vectors in the nine internal dimensions to
have as their components integers or half-integers. This is true because by addition of constraint vectors
one gets, among others, vectors of the form

(0,... ,0,2,0,. . . ,0)
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in the nine-dimensional internal space, and zero elsewhere. The structure of the lattice in this
nine-dimensional space can then be summarized in a nice way by saying that all its vectors belong to
conjugacy classes of (D1)

9, where D
1 is the lattice introduced at the end of appendix A.3.

Now the entire right lattice is of the form D5 X (D1)
9, and for simplicity we will assume that also the

left lattice can be written as a product of D~factors. Any D,, factor on the left can always be
decomposed into a product of D

1 factors, so one could try to enumerate all the even self-dual lattices
based on

[(Dl)
22]L[(Dl)9D

5]R (7.1)

conjugacy classes. One can easily write a computer program that does this. It would start with a lattice
containing the conjugacy classes of the constraint vectors

[(0)22,(v), (v), (v), (0), (0), (0), (0), (0), (0), (v)]

[(0)22, (0) (0), (0), (u), (v), (v), (0), (0), (0), (v)]

[(0)22, (0), (0), (0), (0), (0), (0), (v), (v), (v), (v)]

and then it would go through the list of conjugacy classes of (7.1) to find one of even Lorentzian length,
and with even inner product with all the vectors that are already on the lattice. This procedure can be
repeated to find a next conjugacy class, and when no new conjugacy class can be found, the lattice that
one has is self-dual by definition.

Although the number of solutions is certainly finite, one quickly realizes that it must be big because
the total number of conjugacy classes one has to search through is gigantic: 432 Therefore a self-dual
lattice based on eq. (7.1) contains 232 conjugacy classes. The magnitude of the problem is not unlike
that of classifying all 32-dimensional even self-dual lattices using D~

2conjugacy classes, which has at
least 8 x i07 solutions*).

To specify a lattice of the form (7.1) completely one has to provide a list of conjugacy classes, which
can be specified more concisely by giving a list of generators, as in table 10. Very often one finds root
vectors of the form (0,.. - ,0, v,0,. . - ,0, v,0,. . - ,0) among the conjugacy classes, and it is then
convenient to group several D

1 factors into larger D,,’s.
A useful starting point is the lattice (D22)L x (D14)R. To the root lattice one has to add four

conjugacy classes to obtain a unimodular lattice, and if one furthermore requires it to be even, there is
not much choice: The conjugacy classes must be (0, 0) + (v, v) + (s, s) + (c, c) (this is just an Englert—
Neveu lattice with the left factor stretched by 8 dimensions). The phenomenology is extremely simple:
The first term gives a graviton (plus B~and a dilaton), and the gauge bosons of S0(44) and the second
one gives a tachyon in the vector representation of SO(44). The spinors are all massive and non-chiral,
so that this example is certainly not of much interest. Note that the D14 lattice on the right contains the
constraint vectors of world sheet supersymmetry. In fact there are many possible sets of constraint
vectors that one could choose.

*) Estimates of this kind include all non-supersymmetric theories, which below ten dimensions appear to be far more numerous than
supersymmetnc ones. An exhaustive computer search for supersymmetric four-dimensional theories with this supercurrent yields (only!) a few
thousand solutions 1651. In eight dimensions the total number of solutions for the supercurrent (6.14) is roughly 600 to 800, of which 13 are
supersymmetric and 2 tachyon-free but not supersymmetric [661.
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This lattice can be modified by adding conjugacy classes of sub-algebras of (D22)L(D14)R. This works
in the same way as adding shift vectors. To preserve world sheet supersymmetry one has to make sure
that the shift vectors have integral inner product with one set of constraint vectors, so that these
constraint vectors are on the invariant sublattice A0 (see appendix A.4).

Let us now make the model supersymmetric. This is easily achieved by adding a conjugacy class
containing a gravitino. To do this, split D14 into D6 x D8 and add the conjugacy class (0, 0, s) of
(D22)L x (D6 x Ds)R, where we embed the D5 space—time lattice into D8 (in the following we adopt
the convention of embedding the space—time lattice in the last factor).

Using the shift vector method explained in appendix (A.4) one can determine the conjugacy classes
that appear. Since we have three D~factors, there are in fact 2~= 8 of them, and they are

(0, 0,0) + (v, v, 0) + (s, s, s) + (c, c, s) + (0,0, s) + (v, v, s) + (s, s,0) + (c, c, 0)

What we have now obtained is a ten-dimensional heterotic string, compactified on a lattice F22.6 =

D22 X D6. The D8 factor of the covariant lattice has been embedded in E8 because of the addition of the
gravitino. This example has in fact more supersymmetry than we bargained for, namely N = 4. It is of
course not chiral.

There are two obvious obstacles to chirality in our example. The first is that the D5 root system is
part of a larger D~root system (that of D8 in this case), which always inhibits chirality as explained in
section 7.2. The second is that the SO(44) gauge group simply does not have any complex representa-
tions, which is necessary for chirality in four dimensions. The only S0(N) groups with complex
representations are S0(4k + 2), k E 7L. Their chiral representations are the spinors, and the fundamen-
tal spinor representations have weight length (2k + 1)14. Clearly only the fundamental spinors of
S0(2), SO(6), SO(10) and S0(14) can occur for massless fermions, since all others would have too
high a mass. Furthermore a fermion cannot be chiral due to spinors of SO(6), because the S0(6) spinor
representations are anomalous, and modular invariant string theories are anomaly free, as we will
discuss in section 9. (Note that S0(2) anomalies can be canceled by the four-dimensional analog of the
Green—Schwarz mechanism [2, 67].)

These chiral representations can only appear in combinations with total weight length equal to two.
This still leaves many possibilities, and one of the simplest is the SO(10) x SO(6) representation
(16, 4) + (16, 4). The necessity to cancel the S0(6) anomaly implies that the number of generations is a
multiple of eight in this case.

Breaking SO(44) into such small groups cannot be achieved by adding just one spinor shift vector,
but two turn out to be sufficient. First decompose

(D22)L(DoDs)R—~(DISD8)L(D4D2D2D6)R

by adding a shift vector (0, 5; 0, s, 0, c). This shift vector projects out half of the gravitinos, so that we
can get an N = 2 model with an SO(16) x S0(28) gauge group. It is still not chiral, but we can now
break the lattice root system further down to

(D7D7DSD3)L(D2D2D2DID1DIDS)R

by adding the shift vector (s, 0, 0, 5; s, 0, c, s, 0, 0, c). This again removes one gravitino, so that we have
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N 1 supersymmetry. The remaining lattice vector giving a gravitino is (0, 0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0, s, s, s, s). The
constraint vectors appear in the conjugacy classes

(0,0,0,0;v,0,v,v,0,0,v), (0,O,0,0;0,v,v,0,v,0,v), (0,0,0,0;v,v,0,0,0,v,v).

To check if these vectors are on the lattice, it suffices to verify that they have integer inner product with
the shift vectors we used.

The model we just constructed turns out to be chiral, and its complete fermion spectrum consists of
the S0(i4) x SO(i4) x SO(10) x SO(6) representations

2(i,i,i6,4)+2(i,1,16,4)+(14,14,l,1)+(1,1,10,6)
+(14,i,iO,1)+(l,i4,10,1)+(14,i,1,6)+(1,i4,1,6).

Only the fermions in the first two terms are chiral, and give 16 generations of (16)’s of S0(10). These
fermions originate from the lattice vectors

(0,0,s,s,0,0,c,0.0,s,c) and (0,0,s,c,0,0,s,0,0,s,c).

Notice that the (D2)
3(D

1 )3 factor of the right lattice only determines the multiplicities of the states in
the theory, not their gauge quantum numbers. Since the model is supersymmetric, there are scalars in
the same representations as the fermions.

This model is a well-known one, and appears in most of the papers on four-dimensional strings
because it is one of the simplest to obtain. The construction given here closely resembles the methods
used in the fermionic constructions.

One can continue from here, and add more shift vectors to slice the lattice into still smaller D~
chunks. It should be clear from the above that the reason for the rather large number of generations is
the fact that their multiplicity is due to a spinor of SO(6) and one of SO(4). Thus the key to lowering
the number of generations is to break these factors. This works indeed as expected, but we do not think
it would be illuminating to show such models in detail. The model given above is just the tip of a
gigantic iceberg. If one splits the lattice into more and more factors, there are more and more
possibilities for doing this. Clearly the bulk of the models correspond to lattices which are split as much
as possible. Unfortunately this “base of the iceberg” is the hardest part to explore, because of the huge
number of conjugacy classes one has to deal with.

The shift vector method
The method described above provides many examples for one choice of supercurrent. To get

examples of string theories with one of the other possible realizations of world sheet supersymmetry
one can apply supersymmetry-preserving shifts to torus-compactified ten-dimensional strings. Hence we
start with a lattice F2214 = F,2.6 x (Es)R, where F22.6 has the root system of some rank-6 Lie algebra ~
on the right lattice. We then apply a shift of the forms = (sL; sn), where SR = (u, 0~,02, 03, 0,0,0,0,0).
Here o- is the shift vector representing some non-degenerate element w of the Weyl group of ~, and 0,
are the phases that parametrize its torus eigenvalues (see section 6). By construction this shift vector
respects the constraint vectors of the supercurrent defined by w.
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There are no restrictions on WL other than “level-matching”, which is essentially the requirement
that s2 = 0 mod 2*). The large number of possibilities can be reduced drastically by requiring also a
supersymmetry in the left sector, for practical rather than physical reasons.

The notion of a world sheet supersymmetry for the left-movers can be understood most easily by
using the bosonic string map described in section 5.3. In four dimensions, this map takes a left- or
right-moving superstring partition into a bosonic string partition function by replacing the D

3 space—
time factor by a D5 x E8 gauge factor. In this way, covariant lattices for type-Il strings can be mapped
to covariant lattices for heterotic strings. Only a small subset of the heterotic strings is obtained in this
way and they are usually called (1; 1) theories (where (p; q) indicates p left-moving and q right-moving
supersymmetries). If in addition the type-Il theory has space—time supersymmetry in both sectors one
usually speaks of (2;2) theories**).

String theories with (at least) (1; 1) supersymmetry are obtained from lattices of the form F2214 =

(E~)L(ES)LF66(ES)R,where ~6~6 has a rank-6 Lie algebra in its left and right sector. (Actually for rank 6
(or less) the left and right Lie algebra are always indentical, and in all but one cases F60 is an
Englert—Neveu lattice.) We ignore the “hidden sector” E~,and choose

5L = (0,0,0,0,0, ~ 4~,‘~3~ p)’

where p and 4, represent a Weyl group element w’, which need not be the same as w.
Even if w and w’ are different, level matching is automatically satisfied [18]. This procedure enables

us to construct chiral theories for all supercurrents obtained in section 6, and supersymmetric ones for
about half of them.

This method is very similar to the (asymmetric) orbifold construction, and indeed all lattice theories
obtained in this way can also be obtained by means of asymmetric orbifold constructions employing
Weyl twists. We will discuss the relation between orbifolds and covariant lattices in more detail in the
next subsection.

Conjugacy class pairing
A second method for constructing (1; i) theories for each of the supercurrents of section (6.3) is

left—right pairing of the conjugacy classes of the dual of the constraint vector lattice ~, defined in
section (6.5). More precisely, in eq. (6.17), take

= (5~,+ z~)x E
8.

It is obvious that such a lattice is integral and unimodular, and hence self-dual. Such a theory has
always a D8_~gauge group in 10 — 2n dimensions (i.e. SO(10) in four dimensions) and is always chiral.
It is also always tachyonic, because such a lattice contains in any case the vector representations of the
two D8_,,’s, paired between left and right. This yields a tachyon in the vector representation of D8.,,.

It is easy to get around this problem. Instead of the lattice ~ generated by the constraint vectors, one
starts with a lattice ~‘, which is obtained by adding a “gravitino” to & That is, one adds a vector s
which has norm-2, integral inner product with z~and whose D~,~tlmecomponents are in the spinor
conjugacy class (for orbifold supercurrents such vectors always exist). Then one constructs the dual of
~X’and goes through exactly the same procedure as explained for ~ above. The resulting lattice is certain

*) The level.matching conditions of e.g. [15]seem to be weaker, allowing also s
2 2k/N. k El, where N is the order of the shift. However, it is

not difficult to see that there exists then an equivalent shift vector of even norm.
** This notation is somewhat inadequate, since one can have N = 2 world sheet supersymmetry without having space—time supersymmetry. In

fact a!! covariant lattice theories, even the ones without space—time supersymmetry, possess an N = 2 world sheet supersymmetry in their
right-moving sector [68].To get space—time supersymmetry, one has to satisfy an additional quantization condition on the U(1) charge of the N = 2
algebra. In the following, (2; *) or (*; 2) should always be understood as “N = 2 world sheet supersymmetry plus charge integrality”.
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to contain the vector s on left and right. On the right this vector leads to a space—time gravitino; on the
left it leads to an extra gauge boson, extending ~ -time to an exceptional group. Even though we
added just one gravitino, we might still end up with more than one; in other words, there is now no
guarantee that one does not end up with a non-chiral extended supergravity theory. But there are many
examples where that is not the case, and we will discuss such an example below.

Tensoring of N = 2 building blocks
Another way of satisfying the world sheet supersymmetry conditions is to use supersymmetric

building blocks. The simplest of these is the one-dimensional “root”-lattice

~l={2kV~bkE~} (7.2)

and its dual, or “weight”-lattice

(7.3)

This lattice ~i* contains ~llas a sublattice, and has 12 cosets (which, by analogy with Lie-algebra lattices
we shall call “conjugacy classes”) with respect to it.

This lattice admits two complex conjugate supercurrents of the form

T,,~(z)= ~

We have seen in section 6.4 that three copies of this factor yield the SU(3) Coxeter supercurrent. The
lattice ~ican also be interpreted as a lattice realization of the k = 1, c = 1 element of the N = 2 discrete
series, and its bosonic realization was first discussed in ref. [69].Lattices built out of Ct/

1 building blocks
are thus special cases of N = 2 tensoring, studied in ref. [16].

Perhaps the simplest examples are the ones obtained by conjugacy class pairing. The lattice iX is
generated by the constraint vectors, which have the form

(V~,0,0,.- - ,0,(v))
(0,V’~,0,. .. ,0,(v))

(0,0,...

To get a supersymmetric theory, we should add a norm-2 spinor to ~, turning it into the lattice zY
discussed above. All “gravitini” sg have the form

Sg = (±~ - . - , ±~ (F))

where (F) stands for (s) or (c). Clearly any choice is as good as any other, so that to define ~‘ we can
choose s8 to have positive signs in all components.

This forces any spinor in the dual of z~’to haven +-signs and m —-signs, with In — mI =Omod3.
The construction yields in any case all left—right pairings of such spinors, and it is not hard to see that
no other pairs of norm-2 spinors occur (this could happen if two such norm-2 spinors belonged to the
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same coset). Hence we can immediately read off the number of generations. For n copies of SU(3) we
will get a 3n-dimensional space spanned by vectors I. The number of ways of choosing 3 negative signs
for the 3n spinor components is of course (3fl, which is equal to 20 for n = 2 (6 space—time dimensions)
and 84 for n = 3 (4 space—time dimensions)*). Thus we get 20 generations of (56)’s of E

7 in 6
dimensions, and 84 generations of (27)’s of E6 in d = 4.

This is the simplest lattice one can make out of these building blocks, but not the only one. In four
dimensions there are at least six solutions:
— The 84 generation model, constructed above and in ref. [16].
— The Coxeter-twisted (A2)

3 lattice. This gives 36 generations and a gauge group E
8 X E6 x A2 x U(i)

6.
This is the “Z

3-orbifold”, and has already been constructed in refs. [15] and [55].
— The E6-lattice, twisted by the (A2)

3 Coxeter element. This yields also 36 generations, but the gauge
group is now E

8 x E6 x (A2)
4.

— The 6-dimensional 20 generation model, compactified on the A
2 torus. This has N = 2 space—time

supersymmetry.
— The (untwisted) (A2)

3 lattice, yielding an N = 4 theory.
— The (untwisted) E

6-lattice, also an N = 4 theory.
Here we mean by “~-lattice”the Englert—Neveu lattice belonging to the Lie algebra ~. Similar

models can be obtained by means of standard symmetric orbifold constructions without B.1 background
fields (see e.g. [70]). These have rank-16 gauge groups.

A different construction of this kind is the one of ref. [71]. These authors build lattices for the
supercurrent (6.14) out of c = 3 building blocks, each containing a set of norm-3 vectors of the form
(6.14). In four dimensions, three of these blocks must be tensored together to get a realization of world
supersymmetry on F~

t.It can be shown that the left lattice can then be obtained from the odd-self-dual
lattices of dimension 22, and in particular that all gauge algebras are sub-algebras of the algebras
associated with those lattices.

Modifying Niemeier lattices
It is possible to construct lattices for four-dimensional strings from other self-dual lattices, in

particular from the Niemeier lattices. This method was used in ref. [12], but seems to have as a general
rule the disadvantage that the number of SO( 10) generations is either 16 or 0. This can presumably be
attributed to the fact that the resulting covariant lattices are not split into a sufficiently large number of
components. For more details we refer to ref. [12].

7.6. Overlaps between different constructions

We have discussed the relation with other constructions already several times before, and this is a
good point to make a comparison between various constructions, and discuss their overlaps, as far as we
know them. We consider only heterotic strings here, and for definiteness we work in four space—time
dimensions.

First of all, lattice constructions give string theories with maximal rank 16 + 2n, i.e. 22 in four
dimensions. Furthermore, any maximal rank theory that we know of can be written in terms of lattices,
suggesting that perhaps the correspondence between maximal rank theories and lattice theories is

*) The argument is a bit more dimension dependent than the notation would suggest, but the result is correct ford = 4 and d = 6, with the usual
count of CPT-conjugates in those dimensions.
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one-to-one. This would be quite elegant if true, but we do not know a general proof of this. A
promising approach in the direction of a proof would be to map the heterotic string to a bosonic string
as explained in section 5.3. It should not be too hard to prove that a bosonic string with maximal rank
in both left- and right-moving sectors can be described by compactification on an even self-dual lattice.
The missing link in the proof is however that we do not know the rank in the right-moving sector.

Fermionic constructions
Free fermionic constructions [ii, 13] start with 44 left-moving fermions xi and 18 right-moving

internal fermions cia. The most general boundary conditions on the torus are specified by two
orthogonal matrices Mab and M~1relating the fermions at o~= 0 and o~=

= Mabtlib(0), Xi(~)= M~1x’(0).

In addition the space—time fermions c’~can be periodic or anti-periodic. The complete partition
function is a sum of many terms, each with a different choice for the boundary condition matrices and
for the (anti-)-periodicity of ~ This sum is severely restricted by the conditions for modular
invariance, and furthermore in each term the matrices Mab are restricted by world sheet supersymmet-
ry. The requirement is that every term in the supercurrent

TF=ici~OX~ +

has the same periodicity on the cylinder (and hence, by modular transformations, on any Riemann
surface). This means that ± Mabmust be an element of Ad(~~~)(see section 6.4), or must be a
permutation of isomorphic factors in W~,where the sign in front of M depends on the periodicity of
cii’.

In the worst possible case the matrices M in different terms in the sum over fermion boundary
conditions do not commute. In that case the conditions for modular invariance are not yet fully
understood at present. Let us therefore assume that all matrices do commute. In that case they can be
simultaneously diagonalized. To do this we must go to a complex basis, and all complex eigenvalues
appear then in complex conjugate pairs. Furthermore complex conjugate spinors have complex
conjugate eigenvalues. If qll eigenvalues are complex, we can replace the complex pair by exponen-
tiated bosons, exp(±iX).A term in the fermion sum corresponds to the bosons having a lattice
periodicity X(IT) = X(0) + 2irL, where L is a component of a lattice vector. Clearly such a periodicity
leads always to complex conjugate eigenvalues. The modes of the bosonized fermions produce, when
acting on the vacuum, states with momenta that lie on a lattice. Thus the fermionic theory admits a
quantum-equivalent interpretation as a lattice theory.

If L = 0 or L = ~the eigenvalues are 1 and —1. A bosonized pair of complex fermions must have the
same real eigenvalues, but the diagonalization of the orthogonal matrix M does not guarantee that the
real eigenvalues appear with equal sign for complex conjugate fermions. Hence this bosonization is only
possible if such real fermions are not present at all, or if the basis can be chosen in such a way that they
pair up properly. In particular, an odd number of eigenvalues —1 inhibits a lattice interpretation.

The diagonalization of Mab also rotates the structure constants fabc in the supercurrent precisely as
discussed in section 6.4. This produces the set of constraint vectors for the resulting lattice theory.

By inverting this procedure, it is always possible to write a lattice theory in terms of fermions with
complex boundary conditions. However, as explained in section 6.4, it is not always possible to write
the supercurrent in terms of free fermion trilinears.
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Orbifolds
In orbifold constructions one starts with a covariant lattice theory with N = 4 supersymmetry, which

is specified by a lattice F2214 = F226 x E8. This is nothing but a generalized torus compactification [9]of
a ten-dimensional theory. One then modifies the theory by “modding out” by one of the symmetries of
this torus, i.e. one regards points on the torus which are related by the action of some automorphism of
the lattice F22.6 as identical. This symmetry group may act differently on the left- and right-moving
lattice, in which case one speaks of asymmetric orbifolds [15].The symmetry operations that one can
consider are discrete rotations of the, left and / or right sector (“twists”), or discrete translations
(“shifts”). States that are not invariant under these transformations are projected out. They are
replaced by twisted sectors, which contain closed strings whose endpoints do not coincide, but connect
points on the torus that are identified.

A special subclass are the symmetric orbifolds [8]. Here one considers lattices F,2.6 of the form
E8 X E8 X F66, where F66 is related to a six-dimensional torus O~

6IA
6,exactly in the way discussed in

section 2, usually (but not necessarily) without B1~background fields. One mods out by symmetries of
the six-dimensional lattice A6, which of course are also symmetries of the lattice F6.6.

The orbifold procedure is completely analogous to torus compactification, which can in this language
by described as uncompactified space-time ll’~’modded out by an N-dimensional lattice, where the basis
vectors of the lattice are discrete translations. Roughly speaking asymmetric orbifolds relate to
symmetric orbifolds in the same way as genuine torus compactifications (with lattice A6) relate to
generalized torus compactifications (with lattices F226).

To preserve modular invariance of the torus-compactified theory, the norm of the shift vector and
the eigenvalues of the discrete rotation must satisfy “level matching” conditions, to ensure invariance
under the transformation ‘r —~ r + 1. These conditions are the orbifold equivalent of the requirement
that covariant lattices should be Lorentzian even. Invariance under the transformation r —* —1 Jr is
satisfied by including the twisted sectors. Th~lattice equivalent of this is the requirement of Lorentzian
self-duality. In orbifold constructions world sheet supersymmetry of the original, untwisted N = 4
theory is manifest, and it is preserved in the construction by making the same twists on the fermions ~i’

and the bosons Xi’.
The relation between covariant lattices and orbifolds follows essentially from the discussion in

section 6.3. Any asymmetric orbifold constructed with Weyl twists on left- and right-moving sector can
be written in terms of a covariant lattice. The relation is made explicit by representing the Weyl twist in
terms of shift vectors, which can be used to shift the lattice F22.6 x E8 to a non-trivial covariant lattice
F2214~In the right-moving sector these shift vectors are nothing but the vectors (0k, °2’03, u) of section
6.3, with 0~in the E8 factor. Since these vectors have integral inner product with the constraint vectors
of world sheet supersymmetry, the latter is preserved. Furthermore orbifolds constructed with
additional shift vectors can be written in terms of lattices, provided that the shifts lie in the invariant
subspaces of the twists (i.e. the twists should not act on the shift vectors; in general this would lower the
rank of the gauge group). Orbifolds constructed with outer automorphisms, or with any other
transformation that is known to lower the rank of the gauge group (e.g. the class of theories constructed
in ref. [14]) can of course not be written in terms of lattices.

Symmetric orbifolds can only be written in terms of lattices if the torus that is being twisted can be
described by an even self-dual lattice F6.6 with left and right roots. This requires a very special choice of
the radius of the compactification manifold, as well as background B11 fields (except for SU(2) groups).
Indeed, a generic symmetric orbifold compactification leads to a gauge group of rank 16 or less.

A minor caveat in this equivalence are the “mod-2” conditions that are part of the level matching
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conditions of ref. [15]. It turns out that certain Weyl twists that are explicitly forbidden by these
conditions lead to perfectly acceptable covariant lattice theories, provided that one chooses the order of
the shift vector on the lattice twice as large as the order of the Weyl group element from which it
originates.

Conversely, any chiral lattice theory we know can be written in terms of asymmetric orbifolds. The
proof assumes that the supercurrent satisfies the conditions specified at the end of section 6.3. This is a
non-trivial assumption, and we cannot exclude the possibility that counterexamples exist, but we do not
know any. Given this assumption, it is easy to show that the covariant lattice theory can be turned into
a torus compactification of a ten-dimensional theory by adding shift vectors, and vice-versa, and that
the shift vectors can be interpreted as corresponding to Weyl twists.

For more details about the relation between orbifolds and covariant lattices we refer to refs. [58, 72].

Discrete series tensor products
In tensor product constructions one writes the c = (22, 9) conformal field theory describing the

integral degrees of freedom in terms of tensor products of discrete series models [16, 73]. By choosing
the N = 1 or N = 2 discrete series one can make sure that world sheet supersymmetry is built in from
the beginning. The advantage of N = 2 tensor products is that it is rather easy to build space—time
supersymmetric models, since this property can be understood in terms of N = 2 world sheet
supersymmetry plus a certain charge integrality condition (see section 8.1). In the class of models
considered so far one chooses for the left-moving degrees of freedom an SO(10) x E8 Kac—Moody
level-i Kac—Moody algebra, and constructs the remaining c = 9 system out of N = 2 building blocks in a
left—right symmetric way, so as to facilitate satisfying the modular invariance constraints [16]. More
general constructions are undoubtedly possible as well.

The central charge of the kth element of the N = 2 discrete series is 3k/(k + 2), k = 1, - . - , ~, and
ranges between 1 and 3, accumulating at the latter value. Hence to get c = 9 one needs at least 4 and at
most 9 building blocks. Since each N = 2 building block contributes a U( 1) factor to the gauge group,
there are at least as many as there are building blocks. If these were the only U( 1) factors, only tensor
products of c = 1 models would have maximal rank. We have discussed this case in the previous
subsection, and found that the c = 1 element of the discrete series has a lattice description. In rare cases
there turn out to be additional U(1)’s. The only maximal rank examples we know appear to be
equivalent to products of c = 1 models. Thus the overlap between this class and covariant lattice models
exists, but is very small.

There exist now many other four-dimensional string constructions or compactifications (see for
example ref. [74—76]for various other ideas), but we have neither the space nor the knowledge to
compare all of these to lattice constructions.

8. Lattices and space—time supersymmetry

8.1. Supersymmetry and exceptional groups

It was observed in ref. [12] that there is an intimate relation between exceptional groups and
space—time supersymmetry in string theory. Although this observation was made initially in the context
of covariant lattice theories, it has become clear that it applies to all space—time supersymmetric string
theories. This follows indirectly from the observation [77—80]that the vertex operator algebra of
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space—time supersymmetry is the same for any string theory, no matter how it is constructed. We will
present here a simple but generally valid argument establishing this relationship [81], by employing the
bosonic string map.

Under the bosonic string map in even space—time dimensions (d = 10 — 2n), D time is replaced by
~ It is important to realize that this map replaces the indefinite “Hubert” space associated
with the Lorentzian lattice by a positive definite Hilbert space. As the space—time NSR-fermions
generate a level-one D

5,, Kac—Moody algebra, it follows that D5_,, in the bosonic string formulation is
also a level-one Kac—Moody algebra. Under the map, the supercharge is replaced by a set of operators
which transform as spinors of D8,,. Since these operators have conformal weight one, it follows from
the discussion in section 4.1 that they extend D8_~to a larger level-one Kac—Moody algebra. As the
level of a sub-algebra is equal to the level of the embedding algebra times the embedding index, the
possibilities for such extensions are completely determined by the classification of Lie algebras: we have
to look for all index-one embeddings of D8_,, in algebras ¶~such that the adjoint of ~ contains at least
one D8~,,spinor. The possibilities are simply E6, E7 and E8 (and Spin(N) in two dimensions). One can
extend this also to odd dimensions. (There is no covariant lattice construction for odd-dimensional
strings, but the bosonic string map is nevertheless valid, as emphasized in section 5.3.) In odd
dimensions one must find a Lie algebra containing SO(d + 6), and a root in the spinor representation of
SO(d + 6). For four or more dimensions this leads again to the exceptional groups E~,suggesting that
many of these theories can be viewed as torus compactifications of even dimensional theories. An
exception occurs in three dimensions where minimal N = 1 supergravity corresponds to the embedding
B4 C F4. The results are summarized in table 6*).

In even dimensions d  4 we are dealing with level-one, simply laced Kac—Moody algebras, which
can be realized completely in terms of free bosons. This implies that when D~~timeis embedded into
a group of larger rank, part of the internal sector of the theory can be described in terms of free,
untwisted bosons. Thus, this part — together with the space—time sector D8.,, — can always be described
in lattice language. This observation is very useful, as it allows one to obtain information about part of
the compact sector, no matter how complicated the entire internal sector is. For example, this sector
might even correspond to a Calabi-Yau compactification.

Consider for example a theory in four dimensions, and in particular, the E6 (N = 1) case. From the
foregoing it follows that every vertex operator can be written in the form

Table 6
Complete classification of extended supergravity in heterotic string theories. Type Spin(N) corresponds to triality

rotated embeddings

space—time dimension

Type 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

E8 1 1 1 2 2 4 4 8 (8,8)
E7 — — — — 1 2 2 4 (4,4)
E6 — — — — — — 1 2 (2,2)
F, — — — — — — — 1 (1,1)
Spin(N)(N>8) — — — — — — — — (N—8,0)or(0,N—8)

a) For type-Il theories one can get supersymmetries from both the left and right-moving sectors, yielding N = 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 as the possible
supersymmetries in four dimensions. Note that there are several ways to obtain N = 2 and N = 4 supersymmetry.
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V(z, i) = V(z, i) eA ~(z), (8.1)

where 1 denotes the vector (Hint, H1, H2I~)and V(z, ~) corresponds to the other parts of the theory.
The bosons H12 are related to the space—time fermions ~i’, js = 1, 4 via bosonization, and H~itis a free
boson related to an internal Kac—Moody algebra ° ~I,corresponding to E6 D c~/intD~Pace_iime.Here, ~l/
denotes a U(1) factor with charge unit ~ as defined in eqs. (7.2) and (7.3) (the normalization is such
that the norm of 6~jint~~pace_time“weights” is equal to the norm of the corresponding E6 weights). If the
ghost 4 is replaced by three positive metric bosons in the manner prescribed by the bosonic string map,
then the vector A becomes a weight of E6. In particular, the supercharge (in the — ~picture) is realized
by V(z, ~) = 1 and A°= (~\[~,±~, T ~ I — ~) (where one may choose either all upper signs or all lower
ones), and becomes a spinor root of E6 under the bosonic string map.

Similarly, N = 2 supersymmetry in four dimensions is characterized by two free bosons in the internal
sector, one associated with an A1, the other associated with a D1 Kac—Moody algebra*). This follows
from the decomposition E7—÷[A1D1]mntD~P~_uime.For N = 4 one has three internal free bosons that
form a D3 Kac—Moody algebra. This is a consequence of E8—* D~tDBCe-time and means that the
right-moving sector is a torus compactification of a N = 1, ten-dimensional theory. It is clear that all this
works in the other dimensions in an analogous way.

Actually, the bosonic string map is a map between exceptional groups E6 (~lD5)~°~’~,E7
(A1D6)~°~”’~,E8 ~ and certain Lorentzian superalgebras E31 (~iD21)~°~

1’~,E
41

(A1D31)~
0~~and E

51 D~°~”’~.Here, the superscript (0) + (s) indicates that the algebra associated
with the root lattice (0) is enlarged by an extra operator that is a spinor of the D-factor. Except for
E51, the supercharge acts as a “glue vector” linking together a priori separate algebras. The hyperbolic
superalgebra E51 has been discussed in ref. [49]. It would certainly be interesting to investigate the
representation theory of these superalgebras in more detail. They can be viewed as string extensions of
the conventional space—time supersymmetry algebras.

Thus any supersymmetric string theory has a structure related to exceptional groups. Presence of
space—time supersymmetry in a heterotic (or type-Il) string theory and presence of exceptional groups
in the corresponding bosonic string are equivalent statements. It seems that everything that is known
about supersymmetry and supermultiplets (for the kinds of supersymmetry that can appear in string
theory) can be found back in the representation theory of the exceptional groups. For example, we can
derive the structure of the simplest N = 1 supermultiplets in four dimensions from the E6 weight lattice.
To obtain the light-cone Lorentz quantum numbers, decompose E6 ~ O~jint~II8ht.cone~~host and apply the
physical state selection rules: only states which contain (8w) or (8~)of D4 are physical. We first consider
the smallest representations: the singlet (1), the (27) and the (78) (the adjoint). They are related to
states with smallest masses and spins. Omitting the c~ntcharges, we find for their D~8ht~0~D?0st
content

(1)—*(0, 1),

~ (8.2)

*) Actually, the A1 algebra is part of a global N = 4 extended world sheet superalgebra [82],and ‘it above is the U(l) part of a global N= 2
algebra [78, 80, 83]. Note however that the characterization of space—time supersymmetry described in this section does not use extended world
sheet supersymmetries at all.
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where the first entry denotes helicity. According to the physical state selection rules, the D~0tlsinglets
do not contain physical states, while (0, 8~)yields a scalar and (~,8~)a fermion. Thus the (27) contains
the scalar multiplet. (The representation (27), which has weights of norm ~, must appear in
combination with a V(z, i) with (h, h) = (1, ~) so as to give a massless state.) Similarly, (78) contains
the vector multiplet: (±1, 8~)gives the gauge boson and (L 8,) the gaugino. Note that to count the
spinors we should consider only (~,8,) because (— ~, 8,) is just a CPT conjugate. Note also that for
every (27) the lattice necessarily contains a CPT conjugate (27), which we will not discuss separately in
the following. It is also easy to show that (351) and (650) of E6 generate states at the first massive level.

In fact, one can push this further, as it is possible to relate some of the “unphysical” left-over singlet
components to auxiliary fields. (Vertex operators for auxiliary fields have been investigated in refs. [79,
84—88]. It turns out that the natural choice for the auxiliary fields is the zero ghost picture. That is, the
selection rule for auxiliary fields is that they are associated with D~0t)singlets. The results for chiral and
vector N = 1 supermultiplets are summarized in table 7. Via combination with appropriate left-moving
fields, one can also get the supermultiplets of the supergravity sector [85, 87]. It is conceivable that this
procedure works for arbitrary spin and mass levels.

On any lattice, as soon as there exists a vector belonging to a particular conjugacy class, there exist
also all other vectors belonging to that class. This implies that given, for example, a massless chiral
supermultiplet coming from (27), also a tower of further, massive states with arbitrary high spins with
the same gauge quantum numbers has to exist, all belonging to the same E6 conjugacy class as the (27),
i.e. the class (1) (see table 8). These states constitute an entire E6 conjugacy class, and are not all
merely descendant excitations. Although the fact that the spectrum has this structure can be seen most
easily in the bosonic image of the theory, one may, if one prefers, also derive it without using the
bosonic string map. In the odd-self-dual covariant lattice language, this structure can be attributed to
the string extension E3 of the supersymmetry algebra.

Each such E6 tower separately can be decomposed according to E ~ D~~05t)to
determine its light-cone state content. The E6 conjugacy classes (y), (y) = (0), (1) or (1) decompose as
follows

(y)—+(~,0)~(~,v)~(I, s)~(~,c) , (8.3)

where obviously E~denotes the conjugacy class of ~I/D1,associated with the D~05tconjugacy class (x)
in the decomposition of the E6 conjugacy class (y). According to the physical state selection rule only
I~’and ~‘ contain physical states. It is not hard to determine then the physical state content of the
conjugacy classes (0) and (1):

Table 7
Chiral and vector supermultiplets of d = 4, N = 1 supersymmetry from E6 representations. The third column gives
the canonical vertex operators in terms of vectors A on dl ~ (except for the D-auxiliary field), as in eq.
(8.1). Curly brackets indicate that permutations should also be included. In the spinor entries in column 3 one may

have either only upper, or only lower indices.

E,-rep. dl ~ Coy, vertex operator Field

(27) (~v’~,0,8~) (lv’~,0,0l—1)

(-lV~,1,8,) (-lV~,±l,~fl--~)
(— ~r3,0, 1) (— iv’~,0, 0~0) F

(78) (0, ±l,8~) (0, {±l,0}~—1)
~ A

(-1v~,-1,8~) (-~V~j,;j~-l) A
(0,0,1) iV~dH~ D
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(0)—* (0, (v)), (~‘\/‘~,(s)), (— ~ (c)), (v’~,(0))

(1) — (~, (0)), (- ~, (s)), (~, (c)), (- ~, (v)), (8.4)
where on the right-hand sides one finds ~‘i1D1conjugacy classes. Note that the ~l1entry in (8.4) should
be regarded as a conjugacy class label for one of the twelve conjugacy classes of the lattice ° li.Thus it is
defined mod 2k\/~,k E 7L. The light-cone structure of N = 1 supermultiplets at every mass level can be
directly read off from eq. (8.4). The upper entries in every sector include the potentially massless
physical states of table 7. The lower entries are related to towers of states that start at non-zero mass.
They are important for supersymmetry at higher mass and spin levels. In particular, (\/~,(0)) describes
the analogue of the constant anti-holomorphic three-form field of Calabi—Yau compactified theories
[7, 83]*).

Note that because of the exceptional group structure, the infinite tower of supersymmetry multiplets
can be characterized by (level-one) Kac—Moody characters of Chx that have well-defined modular
properties. These functions are defined in the next section.

All states in a given class ((0) or (1)) differ from each other by vectors E(0). One such vector is A~
associated with the supersymmetry charge, so that the classes (0) and (1) map into themselves under a
shift by A’

2. This is intimately related to the approach that describes space—time supersymmetry via
extended world sheet supersymmetries [78, 16]. In this approach, the mapping between various
conformal fields (8.1) within one class is called “spectral flow”. The spectral flow is described by
continuous lattice shifts generated by the U(i) current

J’2(z) = iA~~ôck(z). (8.5)

The condition for space—time supersymmetry is that the zero-mode of J’~has integral eigenvalues on all
states of the theory. In our language this means that A~has integral inner product with all lattice
vectors, and thus, by self-duality, that it lies on the lattice itself.

Most of the foregoing discussion remains true for extended supersymmetry and also in higher
dimensions, though an, as yet, unresolved point is the structure of the auxiliary fields. More specifically,
although it was shown that the auxiliary fields of the neutral sector of four-dimensional N = 2
supersymmetry can be obtained from (0) of E

7 [85,88, 89], the procedure appears to be problematical
in the matter sector [88]. We would like to point out, however, that the no-go theorems for auxiliary
fields do not apply to the kind of extended supergravity theories that we are considering here.

8.2. Ghost triality and generalized Riemann identities

We have seen in the last section that the structure of supersymmetric string theories is encoded in the
representation theory of the exceptional algebras (we will not consider Spin(N) supersymmetries here).
One might thus expect that other likely consequences of space—time supersymmetry, such as vanishing
of the cosmological constant and nonrenormalization theorems, are also clarified by the exceptional
group structure.

A first hint of this can be seen at one ioop. As discussed before, the boson and fermion
representations at any string level can be obtained from the exceptional group representations by
decomposing them with respect to D?0st. Fermions have weights of the spinor representation (8~)as
their D~0stcomponents, whereas bosons have weights of the vector representation (8~).The lattice D4

*) Note that the presence of this field is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for the existence of a supercharge [68].
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has an outer automorphism which cyclically permutes (8,), (8~)and (8w), known as triality (see also
appendix C.4). Since we will apply triality to the D4 lattice related to the ghost-sector of the theory, we
will refer to this as ghost triality in the following.

It is a special property of the regular embedding of D4 in the exceptional groups that this outer
automorphism becomes an inner automorphism of the exceptional groups. Thus the rotation that takes
(8,) into (8w) acts within an exceptional group representation. This means in particular that for every
(8,,) of D4 contained in some representation of an exceptional group, there is also an (8,) (as well as an
(8~)).This is nicely illustrated by eq. (8.2) above. For the physical state spectrum that statement
translates into having a fermion for every boson, and hence having supersymmetry at all levels, at least
as far as multiplicities are concerned.

Translated in terms of partition functions this means the following. The multi-loop partition function
of any (not necessarily supersymmetric) string theory has the form (cf. eqs. (5.41) and (5.44))

~ 12) = ~ ~ f1)Ya(Q), (8.6)

where Y1, is equal to ~ defined in (5.40), but including also the supercurrent correlators omitted in
section 5.3, and ~?P.,,represents all other contributions to the partition function. The sum in eq. (8.6) is
over all spin structures at genus y, but it will be rather illuminating to convert the expression to
conjugacy class basis. The relation between these two bases is explained in appendix C.2, and the result
is

~ £1) =22Y ~ 3~~(u2,Q)Y[~](i’2), (8.7)[x]

where [x] denotes a collection of y conjugacy classes of D4 (the expression (8.7) is of course completely
analogous to eq. (5.44), except for a superscript D4 to emphasize that ~ it is written in D4 conjugacy
class basis). At one loop, the sum is simply over the four conjugacy classes (0), (v), (s) and (c).

Ghost-triality gives us information about the functions ~3~jappearing in the partition function. We
know that if we replace ~[x] (or equivalently Y[~]) by the factor X[X] defined in section 5.3, then the
D~~0stfactor contained in X1,~1becomes part of an exceptional algebra ~. In terms of characters this
implies that after the bosonic string map the partition function reads

~ ~P~(I2, 12) Ch~(12)= ~, ~‘P~(fl, 11) Ch~,1(Q), (8.8)
[x) [~I

where Ch~1denotes the character of the collection of conjugacy classes [y] of the exceptional algebra
~. It can be written in terms of characters of the D~0ttsub-algebra, and the remainder, denoted ~C:

Ch~1(Q)= ~ Ch~1H(f2)Ch~~(fl). (8.9)
[x]

The characters Chx are defined by this equation; they describe the supersymmetry multiplet structure at
every string level. If ~‘ = E~,they are equal to the conjugacy class characters of the lattices ~
defined in appendix C.4. Comparing eq. (8.8) with (8.9) we find

~ 11) = ~ ~[~](12,11) Ch~’~(fl). (8.10)
1y]
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The point is now that the ~ characters satisfy generalized Riemann identities which can be derived
using ghost triality rotations. These identities are derived for conjugacy class çc’-functions in appendix
C.4, and are also satisfied by the conjugacy class characters, which are proportional to the a-functions
(see appendix C.6). Thus the character identity reads (cf. (C.20))

Ch~1
1~(z~I2)= Ch~

1
1(TzIf2), (8.11)

where T is a matrix representing the inner automorphism of ~ within 7{ and t is the corresponding
(ghost)-triality rotation on the D

4 conjugacy classes. The character parameters z are equal to zero for
the functions ~/P~defined above, but we give the more general formula because it is important in
diagrams with external lines. If ~ = E~there are n — 4 such parameters for each handle of the Riemann
surface and no parameters if ~‘ = F4. The matrices T are given explicitly in appendix C, eq. (C.21).

As an example, consider a four-dimensional, N = 1 theory at one loop. Corresponding to the three
conjugacy classes (0), (1) and (1) of E6, there are three identities (8.11), which describe the
contributions of the gauge and matter sectors. For the triality rotation that interchanges [v] and [s]one
gets

Ch~
1~’(0Ir)— Ch ]~‘~(0Ir)= 0 , y = (0), (1), (1) - (8.12)

The conjugacy classes 2~of K., = can be directly read off from eq. (8.4). Defining

Ch~
1(~1,r~Ir)= Ch~1(t’jr)-Ch~(i’2Ir), Ch~1(vIr)= ~ ~3m~/2 e2~mP,~(r) mE(2Z+Q)

one has explicitly

Ch~i(0,OIr) + Ch~’~~(0,OIr) = Ch i,~(0,OIr) + Ch~’~2C](0, OIr)
(8.13)

Ch~3i01(0,0~r) + Ch~3,,](0, OIr) = Ch~
t~

6,1(0,OIr) + Ch~’~](0,OIr),

where the first identity belongs to the class (0) and the second one to (1).
At one ioop, a four-dimensional superstring partition function is some linear combination of the

three E6 characters, as shown in eq. (8.10). The coefficient functions ~[~](u2, 12) can be very different
from theory to theory, but this does not matter since the identity (8.12) is satisfied separately for each
E6 conjugacy class. To see the relevance of this identity, one should note that, by virtue of eqs. (5.44),
(5.48) and (5.49), the one-loop partition function becomes simply ~ = — P1~[,], which vanishes
because of eq. (8.11), if one chooses for t the transformation that interchanges the (v) and (s)
conjugacy classes. For the ten-dimensional superstrings (which have “E8-type” supersymmetry) one can
write this in terms of standard (spin-structure) i~-functions,and the partition function is then
proportional to the well-known identity i9~— — &.~ 0. It is very difficult to derive such identities
directly for four-dimensional N = 1 theories, starting with some explicit construction of the partition
function. Ghost triality, on the other hand, provides a very simple derivation, that does not require
knowledge of the details of various constructions.
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At one ioop, this is simply a more complicated way of arriving at an already obvious result: of course
the vanishing of the partition function follows already from the fact that the number of bosons is equal
to the number of fermions at each level, as we proved earlier in this section. The validity of the identity
(8.11) is however by no means limited to one loop, and the question arises whether it might also be
useful beyond one loop. At higher genus, matters are a bit more subtle, because the functions Y are
rather complicated objects, and are certainly not constant. The authors of ref. [90] have proposed a
higher genus generalization of eq. (5.48), which becomes remarkably simple when written in terms of
conjugacy classes. Observe that (5.49) implies

= Y[,,] + + = 0

i.e. the triality-singlet combinations vanish. The proposal of ref. [90]can be shown [81]to imply exactly
that all triality singlets vanish also at higher genus. For example at genus 2 one would have, according
to this conjecture, the following 5 identities

~‘[00} = 0, YEO,,] + Y[o,] + ~[oc] = 0,

1”[vO] + Y[O] + Y[O] = 0, Y[,,,,] + ~[ss]+ = 0, (8.14)

+ + + ~[sc1 + ~[cu] + ~[cs]= 0.

Note that these identities have nothing whatsoever to do with supersymmetry, since — if they are
valid — they hold even for non-supersymmetric theories. The supersymmetry identities are the ones one
derives for eq. (8.10) using (8.11), and those identities hold irrespective of any subtleties in the
superghost determinant and the supermoduli integration. One can use these supersymmetry identities
to pick a subset {~[r]} of {,~~j}’such that one ~[r] belongs to each of the triality orbits in
Then, using eqs. (8.11), (8.10) and (5.44), the partition function ~ can be reduced to the form

= ~ ~[rJ {triality singlets of ~0.

For example, the two-loop partition function is a sum of 16 terms, among which one finds ~P1001Y10~1+

+ ~[Os]~[Oc] + ~1
1
10~1Y10~1+ - - ~. Using eq. (8.11) (with a triality rotation that interchanges (s)

and (c) and one that interchanges (s) and (v)) and (8.10) one finds that the functions ~P[y]satisfy

~[0v} = ~[Os] = ~1~iocj,so that the four terms in the partition function can be written as ~P[Ø0]Y[00]+

+ + Y10~1)+---. Now using the conjectured identities (8.14) for the functions Y one
sees immediately that these terms (as well as the remaining 12) add up to zero. If the assumption in ref.
[90] were correct, the foregoing would constitute a proof that the cosmological constant vanishes to all
loops for any space—time supersymmetric string theory, independent of any particular construction.

It is however questionable that the identities for Y proposed in ref. [90] hold for arbitrary genus.
Since it is known that the multi-loop partition functions are gauge-dependent (before integration over
the moduli), the issue is whether a gauge exists for which they vanish everywhere in moduli space.
Whether this is true or not, any property of ten-dimensional superstring theories that relies on Riemann
identities has a potential generalization to the entire class of lower-dimensional superstrings, by means
of eq. (8.11). Of course, not every non-renormalization theorem valid in ten dimensions is automatical-
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ly valid below ten dimensions as well. It is clear that the various types of non-renormalization theorems
depend on the exceptional group structure. For amplitudes with external lines, it is important that the
number of character parameters z of Ch’t’(z I r) is smaller in theories with less supersymmetry: their
number is directly related to the number of external lines of amplitudes for which non-renormalization
theorems hold.

9. The anomaly generating function and the elliptic genus

The anomaly generating function, ~‘, plays a central role in the discussion of the one-loop string
anomalies. There are several different ways of obtaining it, each arising from the different perspectives
that one can take. The first is by considering the field theory limit of the string and then assembling into
a generating function the various contributions to the anomaly of the limiting field theories. This was
historically the first method by which ~‘ was obtained [91], and we will describe this approach in the
next sub-section. The second method of obtaining it is to realize that the anomaly of the string is related
to the family index of the Dirac—Ramond operator, and that this can be calculated by the high
temperature expansions of the appropriate supersymmetric sigma models. This was done in refs. [92,
93], and we will only indirectly use this approach here. The third method is by doing the honest ioop
calculation in the string, in which case the correlation functions of the appropriate vertex operators that
appear in the string amplitude can be reduced to an expression in terms of the moments of essentially
the anomaly generating function of the theory [67, 94].

The anomaly generating function turns out to be a holomorphic function which, apart from a crucial
anomalous phase, is a modular function of weight —p for a string in 2p + 2 dimensions. (One should
note that in this section we will be concentrating on partition functions associated with the left-moving
part of the string, and so for convenience we will reverse our earlier convention, and the modular
parameter r will now be associated with the left-movers, while ~ will be associated with the
right-movers.) It is interesting to observe that in each of the approaches described above, the
holomorphicity comes about in different ways. In the first it is holomorphic by fiat, in the second it is a
consequence of the independence of the index from the massive states, and in the third it follows from
observing that only the zero-modes of the right-moving vertex operators can contribute to the
anomalous amplitude. These observations are obviously closely related, but each perspective gives a
different insight. For example the last was instrumental in showing how, by triality rotation, the
anomaly generating function could be related to the one-loop effective action of the string [89].

9.1. The anomaly generating function assembled

In a string theory the space—time fermion fields are generically obtained in representations of the
form g ® r s where g is some gauge representation, r is some Lorentz tensor representation and s +
(respectively, s~) denotes the fundamental right-handed (respectively, left-handed) space—time spinor
field. Denote such a field by W ±( g, r). Let Rr denote the Riemann two-form acting on a representation
r, and let Fg denote the Yang—Mills two-form acting on the representation g. That is

Fg= ~F,,dxi’Adx”A
(9.1)

R~= ~Ra~i’vdf A dx~A~,
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where and A~”~are matrices of the gauge group in the representation g and the Lorentz group in the
tensor representation r. As a notational convenience, R, without a subscript, will denote the Riemann
two-form acting on the Lorentz vector representation. It is also useful to choose a basis in which R is
diagonalized and introduce its two-form eigenvalues Xa~i.e.

R . . . . .

diag(~x1,—ix1, ix2, —ix2, . . . , ix,,,.~1, —ix~+1), (9.2)

where we are taking the space—time dimension to be 2p + 2.
Using this, the Dirac genus, A(R) is defined by taking the formal power expansion of

p+1 /2
A(R)~fl i~/2). (9.3)

The contribution of a massless fermion field 1II’(g, r) to the anomaly is obtained by extracting the
(2p + 4)-form from refs. [95, 96]:

± A(R)Ch(Fg) Ch(Rr) + ghost contributions, (9.4)

where

Ch(Fg) Tr[exp(iFgl2ir)],
(9.5)

Ch(Rr) Tr[exp(iRr/2~r)],

and the traces are, of course, evaluated over the representations g and r respectively. For a general
higher spin field the calculation of the ghost contributions in eq. (9.4) appears to be a miserable
proposition. However there is a simple saving grace. If one passes to the physical, light-cone gauge then
one has no ghosts or gauge fixing to worry about, and moreover we may obtain the correct anomaly
contribution for the field 0It’(g, r) (with no y-traces removed) by dropping all ghost contributions in
eq. (9.4) and interpreting r as the representation of the transverse rotation group, and restricting the
matrices R and Rr in (9.4) to the 2p-dimensional transverse space. Thus, for the moment, we restrict to
the light-cone states and only consider anomalies of the transverse rotation group. Even though we
truncate the curvature matrices down to the directions of the polarization tensors one should note that
we do not truncate the 2-form part, that is, in R~,,dxi’ A dx’ the indices ~ and v still run from 1 to

To see why this prescription is correct, we only really need to verify that it works for the gravitino
field as there are no string theories with massless fermions of higher spin than this. The gravitino
appears as part of a field ~1”(g, r) where r is the vector representation of the Lorentz group. Indeed
the physical content of r ® ~ is a right-handed gravitino and a left-handed spinor, the latter coming
from the y-trace. (For r®s the chiralities are interchanged.) This gravitino has two right-handed
ghosts and one left-handed ghost, and so the Lorentz covariant anomaly contribution has a gravitational
curvature term [96] of A(R)(Ch(R) — 2 + 1), while the contribution of the left-handed spinor is simply
— A(R). Now one observes that if the curvature components vanish in the non-transverse directions,
i.e. x~+1 0, then Ch(RLorefltz) — 2 = Ch(Rtransverse) and the result reduces to the prescription above. As
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far as the field theory limit is concerned, the contribution to the anomaly of fields with spin 5 /2 or more
is irrelevant, and so, when we come to make the anomaly generating function, ~, the higher spin part
of the function can be chosen for convenience. Having said this, one should note that when the anomaly
generating function appears in the calculation of the loop amplitudes for the string one can no longer
appeal to this field theoretical argument, and indeed the higher spin part is by no means irrelevant. As
we will see shortly, it is possible to Lorentz covariantize our prescription for the transverse, rotation
group anomaly. This prescription is not only covenient but also properly takes into account all the
higher spin gauge invariances. Moreover it is this covariantized function that appears in the loop
calculations, and can be thought of as the index of the Dirac—Ramond operator.

Consider now all the states in the Hilbert space of a heterotic string prior to imposing the m~= mR
constraint. Since we ultimately want to isolate the massless fermions, we fix m~= 0 and require that the
right-moving state be either s~or s in the space—time sector. Such states are, in general, associated
with many gauge and transverse rotation group representations (g, r) at each mass level, mL.
Therefore, define the transverse anomaly generating function by:

s~1t(q,F, R) A(R) ~ e(g, r)qm1~Ch(Fg)Ch(Ry), (9.6)
(g,r)

where e(g, r) = +1 or —1 if (g, r) is associated with the right-moving state s~or s~respectively, and mL
is the left-moving “mass”, normalized so that the bosonic string tachyon has mass —1 (i.e. mL is the
eigenvalue of L

0 — c/24 cf. sections 3.2 and 4.4). The sum is over all representations at each mass level,
and over all mass levels. The anomaly of the field theory limit of this string is then obtained by taking
the coefficient of q°and extracting the (2p + 4)-form.

It is extremely instructive to isolate the dependence of eq. (9.6) on the Rieniann tensor. First
observe that all the representations r are created only by the left-moving oscillators a~,,, and that the
action of such an oscillator on a state, 41), is to add on a vector index that will be automatically
symmetrized relative to vector indices belonging to all other a_a’s that make up the state 41). It is then
a moment’s thought to realize that all these bosonic oscillators give rise to the following multiplicative
factor in .~‘(q,F, R):

ft [n (1 — qfl e
2~)(1— qfl e2~)] -1 (9.7)

al n=1

where js.~, ix~!2ir,and the product over a ranges from ito p since we are restricted, at present, to the
transverse modes. Similarly, for the Dirac genus we have, in terms of ~

A(R) = ~ (sin~a))’ (9.8)

and hence we have

~t(q, F, R) = [ft21T~ta?(r) ](~~Ch(Fg)qmL). (9.9)
a1 i(p~Ir) g

Now the appropriate Lorentz covariantization is clear, and so we define the complete anomaly
generating function by
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p+1
~(q, F, R) ~2(

T)[fl ~ ](~s Ch(Fg)qmL). (9.10)

Observe that as

________ 2
-~ (r)2i~s~~1’q(r)

and so eq. (9.10) reduces to (9.9). Moreover, we can write ,c~2’(q,F, R) in a manifestly Lorentz
covariant form by using the Eisenstein expansion of ~ ( ~s i-). That is, remembering that in the vector
representation:

ri \2k] ,ü+l p+l
2 . 2

Tr[y~—) j=
2 (xi =2 (21T1I~a)
a1 a1

one obtains from eq. (C.27)

~2(
T)[n ~] (2~

1[~(r)]2~exp[~ 4k (2~i)2kTr(~)G
2k(T)], (9.11)

where the trace in eq. (9.11) is over all Lorentz indices.
It turns out that (9.10) (or (9.11)) represents the Lorentz covariant anomaly generating function in

the sense that this function is what would be obtained if one had assembled all the anomaly
contributions from the Lorentz invariant fields and their corresponding ghost systems. We have already
demonstrated this for the massless gravitino; however it is also true for the unphysical “massive states”
with mL  0 but m~= 0. The proof of this is another consequence of the work of ref. [92] in which it
was shown how ~(q, F, R), as defined by eq. (9.10), can be interpreted as the index density of the
Lorentz covariant Dirac—Ramond operator, and how the gauge and gravitational anomalies can be
obtained from the family index of this operator. It is interesting to note that in ref. [92]the extra factor
of ~j

2(r) in ~1(q, F, R) comes from the left-moving reparametrization ghost determinant. These ghosts
do not couple to the background F and R fields, but do play an essential rOle in the construction of the
BRST operators and in defining gauge transformations of the space—time fields. Thus this factor of

can be viewed as generating all the anomaly contributions from the space—time ghosts coming
from the space—time gauge fixing.

We could proceed from here to isolate the dependence of .~‘(q,F, R) on the gauge fields, and go on
to discuss the modular properties, but before doing this we will go back and re-express st~(q, F, R) in
terms of character-valued partition functions.

9.2. The anomaly generating function as a chiral, character-valued partition function

Consider a character-valued partition function of a string theory:

P(A, r, fl = Tr(e2~ ‘J0qH~Hi~) , (9.12)

where the trace is taken over all states in the theory*), and J
0 is a vector of charges of left-moving and

*) we also include traces over the ghost Hilbert spaces in the usual manner.
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right-moving currents of the theory. In particular suppose that J0 decomposes into (H0, K0 L0, M0)
where (i) H0 are a maximal commuting subset of zero-modes of the left-moving Kac—Moody currents
that define the Yang—Mills gauge symmetry; (ii) K0 are a maximal commuting subset of zero-modes of
the left-moving space—time Lorentz currents, and (iii) L0 and M0 are both maximal commuting subsets
of zero-modes of the right-moving Lorentz currents, but, L0 is made purely out of bosonic oscillators
with space—time indices and M0 is made out of NSR-fermion bilinears, or their equivalent bosonized
form. Indeed, in the covariant lattice formulation, the set of currents corresponding to M0 is given by
~H(i), where H is the set of right-moving bosons in terms of which the fermions are expressed (see
section 4.3). We introduce character parameters A = (ii, ~ p, if) corresponding to the foregoing
decomposition of J0, and denote the components of this vector of parameters by Va~P~a’Pa and ~a
where a = 1,2,. . - , p + 1 and a = 1,2,... , N, where N is the total rank of the gauge group, and
d = 2p + 2 is the dimension of space—time.

For A 0 P is nothing but the ordinary partition function of the theory, discussed in section 3.2. The
rOle of the extra factor exp(2~iA- .J~) is to record information about the gauge and Lorentz
representations of all the states in the theory. In this way one generalizes the partition function to an
object that will not only give us the multiplicities of all states at a given mass level, but also the
characters of their representations (such character-valued partition functions have already been
considered many years ago by Nahm [97], although for a different purpose). Of course this kind of
function is very similar to the anomaly generating function of the previous subsection. We will now
make this similarity more precise.

One can separate out the contribution to P of the bosons and fermions with space—time indices.
Indeed one has

~V+l 42 I r 2 4 p+l ff(o I~)
P(A,r, ~) = { ~[ paPa ~( )I ]} ~ p~hos

t(~ ~)P
1(v,T, ~)[FT ( ‘ ~ )], (9.13)i~ti(p~aIT)i~i(paIT)j1 a1 71(T)

where the first factor represents the contribution of the bosons Xii, the last factor is the contribution of
the NSR-fermions ~j,iL p~hOSt is the contribution of all the ghosts and P1(v, r, ~) represents the internal
degrees of freedom. It is only P1(v, r, ~) that differs from theory to theory; for a fixed space—time
dimension the other factors are always the same. The sum in eq. (9.13) is over the four boundary
conditions (——), (—+), (+—) and (++) (corresponding, respectively, to j=3, 4, 2, 1) that an
NSR-fermion can have along the two non-contractible loops of the world sheet torus (here + means
period and — anti-periodic). The term of most interest to us is j = 1 ((+ +) boundary condition), since
only this sector contains chiral fermions.

Define, therefore, the chiral, Ramond component, ~ of P to be the part of P that is proportional
to ~ 1~i(0aft), i.e.

P~~(p,~, v, r, f) ~n2(r){fl 4~
2~aPa

71(T)~i(~aft) }P(v r, ~). (9.14)
a1 i(P~aIT) i(PaIT)

Here we have used the fact that in the (+ +) sector the right-moving reparametrization and superghost
contributions cancel exactly, so that we are left with only the contribution of the left-moving
reparametrization ghosts: pghost(7. ~) = 71

2(r).
Suppose that one now identifies all the Lorentz character parameters with the skew eigenvalues of

the Riemann tensor, i.e. one takes
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Pa~aa~Xa~’21T, (9.15)

where the xa are defined in eq. (9.2). The function ~ then reduces to

p+l 2 2

v, r, fl = 712(T){ n [4 ~ ~ ]}Pi(v, T, ~). (9.16)
a1 i(/k, r)

This cancellation of the ~
1-factors in going from eq. (9.14) to (9.16) represents the fact that the

right-moving fermionic and bosonic oscillators create states in the same Lorentz representation, but
with opposite chirality. This cancellation has a simple interpretation: it can be viewed as a manifestation
of the space—time part of the world sheet supersymmetry. Physically, this cancellation, and a similar
cancellation in P1 (see below), had to take place because if they did not the theory would have massive
chiral fermions, and these would violate Lorentz invariance. String theory avoids this potential
catastrophe by ensuring that the function P~+ is holomorphic. Thus the only states in the theory that
can contribute to P~.and which satisfy mL = m~,are massless and chiral.

This concludes the discussion of dependence of P.~.+ on the Lorentz character parameters, and we
turn now to the dependence on the gauge character parameters v. One can always conjugate in the Lie
algebra of the gauge group so as to bring the background Yang—Mills field to the form

FI2iriy-H0, (9.17)

where H0 lies in the Cartan sub-algebra of the gauge group, and can of course be identified with the
charges, H0, introduced above. If one therefore identifies the character parameters v with the skew
two-forms y, according to

v = iyI
2lT, (9.18)

then one obtains something very reminiscent of the anomaly generating function. Indeed, we will show
that

p+1
v, r, ~) = (n 2~fLa)~(q,F, R). (9.19)

Comparing eq. (9.16) with (9.10) one sees that P
1 equals the last factor (9i0). First of all we will show

that P1 is holomorphic. Let 12 denote the Hilbert space of states of the string theory, and let 12’ denote
the Hilbert space of states of a new theory in which the chirality of all the fermions is inverted relative
to 12. That is, one obtains the states of 12’ from the states of 12 merely by interchanging the (s) and (c)
conjugacy classes of the SO(d) Lorentz group generators corresponding to M0 defined above. In the
same way that the Dirac operator flips chirality, the Dirac—Ramond operator, G0, maps the states of
the Ramond sector of 11 to the Ramond sector of 12’, and vice-versa. Moreover G~= HR and G0
commutes with A .10 provided that we take p = if = ~.t. Thus the restriction of P( A, r, ‘i) to the
Ramond sector is identical on both theories, with the exception of those states annihilated by G0 and
hence by HR. Since the ‘i-dependence of the partition function enters through I~HR,it follows that

Ram - Ram -~(P~ (A,r,r)—P~, (A,r,r)) (9.20
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is holomorphic. However, this difference merely picks out the piece of P( A, r, ~) that is proportional to
Ha ~ Ii). Hence ~ is holomorphic. It is an immediate consequence of this that the function
P1(v, r, ‘~)is holomorphic. Therefore the function P1(v, r) depends entirely on the left-moving gauge
sector. It manifestly represents a sum over Chern characters, and thus all that remains to be checked in
order to establish (9.19) is that P1(v, T) reproduces the correct sign, s, in eq. (9.10). This, however, is
obvious when one bears in mind that P1 is the coefficient of ~a 1~i(0aIT)The latter function represents
all the chiral excitations of the chiral ground state of the theory. This function, by definition, gives
oscillator excitations of s + a weight of + 1 and oscillator excitations of s — a weight of —1.

Putting the foregoing together we can obtain the following simple recipe for the anomaly generating
function. Let P(A, r, ‘~) be the partition function of the entire theory, as defined by (9.12). Take
A = (v; if) where v - H0 represents the Cartan sub-algebra of all the gauge groups, and a- - M0 is merely
the Lorentz current of the fermion bilinears. The function P will contain a term of the form
F(v, r, ~) ~ (1~i(O~aI~)/71(~)).Take this term and differentiate once with respect to each of the ~

then set ~ 0, and use i~(0ft)= 271~(~).The result will be a holomorphic function Q(v, r). Then

s4(q, F, R)~fl [21T~La17
3(T)]Q(p r). (9.21)

It is elementary to check that this recipe does indeed generate .~‘(q,F, R) as given by eq. (9.19).
We have now given a definition of ~( q, F, R) for an arbitrary string theory. If the string theory in

question is described by an even lattice, one can obtain a more explicit expression for ~c4(q, F, R ) - To
derive ~‘ for covariant lattice theories (in the even lattice formulation) requires a relatively trivial
modification in order to take into account the superghost (D

4) part of the lattice. Suppose that
F = F24.2~,16_2~is a self-dual even lattice describing a string theory in 2p + 2 dimensions. Consider the
character-valued lattice partition function (cf. (3.13)):

(ii, a-, r, i) = ~ q(VL)
2/2~(VR)2/2e2~ V~VL~O’~0R), (9.22)

(vL;vR)Er

where ii and if are arbitrary vectors in ~242,,,,16~2~o• Because the “fermionic” space—time Lorentz
generators are now embedded in a D~+

4factor of the lattice, when one applies the physical state
projection rule, the chiral part of the partition function now appears as the coefficient of H~i~~t(~a I~)
where Ta are the components of if in the D~+4directions. Suppose that all other components of a
vanish, then we may write

~(v,~, r, ~) =~ ~(v,r, ~ aI~)]. (9.23)

One now divides ~1(v, T, i) by the appropriate number of 71-functions to obtain the oscillator
contributions to the corresponding sector of the “internal” lattice (that is, we exclude both the
oscillators with space—time indices, as well as the oscillators corresponding to the D~~ part of the
lattice). The result is the function P1 (ii, r) defined above:

r,P1(v, r) = (71(T))242P(n(~))123P - (9.24)
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Thus from eqs. (9.16), (9.17) and (9.19) we get
p+1 —

2 2lTttLa ij(r) ~L?
1(v,r, r)s~1(q,F, R) =~ (r)t LI [ 24-2p - 12-3p (9.25)

a1 ‘0i(p~aIT) (71(r)) (77(r))

To deduce the modular properties of .~4for lattice theories we use the transformation (3.14) of the
lattice partition function ~. The transformation properties of 01 and 77 are well-known (see appendix
C.6), and one finds

(aT+b F R
~cr+d ‘cr+d ‘ cr+d

= (cr + d)~exp[ ic (Tr(F
2) — Tr(R2))] ~(r, F, R), (9.26)

321T (cr+d)

(where Tr(F2) is to be evaluated on any representation, but with the matrices, H,, of the Cartan
sub-algebra normalized so that Tr(H,H

1) = 2ô,1). The phase factor is usually referred to as the modular
anomaly.

Although we have established (9.26) for lattice theories, there is a natural generalization to theories
where Yang—Mills symmetries arise from arbitrary Kac—Moody algebras of arbitrary level*) (see, for
example ref. [98]). Observe first of all that the Lorentz part of ~dis universal in a given dimension (this
part of the anomaly generating function has become known as the elliptic genus and has received a lot
of attention in the mathematics literature recently [99]). The gauge part of the anomaly generating
function of a lattice theory is nothing but a combination of characters of level-i Kac—Moody algebras
associated with the left sector. However, the formal definition of such characters is not restricted to
level-i Kac-Moody algebras: the generalization is known as the Weyl—Kac character formula (see e.g.
[60]). The function Q in eq. (9.21) is in general a combination of such character functions.

The modular transformation properties of the Weyl—Kac characters is also known. Without going
into details, we merely mention here that these transformations are similar to those of i~-functions[see
eqs. (C.23, C24)] in the sense that the characters transform into each other with a certain phase factor,
and with a modular anomaly factor as in eq. (9.26). Modular invariance of the theory requires that the
combination of characters appearing in the character-valued partition function s&’ is such that all phases
except the modular anomaly factors cancel. Hence the anomaly generating function of any string theory
must transform like (9.26) (for level k > 1 the term Tr F

2 in the modular anomaly differs however by a
factor k in comparison with (9.26)).

The presence of a modular anomaly factor in s~’is in itself not a problem for the consistency of the
theory, since .~ does not directly represent an amplitude of a physical process. As we will see in the
next subsection, functions similar to ~‘ do appear in physical amplitudes, but always in a modified,
modular invariant form.

9.3. Anomaly cancellation

It is very convenient to define two functions and ~ that are naturally associated with the anomaly
generating function:

*) This includes all known heterotie string constructions, and in general any construction where the left-moving part of a vector boson vertex
operator is a current of conformal weight one in a unitary conformal field theory. Strictly speaking, U(l) factors require a separate discussion, but
their character-valued partition function can always be described by lattices.
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4(r, F, R) = exp[~ G2(r)(Tr(F
2) — Tr(R2))]~(r,F, R), (9.27)

~ F, R) = exp[~ ~ (Tr(F2) — Tr(R2))]~(r,F, R). (9.28)
64~ Imr

These two functions transform with modular weight —p, and have no modular anomaly. Indeed

~(ar+b F R ~ +d~ FR 929
0~cr+d,cr+d,cT+d!(cr ) ~(r, , ), ( - )

—
1
7ar+b a~+b F R \ - - -

‘~cr+d ‘cr+d ‘cr+d ‘ Cr+d) (crd) ‘~s4(r,r,F,R). (9.30)

The functions G
2(r) and 1 /Im T introduced here both have precisely the right modular transformations

so as to cancel the modular anomaly of s1.
This can also be seen as follows. Write 4(r, F, R) = 4(r, 0, 0) x ‘W(r, F, R), and then expand W

into a power series in skew eigenvalues of F and R. The coefficient functions of terms of degree k in this
power series are modular functions of weight k that are holomorphic for all r in the complex upper half
plane, including r = ix. Hence it follows from the classification theorem of modular functions that all
these coefficients can be written as polynomials in the two Eisenstein functions G4 and G6 (see appendix
C.5). Thus we see from eq. (9.29) that s~/does contain factors of G2, but that these are exactly canceled
in ~ by the prefactor. In (9.30) G2 is not canceled, but is uniformly replaced by the modular (but not
holomorphic) function G2(r) = G2(r) — IT/Im r. It is, in fact, the function G2 that appears naturally in
the perturbation theory calculation of anomalies [67]. The factors of Im r appear essentially because of
the zero-modes of the uncompactified bosonic coordinates.

To isolate the contribution of the space—time fermions to the gauge and gravitational anomalies in
the field theory limit, we must expand ..o4q, F, R) in powers of q, and isolate the (

2p + 4)-forms in the
coefficient of q°. Consider, instead, any particular (2p + 4)-form, for example Tr(R’~2), in the
expansion of 4( q, F, R). Its coefficient will be some power series in q. Considered as a function of r,
this coefficient function, C(r), is analytic in the upper half-plane, except possibly for poles at r = iso.
One can also easily see from eq. (9.29) that C(r) must be a modular function of weight 2. Let
j = G~/-q2~be the absolute modular invariant (See appendix C.5). The function j has a simple pole
(=-~q~)at r = ico. It is clear that one can find some polynomial, P, in j such that C(r) — dP( j(r))Idr is
modular of weight 2 and analytic everywhere including r = ioo. It follows from the classification theorem
of modular functions (see, for example, ref. [100])that such a function is identically zero, and hence if
P(j) = ~ b~qmfor some integer M, then

C(r) = ~- P(j(r)) = 2lTi ~ mb~qm. (9.31)
T

From this it is clear that the coefficient of q°in the Fourier series of C(r) is zero. Therefore there are no
(2p + 4)-forms appearing in the coefficient of q°in the q-expansion of 4, and consequently the
(2p + 4)-forms in the coefficient of q°in .c&’ must have the factorized form:

(il2rr)(Tr(F2) — Tr(R2)) A X
2~, (9.32)

for some 2p-form X2,,,.
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This is precisely the form of the anomaly that can be canceled by the Green—Schwarz mechanism [2].
That is, in the field theory one introduces a 2-form, B),,,, that transforms under gauge and Lorentz
transformations according to

3B = (114g)(Tr(dflg A A) —Tr(dA~A to)), (9.33)

where Ag and A1 are infinitesimal gauge and Lorentz parameters, while A and to are the background
gauge and spin connections, and g is the gauge coupling constant. The field theory anomaly can then be
canceled by adding a local counterterm of the form

S=_4gfd2P± 2xBAX2p. (9.34)

This, however, is not sufficient for the string theory. One knows that the spectrum of the theory
contains such a field B, and one knows that at tree level in the string this field B couples to the gauge
and spin connections through a Chern—Simons term as described in refs. [2, 101]. Requiring gauge and
local Lorentz invariance therefore implies that B must transform according to eq. (9.33). However, one
must still show that the string effective action generates a term of the form (9.34) and that this term has
the correct coefficient.

This calculation has been done at one ioop in string perturbation theory, and only to leading order in
the external momenta [67] (so that the result is valid for energies far below the Planck scale). The
relevant string diagram consists of a torus with one external B-field and another p external lines
consisting of some combination of gauge fields and gravitons. As usual the amplitude can be written as
an integral over all the insertion points, z.’,, of the external lines, and a final integral over r taken over
the fundamental modular region (in ten dimensions the integrand has also been obtained in ref. [102]).
By expanding the world sheet propagators into Fourier series on the torus, one can explicitly perform
the v-integrals. The result of this calculation is that the string effective action contains a term of the
form

S = f d
2~2x(—4gB) A (— ~ J d2r 2 ~(r, f, F, R) ). (9.35)

64~r (Im r) 2p-forms

To establish that this yields (9.34) we must describe how one performs the r-integration, and show how
the 2p-form structure of ~ is essentially responsible for the appearance of X

2,, in eq. (9.32).
If one wishes to calculate

‘k I (Irnr)2 O~(r)F(r), (9.36)

where O2(r) is given by (C.22), and F(r) is a meromorphic modular function of weight —2k, then one
observes that

= - ~(k+ 1) Jd(Re r)d(Imr) ~ (O~’(r)F(r)), (9.37)

and then applies Stokes’ theorem to reduce it to a line integral around the boundary of ~. Since the
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differential O~’(r)F(r)dr is modular invariant, the boundary terms cancel except at r = iso, and since
G2(r)—* G2(r) as r—~iso, the result reduces to

= ~(k+ 1) G~1(r)F(r)~coetfofqo. (9.38)

Consider expanding 4(r, F, R) into independent 21-form components, that is:

4(r, F, R) = ~ (~C~(r)w~i), (9.39)

where a indexes all the 21-forms, w~,that can be obtained from traces of powers of F and R. The
coefficient functions C~,(r)are modular functions of weight 1 — n. From eqs. (9.27), (9.28) and (9.39)
one sees that st~’(r,~ F, R) has a 2p-form part of the form

[p12] / / \k~Y(~ G2(r)) C~
2k(r)[(Tr(F2) - Tr(R2))k A w2P4k], (9.40)

k=0 a k. 641T

where [p12] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to p!2. Integrating this expression over
yields

[p12] ~ ~+i / \k+1

—i28ir3 ~ , (—~--~O
2(r)) C~

2k(r)
k0 a (k+ 1). 64ir Coetf.ofq

x [(Tr(F2) — Tr(R2))” A w
2~_4k]- (9.41)

However, using (9.27) and (9.39) we see that the coefficient of q° in the (2p + 4)-form part of
s~’(q,F, R) is simply

[PI
2}~l I / \k
V V _____ 1 1 1 p+2—2ky—~G

2(r)) Ca (r)
k=1 a I~- 64ir Coetf.ofq
x [(Tr(F

2) — Tr(R2))” A w
2P+4 4k] - (9.42)

The anomaly factorization (9.32) established above shows that the foregoing sum starts at k = 1 and not
k = 0. Apart from an overall factor of —128 ir

3 the expressions in eqs. (9.41) and (9.42) are the same,
and remembering the factor of 21T in (9.32) we have therefore established that the term (9.35)
appearing in the string theory effective action is precisely the required field theory counterterm (9.34).

One can of course calculate the anomaly graph purely in string perturbation theory [103],rather than
what we have done here, which is to isolate the relevant contributions to the gauge transformations of
the field theory effective action. In the string calculation one finds that the anomaly calculation requires
one to integrate a total derivative over the moduli space of a torus with p + 2 punctures. While the
result is zero, it is a rather non-trivial zero in that it requires one to have done the entire calculation
described above before one can conclude that it is zero. More precisely, it has been shown in ref. [94]
that there are two mutually canceling contributions from two distinct boundaries of moduli space. The
first boundary term arises at r = iso and yields an expression proportional to the field theory anomaly
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term that can be obtained by applying the method of descent [95, 96] to the expression (9.32). The
second boundary term arises in the limit where the insertion points of two of the external gauge bosons,
or two gravitons, coincide. The coincidence limit of the two corresponding vertex operators can be
factorized into a B-field vertex operator with a tree level coupling to the gauge or gravitational fields. In
this way it was shown in ref. [94] that, at one loop, the careful treatment of the anomaly calculation
reduces, at least in the low energy limit, to the foregoing discussion of the effective section, It is still an
open question as to what happens at higher loops in string theory.

iO. Outlook

During the last four years there has been progress in string theory along two lines, the construction
of new theories, and the formulation of perturbation theory. Both these developments have been highly
successful, and when put together they provide us with a stunningly large set of four-dimensional
theories, each of which (at least if it is supersymmetric) is likely to be a perturbatively finite theory of
gravity and all other interactions. In fact the two lines of development have been somewhat orthogonal,
and work on perturbation theory has concentrated on ten-dimensional strings. The proofof finiteness in
ten dimensions appears to be approaching completion, and it seems likely that the proof for four
dimensional supersymmetric strings will not be far behind.

In relation to this we should emphasize that all string theories we have discussed are rooted in
superconformal field theory, just like the ten-dimensional ones, and that there is absolutely no
fundamental obstacle to writing down any correlation function at arbitrary genus. The most difficult
part of the partition function, the f3 —y ghost system, is universal, and we expect it to be no more
problematic in four dimensions that in ten. Furthermore there is also an appealing universality in that
part of the theory that distinguishes different theories, namely the internal sector. Despite their
differences, the partition functions of all supersymmetric string theories satisfy universal identities very
similar to Riemann identities, a fact that might be helpful in generalizing ten-dimensional results to four
dimensions. Of course one should check carefully that there are no surprises, such as the Fayet—
Iliopoulos supersymmetry breaking that was found to exist in four-dimensional string theories with
anomalous U( 1 )‘s, but nonetheless it seems unlikely that perturbative effects will significantly reduce
the number of consistent four-dimensional superstrings.

Thus string theory appears to have succeeded too well. One can debate whether this abundance of
consistent theories is good or bad in principle, but it certainly poses horrendous practical problems.
With regard to matters of principle, several schools of thought exist. Some people hope to find a
criterion which favors one four-dimensional theory, hopefully containing the standard model, over all
others. The most obvious place to look for such a criterion is in non-perturbative effects, but
unfortunately next to nothing is known about such effects. Others hope for some universality theorem
stating that if one considers some ensemble of all vacua, the dominant contribution will come from
those theories that lead to the standard model. Still others speculate that nothing but our own existence
selects the vacuum we live in (this is also known as the anthropic principle). If one takes this last point
of view, the main worry is that the number of consistent string theories is too small rather than too
large.

These points of view can make sense only if the four-dimensional string theories are not really
different theories, but different vacua of the same theory. This is generally believed to be likely
(circumstantial evidence exists in the form of non-trivial connections between different theories, for
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example via torus compactification), but it would be interesting to know of what exactly they are ground
states. The recent progress in string theory has taught us a lot about possible ground states, and
perturbations to arbitrary order about them, but we still know disappointingly little about effects that
go beyond perturbation theory. Such effects must certainly be there: string theory contains Yang—Mills
theory, which does have non-perturbative effects that are unlikely to result from string perturbation
theory.

The behavior of string theory beyond perturbation theory could in principle jeopardize the very idea
that string ground states are simply conformal field theories satisfying some additional conditions.
Non-perturbative tunneling effects destabilizing the would-be ground states are by no means excluded.
Even if that were the case, experience with similar situations in field theory suggests that understanding
the “false” vacua is an important first step towards a more exact solution to the problem.

The study of perturbative string ground states appears to be a nearly closed subject for lattice
theories. A few open problems still exist, though. We do not yet have a proof that the list of lattice
realizations of world sheet supercurrents for chiral theories is exhausted by the orbifold supercurrents of
section 6.3. It would also be nice to have a proof of (or a counterexample to) the statement that all
maximal rank theories can be described by lattices. Given this, one could in principle enumerate all the
lattice theories, and with a restriction to “interesting” (supersymmetric, chiral, - - .) theories, the list
might even be manageable.

It is however clear that lattice theories are by no means the complete answer. Many other string
constructions exist, but rather than forever extending the set of constructions for special solutions, one
would like to find ways to solve directly the string consistency conditions formulated in section 1.1. Very
interesting progress in that direction is made in recent work on the classification of rational conformal
field theories, although one still has a long way to go before anything relevant to four-dimensional
string theory can be classified. Nevertheless, one may expect that in the near future we will gain much
more insight into general features of four-dimensional string theory. As we have often emphasized, the
properties of lattice theories provide useful clues about strings in general, which is why we believe they
are worth studying.
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Appendix A. Self-dual lattices

In this section we collect most of the known facts about self-dual lattices. Some of the papers
containing these facts are [100, 104, 105], and readers interested in proofs not provided below should
consult these papers. We also recommend the reviews by Goddard and Olive [3].
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A.1. Definitions

A lattice A is defined as a set of points in a vector space V of dimension N, and has the form

A={~naeaInaE~}, (A.1)

where ea (a = 1,. . - , N) is a set of basis vectors of V. The vector spaces we will consider are either ~,
with a Euclidean inner product, or ~ (p + q = N), with a “Lorentzian” inner product. In terms of
the components v’ of vectors v E V we define these inner products as v • w = v’w~d1~,with d1~= 6~for
~N and d1~= e(I)81~,e(I) = 1 for 1 ~ I p, e(I) = —1 otherwise, for ~ In the following we will
denote these inner products as (+)~‘and (+)“(~)~ respectively, and we will refer to d1~as the signature.

The unit cell of a lattice is the set of points {x = ~a xaeal0 ~ xa < 1}. It contains precisely one lattice
point (i.e. x = 0), and every vector of V has precisely one “image” in the unit cell, obtained by adding a
lattice vector to it. The volume vol(A) of the unit cell of A is obtained by defining a matrix

~ab = Ca - eb , (A.2)

in terms of which

vol(A)=\/~detgI. (A.3)

The matrix ~ab is called the metric of the lattice. It contains all information regarding the angles of the
basis vectors and their lengths. Notice that if we change the signature from Lorentzian to Euclidean (by
changing (+)~°(—)~‘to (+)‘°~)then det g ch’anges at most by a sign, so that the volume of the unit cell
remains the same.

The dual A* of A is defined as

A*={wEVIw.vE7L,VVEA}. (A.4)

A basis for A* is the set of vectors e~,with C~- e~,=
8ab It is easy to see that this is indeed a basis for

A*, i.e.

= mae~maE - (A.5)

To calculate the volume of A* we define

* * *
~ab = Ca e~, (A.6)

which is the metric of the dual lattice. Using the definition of the basis vectors one can easily show that
~a e~’e~= d”, and that therefore g* is the inverse of g. Thus we have

vol(A) = (vol(A*))~. (A.7)
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A lattice A is called
— unimodular if vol(A) = 1,
— integral if v- w E ~, Vv, w E A,
— even if A is integral, and v2 = 0 mod 2, Vv E A,
— odd if A is integral, but not even,
—self-dual if A=A*.

Obviously A is integral if and only if ACA*.

A.2. Cosets

If A~is a sublattice of equal dimension of A, then we can decompose A in cosets with respect to A~.

To do so, choose a set of coset representatives Pa’ so that

p,,EA, /3~AS,
(A.8)

PaPa~’As if a~a’.

If we extend this set with the vector ~3= 0 to represent A~itself, we may write A as follows

A=W(p+A~). (A.9)

This notation means that every vector in A can be written as Pa + v~,v~E A~.Every coset Pa + A~has
precisely one point in the unit cell of A~.Therefore, if there are N~cosets (including As), we find

vol(A) = (1IN~)vol(A~)- (A.i0)

This is a fairly trivial, but very useful observation. A direct consequence is that a lattice is self-dual if
and only if it is both integral and unimodular.

A.3. Lie algebra lattices

It is often convenient to express a self-dual lattice in terms of Lie algebra lattices. In the following
when we speak of a Lie algebra lattice we mean any sublattice of the weight lattice of a semi-simple Lie
algebra (for a discussion of Lie algebras, roots and weights we refer to ref. [106]). In particular we need
the simply laced lattices, belonging to semi-simple Lie algebras that are products of D~,A~and E

6, E7,
E8. They have the property that all their roots have the same length. If one normalizes them so that
they have all norm 2, the weight lattice A~is the dual of the root lattice AR, which is itself a sublattice
of the weight lattice (the norm of a vector is its squared length)

A~=A~ AWDAR. (A.11)

Therefore we can decompose A~into cosets with respect to AR. In the case of Lie algebra lattices these
cosets are called conjugacy classes. In general cosets form a group under addition, with the sublattice A~
as the unit element. For Lie algebra lattices this group is isomorphic to the center of the Lie algebra.
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We will make extensive use of D~lattices, for which we denote the conjugacy classes as follows

(0)=AR={(kl,. . - ,k~),k~El,~k~=0mod2},

(v)=AR+(1,0,0,. - . ,0),

(A.12)
(s)=AR+(~,...,~),

(c) = AR + (-u, . . . ,

One may check that the center is isomorphic to 14 if n is odd, and to 12 X l~if n is even.
The irreducible representations of the semi-simple Lie algebras are characterized by their weight

vectors, which for a given representation all belong to the same conjugacy class of the lattice. Hence we
can specify conjugacy classes also by giving representations that belong to them. In the case of D~,(0)
contains all even rank tensor products of the vector representation (which includes the singlet and the
adjoint), (v) contains all odd-rank tensors, and (s) and (c) contain spinors of opposite chirality.

A useful property of conjugacy classes is that their mutual inner products modulo integers depend
only on the class, and not on the individual vectors. If ~~1’ $2 E A~,and A1, A2 EAR, we have

($1+A1)-($2+A2)=p1-p2 modi,

because ~ A. E 1, and because the root lattice of simply laced algebras is integral (this follows from
the fact that it is contained in its own dual, see (A.11)). In fact AR is an even lattice, because its basis
vectors are roots, which have norm 2. Using’this property one can show by a similar argument that the
norms of two vectors in the same conjugacy class are always equal modulo 2. These properties are
clearly of great help in constructing even integral lattices, because one only needs to check the lengths
and inner products of conjugacy class representatives. For this reason we have collected some
information concerning the conjugacy classes of the (simple) simply laced algebras in table 8.

The volume of the unit cells of AR and A~are easy to obtain. Since they are each other’s dual

vol(AR) = vol(A~)’.

If we denote the order of the center (i.e. the number of conjugacy classes) by N~,we learn from (A.10)
that

vol(A~)= (i/N,,) vol(AR),

so that

vol(AR) = \/N~, vo1(A~)= -

All these results are valid for simple as well as semi-simple Lie algebras. The order of the center of a
semi-simple Lie algebra is simply the product of the order of the centers of its simple factors. The same
is true for the volume of the unit cell.
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Table 8
Conjugacy classes of simply laced simple Lie algebras. The third column gives the representation of

smallest dimension in each class (except for A,)

Lie algebra conjugacy class smallest representation weight norm (mod 2)

D, (0) singlet 0
(v) vector 1
(s) spinor in
(c) conjugate spinor

A, (p) rank-p tensor p(n+i — p)

E6 (0) singlet 0
(1) (27)
(2) (27)

E7 (0) singlet 0
(1) (56)

E, (0) singlet 0

To specify a Lie algebra lattice completely, we have to supply two pieces of information: the
semi-simple Lie algebra, and a list of the conjugacy classes that appear. For a given semi-simple Lie
algebra there are in general many possible choices of conjugacy classes. This choice is restricted only by
the requirement that the list must close under addition, which in particular means that the root lattice
must always be present. The possible sets of conjugacy classes are thus in one-to-one correspondence
with the subgroups of the center. Instead of giving a full list of conjugacy classes, one can give a shorter
list of generators, which is a subset of conjugacy classes from which all others can be obtained by
addition.

Since the volume of the unit cell of the root lattice is VW~,it follows immediately that a Lie algebra
lattice is unimodular if and only if it contains precisely \/~ conjugacy classes. This is only possible if we
choose a Lie algebra for which N,, is a perfect square. The lattice will be integral if and only if all
conjugacy class generators have integral norm and integral mutual inner product. It will be even if and
only if they have even norm and integral inner products.

Using table 8 one can now easily construct many examples of Euclidean self-dual Lie algebra lattices.
The reader is invited to check that
— D~with conjugacy classes (0) and (v) is odd and self-dual (this lattice is also known as /“);
— D~with (0) and (s) is odd self-dual for n = 4 mod 8, and even self-dual for n = 0 mod 8.
— A~2_1with (0) and (n) is odd self-dual for n even and even self-dual for n odd.

In general we call vectors of norm 2 on Euclidean lattices roots. The roots include in any case those
of the Lie algebras explicitly used in the construction of the lattice (i.e. those in the conjugacy class
(0)), but in some cases there may be additional norm 2 vectors in the other conjugacy classes. In that
case we can always write the lattice in a different way, using larger Lie algebras and fewer conjugacy
classes, although this is not always convenient. For example, the lattices D8 with (0) + (s) and A8 with
(0) + (3) + (6) defined above are both equal (up to rotations) to E8, which has only one conjugacy
class, namely (0) (and which is therefore automatically self-dual!).

Although many of the known Euclidean self-dual lattices are Lie algebra lattices, this is not true in
general. We can regard a general Euclidean self-dual lattice in ]~Nas a Lie algebra lattice if the set of
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roots spans ‘. The lattice of smallest dimension that does not have this property is the famous Leech
lattice, an even self-dual lattice of dimension 24 that does not have any roots at all, and that will be
discussed later in this appendix.

The notion of a Lie algebra lattice can be extended to Lorentzian lattices in the following way.
Choose a basis so that the Lorentzian metric has the form (+)P(_)~, Now every vector v on the lattice
can be written v = (vL, vR), where VL denotes the firstp components, and VR the last q (the subscripts L
and R denote “left” and “right” respectively, a notation which will be natural in applications to string
theory). We define left and right roots of such a lattice to be vectors of the form (r, 0) respectively
(0, r), with r2 = 2. We will call such a Lorentzian lattice a Lie algebra lattice if the left and right roots
together span ~

A large class of even Lorentzian self-dual lattices in W’~can be constructed as follows. Take a
semi-simple Lie algebra ~ of rank p. Consider the set of all vectors in W’~°of the form (v

1, v2), so that
v1 and v2 belong to the same conjugacy class of the Lie algebra. With respect to the Lorentzian metric
any such vector has integral inner product with any other such vector, and furthermore they all have
even length. It is also easy to see that the resulting Lorentzian lattice is unimodular, so that it is a
self-dual lattice. Lattices of this type were first described by Englert and Neveu [107], and will
henceforth be called Englert—Neveu lattices. Such lattices have the roots of ~ as their left and right
roots.

To conclude this discussion of Lie algebra lattices, we want to introduce a minor, but useful
extension of this set, namely the lattice D1. Although it is not part of Cartan’s classification of simple
Lie algebra’s, it is easy enough to define by simply extending the definition of D~to n = 1. The resulting
one-dimensional root lattice consists simply of the even integers. The shortest non-trivial vector has
norm four, so there are no roots on this root lattice. The vector conjugacy class consists of the odd
integers, and the two spinor conjugacy classes are obtained by shifting the root lattice by + ~ and —

A.4. Lattice engineering

There are several tricks for making new self-dual lattices out of already known ones. These tricks are
all variations on the same basic theme: one adds new conjugacy classes and removes old ones, in such a
way that their total number stays the same (i.e. the lattice remains unimodular), and that all inner
products remain integral.

Shift vectors
A very general method is the following. Let A be a self-dual lattice. Choose a vector s so that ks ~‘A,

1 ~ k ~p — 1, but ps E A. We can define a lattice A0 as the sublattice of A which has integer inner
product with s. Since s~’Athere must be at least one vector tEA such that s - t is not integer. We can
decompose A in cosets

~- 1

A=1,±J(tk+Ao)

Here the vectors tk are coset representatives, chosen in such a way that t0 = 0. The representatives must
satisfy

tks=mk/p modi,
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where mk — m1 ~ 0 mod p if m ~ 1, so that each of them represents a different coset. Let j~be the total
number of cosets. Since the cosets must form a group under addition it follows that m,,, must take the
values n(p!j3~),n = 1,. . - , — 1. But then ps has integer inner product with all vectors on the lattice,
and hence must lie on the lattice itself. Since p is the smallest positive number with ps EA, it follows
that j3~= p. This allows us to conclude that there exists a vector t with t. s = i/p mod 1, so that we can
write the coset decomposition as

A= (~~J(kt+A0).

Consider now the new lattice

p—i

A” b (ks+A0).
k=0

Clearly A’ is unimodular, because its unit cell has the same volume as that of A. If furthermore s has
integral norm, it is self-dual. If A is even and s has even length, A’ is even self-dual.

It is sometimes useful to extend this shift vector method by allowing the shift vector to satisfy

s
2 = 2k/p, k El (A.i3)

instead of having even norm (notice that in general we know that s2 = 2k/p2). In this case the shift
vector itself cannot be on the new lattice, but we can define a new shift vector s’ = s — kt. The new
vector s’ can now be used in the same way as s above; notice in particular that s’ has even norm. Of
course we might as well have started with s’ instead of s. However, shift vectors satisfying the
(seemingly) weaker condition often appear in orbifold (-inspired) constructions. For purists we add that
the condition can be weakened even more if p is odd. In that case it is sufficient that s2 = kip, k El. If
k is even, this is the case already discussed. If k is odd, we use s’ = (p — 1)s as the shift vector, which
does satisfy (A.13).

Replacement of Lie algebra factors
Another useful trick is the following. Consider a Lie algebra lattice containing, among others, a

factor. Now replace this D~factor by Dm, where m = n + 81, 1 E 7/. Since the unit cells of D~and Dm
have the same volume for any n and m, the new lattice is unimodular. Furthermore one can easily
check that if n = m mod 8 all inner products and norms of the four conjugacy classes remain unchanged
modulo two. Hence the new lattice will be (even) self-dual if the original lattice was (even) self-dual.

This transformation is of course meaningless if it results in m = 0. But one can give a meaning to it if
m becomes negative. Consider for example a Euclidean even self-dual lattice A~x D~with inner
product with signature (+ )‘° For m <0 (with m defined as above) we can consider the Lorentzian
lattice A~x D,~with signature (+)P(_)ImI. This lattice is unimodular for the reasons explained above.
Furthermore the Lorentzian inner products of the new lattice are equal to the Euclidean ones of the
original one modulo two. Thus we see that shifting n by multiples of eight to negative values has the
effect of changing a Euclidean self-dual lattice to a Lorentzian one.

This trick is especially useful for the classification of the self-dual Lorentzian Lie algebra lattices. As
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we will see in a moment, in general the classification of self-dual Lorentzian lattices is either trivial or
impossible, depending on what one hopes to achieve. If one is interested in classifying them up to
Lorentz transformations, the result is trivial: there is just one (odd self-dual) lattice for every non-zero
value of p and q. If one the other hand one is interested in a problem where the structure of the left of
the right part of the lattice is relevant (such as in torus compactification of bosonic strings) classification
is impossible, since Lorentz transformations (which respect the metric and hence the self-duality
conditions) change the left and right parts, thus creating a continuous infinity of inequivalent lattices.

In some cases one knows however that either the left or the right lattice must have a definite
structure, e.g. that it must be a Lie algebra lattice. Then classification is possible. For example, if the
right part of the lattice consists entirely of D~factors, one can use the map described above to map it to
a Euclidean lattice by subtracting multiples of 8 of the dimensions of the D~factors.

For this purpose it is useful to extend this “Euclideanization” trick to other Lie algebra lattices,
which also have A~or E~factors. Denote such a factor as ~~R’ and let (cR) be one of its conjugacy
classes. What we are looking for is a Lie algebra lattice ~R with the following properties:
— The number of conjugacy classes of ~R and ~L is the same, i.e. the two root lattices have unit cells of
the same volume.
— There exists a map 41 from the conjugacy classes (cR) of ~R to the conjugacy classes (cL) of ~L so that
the sum of the norms of (cR) and its 41-image (cL) is even.

It is easy to see that if in a Lorentzian (even) self-dual lattice fP,~we replace a right factor ~ by a
left factor ~L and map the conjugacy classes using 41, then the resulting lattice is again (even) self-dual,
but with respect to a metric (+)“ (_)q, where p’ = p + rank ~L and q’ = q — rank ~R

In table 9 we give the simplest maps having the properties listed above.
Of course 41 respects the addition rules for conjugacy classes, so that is sufficient to specify it for the

conjugacy class generators. The reader may observe that the last five entries can be obtained by
considering the regular embedding of ~R x ~L in E8. It is easy to see that this generalizes as follows.
Take any (even) self-dual Euclidean Lie algebra lattice with Lie algebra ~, and split it into two factors
~R and ~L (which need not be simple) so that ~R x ~L is a regular sub-algebra of ~ of equal rank. Then
~L and ~R satisfy the conditions given above, with a conjugacy class map 41 which can be read off from
the embedding in the obvious way. Using the known Euclidean self-dual lattice one can extend table 9
to some of the larger Lie algebras. Clearly one can classify all Lorentzian self-dual Lie algebra lattices
using the enumeration of the Euclidean ones. The practical use of this is limited because of the fact that
the latter are only known for dimensions less than or equal to 24, as we will discuss now.

Table 9
Euclideanization of Lie algebra factors

(cR) ~L (cL)

D, (s) D81_, (8!> n) (s)
(u) (v)

A, (1) E, (1)
A2 (1) E6 (1)
A, (1) (s)
A4 (1) A4 (2)
A, (1) A2A, (1,1)
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A.5. Lattice classification theorems

A lot is known about the possibilities for constructing self-dual lattices. One should keep in mind
here that Euclidean lattices can only be classified up to rotations, because any rotation respects the
self-duality conditions. Likewise, Lorentzian lattices can only be classified modulo Lorentz transforma-
tions. The known results are as follows:

(1) Lorentzian, odd. All such lattices are Lorentz transformations of the lattice
7~p,qwhich is the set

of points in 1~p,qdefined as {(n1,... , tip, m1,. . . , mq), n1, m1 El).
(2) Lorentzian, even. Lattices of this type exist only for I p~—qI = 0 mod 8. For p = q + 8n they are

Lorentz transformations of the lattice nE8 X qP
1’t. The E

8 lattice is most easily described as D8 with
conjugacy classes (0) and (s), while P

1’1 is a Lorentzian lattice of signature (+)(—), which may be
described as D

1 X D1 with conjugacy classes (0, 0) + (v, v) + (s, s) + (c, c) (this is a lattice of the
Englert—Neveu type, discussed above).

(3) Euclidean, odd. A class of such lattices which exists in any dimension is 7/”. In general, if any
odd self-dual lattice has vectors of length one, they can only have mutual inner products ±1, 0. Thus
they form an orthonormal basis for a subspace of k”, which must be part of the basis of the lattice. Any
other basis vector of the lattice must be orthogonal to this subspace. Thus if there are 2p length-one
vectors, the lattice is of the form l’°®A”~,where the second factor does not contain any vectors of
length one.

An odd Euclidean self-dual lattice A can be related to an even self-dual one of higher dimension in
the following way [104]. Consider the sublattice A,,~of even norm vectors. Obviously A~has only one
non-trivial coset in A, because the sum of two odd norm vectors is even. Thus

A = A~+

where A,, denotes the odd-norm vectors. Since vol(A0)/vol(A~)= 4, the dual of A~can be decomposed
into four cosets,

= A0 + + +

These four cosets generate an Abelian group of order four, which can only be 7/4 or ~2 X ~2- This
allows us to determine the mutual inner products of the four cosets and their norms modulo 2. If the
group is /4, one finds Ac = —i~,,and 2A5 CA,,, so that the norm of all vectors in A5 and A,, is equal to ~k
mod 2, k odd. For ~2 x ~2’ 2A5 = 2A,, C A0, so that the norm of all vectors in A2 and A,, is half-integer.
One can then use A2 + A, = A,,~plus the fact that vectors in A2 cannot have integer inner products with
those in A,,, to show that the norm of vectors in A5 and A,, must be equal modulo 2. Thus for both
possible Abelian groups the vectors in A5 and A,, have, modulo 2, norms equal to each other and to )
0  k <7. Consider then the lattice obtained by adding a Ds_k factor, so that the entire lattice consists
of the vectors

(A0’ 0) + (A,,, v) + (A5, s) + (A,,, c) -

This lattice is unimodular, integral and even, so that it is even self-dual. So all odd self-dual lattice can
be obtained from the even self-dual ones by inverting this procedure to remove D~factors. This leaves
us with the classification problem of
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(4) Euclidean, even lattices. These exist only in dimensions which are a multiple of 8, and are known
explicitly for 8, 16 and 24 dimensions. In 8 dimensions, the only possibility is E8 in 16 dimensions one
can have E8 ®E8 and D16 with conjugacy classes (0) and (s). These two lattices cannot be rotated into
each other. In 24 dimensions there are 24 even self-dual lattices, which have been classified by Niemeier
[105].A list of their conjugacy classes can be found in the first paper of ref. [104]. For the 23 Niemeier
lattices that are Lie algebra lattices, this list is shown in table 10. Here one should include all cyclic
permutations of the conjugacy classes within square brackets, and to obtain the complete list of
conjugacy classes one should close the set of generators under addition.

One of the 24 lattices is the Leech lattice [108], which differs from the other 23 because it contains no
vectors of norm 2. Nevertheless, we can in a certain sense regard it as a Lie algebra lattice, since it is a
product of 24 D1 factors, on which one has 224 conjugacy classes. An example of a list of 12 conjugacy
class generators is given below

(c, 0, s, 0, s, 0, s, 0, s, 0, s, 0, s, 0, s, 0, s, 0, s, 0, s, 0, s, v)

(v, 0,0,0, 0,0, c, s, c, s,0,0, v, 0,0,0, v, 0, c, s, c, s, v, 0)

(v, 0, s, s,0,0,0,0, s, s, s, s, c, s, s, s, c, s, s, s, s, s, v, 0),

(0, u, v, 0,0,0,0,0, c, s, c, s,0,0, v, 0,0,0, v, 0, c, s, c, s)

(0, v, v, 0, s, s, 0,0,0,0, s, s, s, s, c, s, s, s, c, s, s, s, s, s)

(c, c, v, 0, v, 0, 0,0,0,0, c, s, c, s,0,0, v, 0, 0,0, v, 0, c, s)

(v, 0, c, s, v, 0, s, s, 0,0, 0, 0, s, s, s, s, c, s, s, s, c, s, s, s)

(c, c, s, s, v, 0, v, 0,0,0,0,0, c, s, c, s, 0,0, v, 0,0,0, v, 0)

(0, v, c, s, c, s, v, 0, s, s, 0, 0, 0, 0, s, s, s, s, c, s, s, s, c, s)

(v, 0,s, s, s, s, v, 0, v, 0,0,0,0,0, c, s, c, s,0,0, u, 0,0,0)

(c, c, v, 0, c, s, c, s, v, 0, s, s, 0,0,0,0, s, s, s, s, c, s, s, s)

(s, s, c, s, s, s, s, s, v, 0, v, 0,0,0,0,0, c, s, c, s,0,0, v, 0)

To show that this list generates the Leech lattice, one can check that the 12 generators have even
norm and integer inner products, that they are independent (i.e. that one gets 224 different conjugacy
classes by adding these vectors in all possible ways), and that none of the 224 classes contains vectors of
norm 2. These conditions define uniquely the Leech lattice. As a further (though unnecessary) check
one may verify that the number of norm 4 vectors is also equal to the known number of such vectors on
the Leech lattice.

There is a rather amusing way of estimating the number of lattices in 8n dimensions. Every lattice
has a discrete automorphism group. This is a discrete subgroup of O(8n) which takes the lattice into
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Table 10
The 23 Niemeier lattices that are Lie algebra lattices. square brackets indicate cyclic

permutation

Lie algebra conjugacy class generators

(s)
D16E4 (s, 0)
E~ (0,0,0)
A24 (5)
D~2 (s, v), (u,s)
A,7E, (3, 1)
D10E~ (s, 1,0), (c, 0, 1)
A,,D, (2, s)
D~ ([s, v, v])
A~, (1,5)

A,1D,E6 (is, 1)
(1,[0, 1,2])

A~D6 (2,4,0),(5,0,s),(0,5,c)

even permutations of (0, s, u, c)
A~ ([1,1,41)
A~D~ (1,1,s,v),(1,7,v,s)

A (1,[2,1,6])

A~D4 (2,[0,2,4],0),(3,3,0,0,s),(3,0,3,0,v),(3,0,0,3,c)
(s,s,s,s,s,s),(0,[0, u,c,c,uI)
(1, [0, 1, 4, 4, 1])

A~ (3,[2,0,0,1,0,1,1])
A~’ (2,[1,1,2,1,1,1,2,2,2,1,2])

A~
4 (1,lO,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,ll)

itself. It consists of at least two elements, the identity and the reflection through the origin. Denote the
total number of elements qf this group for a lattice A as g(A). Then the following identity can be proved
[100, 109].

B 4n—1‘V ‘ — ~ fT 2]
~g(A) 8n I 4j

where B
21 are the Bernoulli numbers. This formula is called the Minkowski—Siegel mass formula. The

sum is over all lattices in 8n dimensions, and adds up to a number that is less than half the total number
of lattices in this dimension. Thus the right-hand side, multiplied by 2, is a lower limit of the number of
lattices. Calculating it for the lowest dimensions, one finds

dimension lower limit actual number
8 2.8x i0~ 1

16 4.9 x 1018 2
24 15.8xi0

15 24
32 8.0x107
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This explains why the lattices of dimension 32 have not yet been classified. The explosive growth of the
number of lattices that one observes here is related to the reason why the number of chiral
four-dimensional string theories is so much larger than the number of ten-dimensional ones.

Appendix B. Some properties of the Weyl group

B. 1. Generalities

Let G denote any simple, simply-laced Lie group of rank 1 and dimension d (many of the conclusions
of this appendix remain valid for non-simply laced groups, but for our purposes such groups are not
needed). Let ~ denote the Lie algebra of G and ~‘ a Cartan sub-algebra (CSA), and let T denote the
torus generated by ~‘in G. Choose a set of simple roots a1, i = 1,2, ...,l.The Weyl group, W(~),of
~ is generated by the Weyl reflections

rj(A)A_(~’)aj. (B.1)

Given a representation of G, there is a natural lift of WseW(~)to a finite subgroup W of G. The
generators of W are defined by

= exp(~ (Eu. + Eu.)), (B.2)

where { E~)denotes the usual root space basis of ¶~.Let H1 denote an orthonormal basis for ~‘C.It is
elementary to see that

i~(A-H)F1
1-(r~(A))-H (B.3)

and also

F,E~F,T1= c~(f3)E,,.($), (B.4)

where c
1(/3) is a complex phase. It is important to note that using the lift ~ defined via eq. (B.2) one

cannot always choose the E~so that these phases are equal to 1.
The group W has an Abelian normal subgroup D generated by the (7)2, such that W W! D [110].

Since (P)
4 = 1 on all representations of G, and because D is Abelian, it follows that D is isomorphic to

some product of Z
2 factors. Moreover, if w E W satisfies w” = 1, then any lift t~EW of w satisfies

w_k E D and hence ~ 2k = 1. In particular one should note that one cannot guarantee that w and i~ have
the same order even upon the adjoint representation of G.

The simplest illustration of this difficulty is the Weyl reflection with respect to a root a of SU(3). As
a transformation on weight space it has order 2. However it is easy to check that its lift (B.2) satisfies

(B.5)

where $ is a root with a = —1.
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The cover, W, of W in G defined by (B.2) is by no means the only possible one. Indeed, since
W~N(T)!T (where N(T) is the normalizer of T in G), the generators can in general be taken to be

~=~exp(2iriv1.H) (B.6)

for any set of vectors vi.. This manifestly preserves the form of (B.3) and (B.4). One should note that
such a lift need not even be of finite order in G, since v1 might be incommensurate with the torus.

From the point of view of string theory the lift ~ defined by (B.2) is the natural one since the
alternative, (B .6), involves the string momentum generators H and thus first translates or shifts the
state by v1 before twisting it with I~.The lift i~is generated by pure twists, and we will therefore call it
the canonical or shiftless lift.

We will only be interested in the lift of a single element of W, and furthermore only in
non-degenerate elements (i.e. those elements, w, for which det(i — w)  0). This apparent restriction
greatly reduces the subtleties and ambiguities described above. For the physical application of
constructing supercurrents, discussed in section 6.3, the restriction to non-degenerate elements is
necessitated by requiring that the corresponding string theory be chiral. From the mathematical point of
view one can of course view any degenerate element as a non-degenerate element of a lower rank Lie
sub-algebra of ~. The ambiguities then arise in passing back to the original algebra, ~, but this is
usually a straightforward process. For example, the Weyl reflection with respect to the root a of SU(3)
described above is degenerate in SU(3) but is a non-degenerate element of the Weyl group of the SU(2)
sub-algebra. As we will see in the next sub-section, this observation can be used to account for the
doubling of the order that was observed in eq. (B.5).

B.2. The order of lifted Weyl group elements

Suppose that w E W is a non-degenerate element of order n. Then it can be shown that [58]:
(1) All lifts are conjugate to each other, and hence have the same order.
(2) All lifts have order n on the adjoint representation. Moreover the lifts respect all orbits of w, in the
following sense: if for some root a

wk(a) = a
then

W~kEWk=E. (B7)

(3) A lift has order n on a representation characterized by a weight w if and only if

~w
2O mod(i/n) (B.8)

and has order 2n otherwise.
We note that one always has (w)2 = 0 mod(1/n) , or equivalently, n is always divisible by the order of

any element of the center of ~. This follows from the fact that given any lift, t~,of w, and any element c
in the center of G, then wc is also an equally good lift, and so must be conjugate to t~and therefore has
the same order. Hence c” = 1. This means that the order, n, of w must be divisible by k + 1 for Ak, 2
for D

2k, 4 for D2k+l and 3, 2 and 1 for E6, E7 and E8 respectively.
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Combining the foregoing observation with (3) above, we find that for the simply-laced algebras the
possibilities for order doubling of the lift are as follows
— A~.There is only one conjugacy class of non-degenerate elements, namely the Coxeter class (see the
discussion of Weyl conjugacy classes below). Its order is n + 1, and the norms of the fundamental
weights (corresponding to anti-symmetric tensors of rank i) are given by i(n + 1 — i)/(n + 1), i =

0,. . - , n. For even n, we see that on all representations the Coxeter element has order n + 1. For odd
n, the order is n + 1 on even-rank tensors, and 2(n + 1) on odd-rank tensors.
— D4k. Non-degenerate Weyl group elements must be of even order and the lifts must have exactly the
same order on all representations.
— D4k÷2.The order of all non-degenerate elements must be even. If the order is a multiple of four, then
the lift has exactly the same order on all representations. Otherwise it doubles on the spinors.
— D 2k +~- Every non-degenerate element must have an order divisible by four. If the order is a multiple
of eight, then the lift has the same order on all representations. Otherwise it doubles on the spinors.
— E6. The order is always a multiple of three, and the lift has the same order on all representations.
— E7. The order is even. If it is a multiple of four, there is no doubling on the (56); otherwise there is.
— E8. The weight system is the same as the root system and so there is no doubling.

B.3. Shift vectors and conjugacy classes

The importance to covariant lattice string theories of the lift, ~, of a Weyl element, w, is that it can
be used to define a corresponding shift vector. Specifically, there is an element kE G, and an element,
t, in the maximal torus, T, of G such that

ki~k~=t=exp(2rrio~H) (B.9)

for some vector u. The vector o- is referred to as the shift corresponding to w. Obviously there is
considerable ambiguity in the choice of if. These ambiguities arise from the choice of i~5and k, as well
as the freedom to add a weight to if. If t’ is some other element of the torus obtained from a different
choice of one or both of ~ and k, then t’ is conjugate to t in G. It then follows [58, 18] that if

= exp(2irio-’ - H), then the shift vectors if and o-’ must be Weyl transformations of each other
modulo the root lattice. That is:

(B.10)

where r is a linear combination of roots of ~, and y is an element of the Weyl group, W(~).
Thus, given one shift vector, all others are obtained by Weyl transformations and addition of roots.
One can tighten up these observations to establish some amusing relations for det(1 — w). For a

simply-laced Lie algebra, ,~,let Ar(sii) and A,,, (~si1)denote the corresponding root and weight lattices.
Let Z(A) denote the center of the group, A, corresponding to the Lie algebra, .~‘. Then one has

(B.11)

where the vertical bars, I I~denote the order. (Indeed (B.11) holds without the bars if it is viewed as an
identity between Abelian groups). Define ~‘to be the smallest, regular sub-algebra of ~ such that w is
an element of W(~’),the Weyl group of ~‘. We will call such a sub-algebra, ~‘, minimal relative to w.
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All of the observations made earlier can be applied to w considered as an element of W(~’).Let o-
be the shift vector corresponding to w constructed in such a way that ~, k and t all lie in G’. Then
(B.10) applies for y EW(~’)and rE Ar(~’).Choose o such that (u)2 is minimized modulo the root
lattice. That is, for all TEAr(~’), (if + r)2  (if)2. (There is never a unique choice of such a o’). One
can show [18] that because ~‘ is minimal relative to w, equality holds in the foregoing expression if and
only if r 0. It follows from this and (B.iO) that there is precisely one weight w in each conjugacy class
of A~(’~’)/A,,(~’)such that

(if + w)2 = (if)2 - (B.i2)

One can then show [18] that (1 — w)(A~(~’)) A,,(’~’)and hence

det(1 - w) = ____ = IZ(G’)I. (B.13)

Finally, by using duality to observe that

Ar(~) = A~(’~’) tB 14
A,,(~’)— A~(’~)‘ -

one sees that

Ar(~) 2 A(~)X

_____ = A,,(~’)x A,
4,(~)

— A~(~)—i A~(~’)= det(1 — B 15
= Ar(~) ~ A~’) - Iz(G)I

and so one can derive

Ar(~) — A~(~’)— /det(i — a’) B 16
Ar(~’) — A~(~)— v IZ(G)I ‘ -

____ = \/det(i - cr)IZ(G)I. (B.17)

Returning now to the question of computing the shift vectors, we first observe that we really only
need obtain the shift for one element of each conjugacy class of each Weyl group. The shift vectors of
other elements of the Weyl conjugacy classes can, once again, be obtained by Weyl transformations of
the given shift vector.

A complete ~lescriptionof all conjugacy classes in the Weyl group of any simple Lie algebra has been
given by Carter [ill], and we will summarize the results here.

Every element of W can be expressed as a product of reflections (B.1). For a given element w,
denote by 1(w) the minimal number of reflections (not necessarily w.r.t. simple roots) one needs to
represent it. Then 1(w) is invariant under conjugation, and is less than or equal to the rank 1 of the Lie
algebra. It is not difficult to show that the non-degenerate elements are precisely those for which
1(w) = I.
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An element of order 2 is called an involution. One can now prove the following theorems:
— Every involution r can be expressed as a product of 1(r) reflections corresponding to mutually
orthogonal roots.
— Every element w of W can be expressed as the product of two involutions: w = w1w2, w~= w~= 1,
with 1(w) = 1(w1) + 1(w2) and V_1(w1) fl V_1(w2) = 0, where V1(w~)is the set of eigenvectors of w,
with eigenvalue —1.

In a way very similar to Dynkin diagrams, one can associate a graph with such a decomposition.
Every root ~3appearing in the decomposition of w = w1w2 in terms of basic reflections r~is represented
by a node. The nodes representing two roots /3 and y are connected by an n-fold bond, where
n = 4($ - y)

21$2y2 In general n can be 0, 1, 2 for 3, but if the Lie algebra is simply-laced (which we will
assume to be the case from here on), n is either 0 or 1.

For a Lie algebra of rank 1, we must consider graphs with at most I nodes. It follows from the
foregoing that these nodes must correspond to linearly independent roots (note that they do not have to
be simple). Furthermore it must be possible to decompose this set of roots into two sets, so that the
roots within each set are mutually orthogonal. Such a graph is called an admissible diagram. A new
feature in comparison with Dynkin diagrams is that a graph may contain cycles, i.e. closed loops formed
by nodes and bonds. Only diagrams for which each cycle contains an even number of nodes are
admissible, since otherwise one cannot divide the roots into sets of mutually orthogonal ones.

A subclass of the admissible diagrams consists of all the Dynkin diagrams of all the regular
sub-algebras of l~.All other diagrams contain at least one cycle. The Dynkin diagram of W itself can be
realized by taking the product of reflections with respect to all the simple roots. This is called the
Coxeter element of ¶~.Its order is equal to the Coxeter number (n + 1 for A~,2(n — 1) for D~and 12,
18, 30 for E

6, E7, E8), which in turn is equal to the eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir operator in the
adjoint representation (or half of it, depending on normalization) and to the maximal degree of the
Casimir operators of ~. The Carter diagrams that are Dynkin diagrams of regular sub-algebras
correspond to the Coxeter elements of those sub-algebras (for semisimple sub-algebras one takes the
product of the Coxeter elements of the factors.)

In general, to obtain a Weyl group element corresponding to a Carter diagram, one must first find a
set of independent roots which “realize” the diagram. One decomposes these roots into two sets
(a1,. . - , ar), (f3~,.. - , ~3,,,),with a~• a1 = 0 if i ~j, and similarly for the second set. Then one writes a
product of reflections of the form

w = (ra; - - ra,)(r~, - rn,).

This is a Weyl group element corresponding to the diagram (the degree of uniqueness of this procedure
will be discussed below). Note that in the foregoing expression the ordering of the r~‘s amongst
themselves is irrelevant, and similarly for the rp ‘s. Moreover, so is the relative ordering of the two
terms in the parentheses. However, beyond this freedom, the ordering of the individual Weyl
reflections is important, one cannot make arbitrary rearrangements. Coxeter elements form an
exception to this rule, since it can be shown that they are conjugate to each other for any ordering.

Since all admissible diagrams of a regular sub-algebra of ~ are automatically admissible in ~, it is
sufficient to classify all diagrams that cannot be realized in a sub-algebra. In particular it can be shown
that one oniy has to consider connected diagrams, because all others can be realized in some
sub-algebra.

In ref. [111]a list of all admissible diagrams not belonging to regular sub-algebras is given for all
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simple Lie algebras. For A~this list consists only of the Dynkin digram of A~- For all other simply laced
Lie algebras there are additional diagrams with cycles - To obtain the complete list of admissible
diagrams, one must first of all find all the regular sub-algebras of ~, which can be done by means of the
extended Dynkin diagram. In the resulting diagrams one must then consider all possible ways of
replacing a connected component by a cycle diagram of the corresponding Lie algebra.

The question naturally arises to what extent the admissible diagrams describe the conjugacy classes
of W(~).It turns out that the correspondence is not one-to-one, but it is not too far from being so, and
the exceptions are listed in ref. [ill]. If w1 is conjugate to w2 and w1 can be represented by a graph F,
then so can w2. However, it may happen that two different graphs represent the same conjugacy class.
Then every element in that class can be written in two essentially different ways as a product of
reflections. It may also happen that one graph describes two conjugacy classes, i.e. that it has two
non-conjugate realizations. Fortunately the exceptions are (in the latter case) always degenerate
elements, so that we will not encounter them.

In figs. 4 and 5 we have collected the Carter diagrams with cycles for all simple, simply-laced Lie
algebras (of the non-simply-laced algebras only F4 has a cycle diagram). Where there are two admissible
diagrams for a conjugacy class we give only one of them. This gives in a unique way all the conjugacy
classes of elements of the Weyl group that are not Weyl group elements of sub-algebras. Of course the

O~(a~) Q..ØQ~ ... .“.O”..Q””~p’.”.O..

E6(a1)

E6(a2) m
E7(a1) :~:IIIII:~~~_O

E7(a3) IIIIII__o

E7(a4)

Fig. 4. Carter diagrams for D,, E6 and E7.
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E8(a2)

E81a3) :11111111111:

E8(a5)

E8(a6) IiiIiiiIII~

E8(a7)

Fig. 5. Carter diagrams for E4.

complete list of Weyl conjugacy classes can then be obtained by listing all regular sub-algebras, and
applying the classification of figs. 4 and 5 to these sub-algebras. Two different diagrams for sub-algebras
do not necessarily represent different conjugacy classes though. The simplest counter-example is given
by the diagrams D3 x D3 and D4(al) x D2, which turn out to describe the same conjugacy class of D6.
These cases are very rare, and we will not attempt to enumerate them completely (see ref. [111]for a
complete description). In most cases one can easily identify two conjugacy classes as different by
checking their eigenvalues on the maximal torus.

To illustrate the use of the diagrams we will consider the cycle diagrams for D~as an example. They
can be realized as follows. First remove one node, so that the cycle disappears, but the diagram is not
cut. The resulting string of n — 1 nodes can be realized by e1 — e2, e2 — e3,. . - , e~_1— e~,where we use
the standard basis for D~.To realize D~(a1 1) one adds to this set the independent root e1 + e + ~. For
example, D4(a1) can be represented by

w = ej_e2re3_e4e2_e3re2+e5 -
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The action on the CSA of the representative Weyl element of D~(a~_1)constructed above will be
discussed below, where we will also obtain the corresponding shift vector.

Because of the properties of lifts of non-degenerate elements we described earlier, we know all the
orbits for all lifts of such elements to G. Furthermore, since we know explicitly the rotation matrix in
weight space, we know also all the eigenvalues on the CSA (the characteristic polynomials of these
rotation matrices are also listed in ref. [lii]). The eigenvalues on the root generators can be obtained in
the following way. For an orbit of length k generated from Ea one constructs the following linear
combinations of generators

Va(l) = ~ O’
1W’EW~’, (B.i8)

where 0 = exp(2iri!k) and i~is any lift of w. Clearly these linear combinations are twist eigenvectors
with eigenvalue 0’:

wV(l)W~1= O’Va(l).

Knowledge of all these eigenvalues, both on the CSA and on the root generators turns out to be
sufficient to determine the shift vector if belonging to w. In ref. [18] this observation was used to
determine a set of shift vectors of minimal length corresponding to all the non-degenerate Weyl
elements for Lie algebras of rank less than or equal to eight. The results, together with other
information about non-degenerate elements are given in table 11. (All other equivalent shift vectors
can, of course, be obtained from the set in table 11 by adding roots and acting with Weyl rotations.)

It turns out to be an elementary analytic calculation to compute all the shift vectors for Weyl
transformations of Ak and Dk. For Dk one introduces the usual orthonormal basis, {e

1}, in which the
roots of Dk are {± e,±e} (see, for example ref. [112]). A typical element, g, of the conjugacy class
Dk(am_i) acts on this basis according to:

e1—*e2--~- —~e,,,-—*—e1—3 —e2-—*- - —+

(B.19)
em+l~_*em+2_*~ --—~ e~—* em+i “~ ~Cm+2~

3 —~ e,,,—* em+i -

Note that for m = 1 this describes the action of a Coxeter element, and thus Dk(aO) is the Coxeter
conjugacy class. The easiest way to determine the corresponding shift vector is to observe that since the
order of a non-degenerate Weyl element of Dk does not double on the vector representation, the
eigenvalues of j, a lift of the Weyl element g to the Lie group, can be read off from (B.i9) directly.
Since (B.19) represents a simple permutation of the vector weight spaces, the eigenvalues of ~ are:

e1~~~)Im,~srI~/(k_m) p=O,... ,2m—1; q0,. - - ,2(k—m)—1. (B.20)

Since exp(2lriif - H) must have the same eigenvalues, it is elementary to see that one way to achieve
this, and hence one possible choice for the shift vector is

0 = (2m)~[me
1 + (m — i)e2 + -.. + 2emi + em]

+[2(k—m)]~[(k—m—1)em+l+(k~m—2)em+2+”-+ekl]. (B.2i)
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Table ii
Non-degenerate conjugacy classes in the Weyl group for simply-laced algebras of rank not larger
than 8. For algebras not appearing in the table the only non-degenerate elements are Coxeter
elements, whose shift vectors are given by (B.25). Column 1 defines the Carter diagram, and
corresponds to figs. 4 and 5. Column 2 gives the orbit structure, with (M)N denoting N orbits of
length M. The order n is equal to the length of the longest orbit. Column 3 gives the integers k so
that exp(2iri(kIn)) are the eigenvalues on the torus. The last column gives the shift vector:

) indicates that the shift vector has inner product m,/n with the simple root i. These
roots are ordered as in ref. [106]

Graph orbit structure torus eigenvalues shift vector

D4 (6)~ 1,3,3,5 (1,1,1,1)
D4(al) (4)6 1,1,3,3 (1,0,1,1)
D, (8)’ 1,3,4,5,7 (1,1,1,1,1)
D,(ai) (12)2(6)2(4)1 2,3,6,9, 10 (2, 1, 1,2,2)

(10)6 1,3,5,5,7,9 (1,1,1,1,1,1)
D6(al) (8)7(4)l 1,2,3,5,6,7 (1,1,0,1,1,1)
D,(a2) (6)” 1,1,3,3,5,5 (1,0,1,0,1,1)

(12)’ 1,3,5,6,7,9,11 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1)
D,(al) (20)2(10)4(4)1 2,5,6,10,14,15,18 (2,2,1,1,2,2,2)
D,(a2) (24)2(8)3(6)2 3,4,9, 12, 15, 20, 21 (3,1,2,2,1,3,3)

(14)8 1,3,5,7,7,9,11,13 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)
D,(ai) (12)6(4)1 1,3,3,5,7,9,9,11 (1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1)
D8(a2) (30)2(10)4(6)2 3,5,9,15,15,21,25,27 (3,2,1,3,1,2,3,3)
D8(a3) (8)’~ 1,1,3,3,5,5,7,7 (1,0,1,0,1,0,1,1)
E6 (12)6 1,4,5.7,8,11 (1,1,1,1,1,1)
E6(al) (9)8 1,2,4,5,7,8 (1,1,0,1,1,1)
E6(a2) (6)12 1,1,2,4,5,5 (1,0,1,0,1,0)

(18)’ 1,5,7,9,11,13,17 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1)
E,(al) (i4)~ 1,3,5,7,9,11,13 (1,1,0,1,1,1,1)
E,(a2) (12)b0(6)I 1,2,5,6,7,10,11 (1,0,1,0,1, 1,1)
E,(a3) (30)~(10)~(6)’ 3,5,9,15,21,25,27 (2,1,2,1,2,3,1)
E,(a4) (6)21 1,1,1,3,5,5,5 (0,0,1,0,0,1,0)

(30)~ 1,7,11,13,17,19,23,29 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)
E8(ai) (24)10 1,5,7,11,13,17,19,23 (1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1)
E8(a2) (20)12 1,3,7,9,11,13,17,19 (1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1)
E8(a3) (12)20 1,1,5,5,7,7,11,11 (1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0)
E,(a4) (18)13(6)1 1,3,5,7,11,13,15,17 (0,1,0,1,0,1,1,1)
E8(a5) (15)16 1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14 (1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0)
E8(a6) (10)24 1,1,3,3,7,7,9,9 (0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0)
E8(a7) (12)18(6)4 1,2,2,5,7,10,10,11 (0,1,0,1,0,0,1,0)
E,(a8) (6)~° 1,1,1,1,5,5,5,5 (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0)

The Coxeter shift is obtained by taking m = 1.
It is equally straightforward to derive the corresponding result for Ak by using its vector representa-

tion. Indeed, using the orthonormal basis {e1, i = 1,. - - ,n}, the roots of A~_1can be written as
{± (e~— e.)}. The only non-degenerate conjugacy class is the Coxeter class, whose elements have order
n and have eigenvalues e

2bT1mhl2, m = 1,. . - , n — 1 when acting on the CSA. A typical element of this
class acts on the basis e

1 according to
- ~—*e~—-*e1 (B.22)

and the corresponding shift vector is given by

(2n)~[(n—1)e1+(n—3)e2+---+(i—n)e~]. (B.23)
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Table 1 along with eqs. (B.2i) and (B.23) therefore provide a complete list of all Weyl shift vectors
of simple, simply-laced Lie algebras. The shift vectors for degenerate elements can be obtained from
our list for non-degenerate elements by passing to an appropriate sub-algebra in which the given
degenerate element becomes non-degenerate. A complete list of shift vectors for degenerate and
non-degenerate Weyl elements of simply-laced Lie algebras of rank eight and less has recently appeared
in ref. [113], while the shift vectors for E6, E7 and E8 were also obtained in ref. [114].

One can also explicitly check that the shift vectors described here satisfy the identity:

(B.24)

where the r1 are such that 0< r1 < 1 and e
2’~”~are the eigenvalues of the corresponding Weyl

transformation, w, acting on the CSA*). This identity is important in orbifold constructions, since it
relates the zero point energy of “twisted” states (right-hand side) to that of “shifted” states (left-hand
side). The result is what one might have expected, since it implies that one will get the same answer if
one uses a description in terms of Weyl rotations, or a quantum-equivalent description in terms of
shifts. Note that eq. (B.24) is an exact equality, not just modulo i/n (where n is the order of w). This is
a consequence of the fact that both sides of the equation represent the exact minimum of the energy.
Replacing if by if + w leads to a completely equivalent shift vector, provided that w is a weight of the
algebra in which w is non-degenerate. For such a shift vector (B.24) holds, in general, only up to
multiples of 1 / n. If if is part of a shift vector which satisfies level matching, then adding a weight to it
will clearly not upset the matching. The fact that the matching of the zero point energy is no longer
exact simply means that there must exist another lattice vector on the same lattice for which eq. (B .24)
is satisfied. This fact follows directly from eq. (B.10) since it implies that the true vacuum in the
twisted/shifted sector can always be obtained by subtracting root vectors from the shift vector.

The identity (B.24) has also been established for all Weyl twists or simply-laced algebras by
considering representations of Kac—Moody algebras [59, 60].

As a final remark, it is useful to note that a great deal is known about the Coxeter element of the
Weyl group, and that this element is intimately related to the principal three dimensional sub-algebra of
the original Lie algebra. There is a simple expression for the shift vector of the Coxeter conjugacy class
in terms of the vector 6, which is the sum of all the positive roots:

if =(lIh)& , (B.25)

where h is the Coxeter number defined above. The vector 5 has inner product + 1 with all simple roots,
so that in the notation of table lithe entry in the last column is (1, 1, 1,. - - , 1, 1) for Coxeter
elements. For more details on properties of Coxeter elements see refs. [115]and [58].

Appendix C. Modular functions

In this appendix we collect some useful results about functions that have nice properties under
modular transformations. Although most of this report concentrates on one-loop modular properties,

*) Note that we count an eigenvalue as well as its complex conjugate, so as to be careful with unpaired —1 eigenvalues.
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some of these results can be derived just as easily at higher genus, and therefore it would be a pity to
make unnecessary restrictions. We begin therefore with a very brief introduction to multi-loop modular
transformations. A proper explanation of this subject would require a discussion of Riemann surface
theory, which is beyond the scope of this report; we refer interested readers to refs. [116, 25].

C. 1. Modular transformations

Most of the relevant properties of higher genus modular transformations can be understood as a
simple generalization of the ones for the torus, discussed in section 3.3. Instead of the two independent
homology cycles of the torus, we get now 2y such cycles, which can be chosen as in fig. 3. They are
simply non-contractible loops on the surface, to which one has assigned an orientation, indicated by the
arrow in fig. 3. One can choose a set of y holomorphic 1-forms w, on the surface, normalized as follows

with respect to integration around the a-cycles:I =

The integration along the b-cycles defines the period matrix

Jwi=~ii.
The period matrix parametrizes the shape of the surface, and is the generalization of r at genus 1.
Indeed, if we define the torus as usual as the complex plane modulo a lattice with basis vectors 1 (for
the a-cycle) and r (for the b-cycle) then the normalized holomorphic 1-form is simply dz, and gives T
when integrated along the b-cycle. It can be shown that 12~,must be symmetric and have a positive
imaginary part, but not all such matrices describe a Riemann surface; at genus y there are only 3(y — 1)
moduli.

The group of modular transformations (or mapping class group) of a genus y Riemann surface is the
set of all diffeomorphisms modulo those diffeomorphisms that can be continuously connected to the
identity. It is generated by Dehn twists about a non-contractible loop on the surface. To perform such a
twist one cuts the surface along the ioop, rotates one of the edges by 360°and glues it back to the other
edge. In general such a twist will act on the homology cycles. For example, for the cycles depicted in
fig. 3, a Dehn-twist along a, sends b, into a, + b, and leaves all other cycles unaltered. In other words, a
loop winding along b, before the twist, will wind along b, + a. after the twist. One can represent such a
transformation by a matrix, by writing the cycles as (b1, . . . , b5, a1,. . . , a~).At genus 1, the twist
along a1 is represented by a matrix

(1 1
~\0 1

Dehn-twists send homology cycles into combinations of homology cycles, but they cannot affect the
intersections of cycles. The intersection number I(c1, c2) of two cycles is the number of points in which
they intersect, counting orientation (if the outer product of the orientation vectors of c1 and c2 points
inwards (outwards) the intersection point counts as +1 (—1)). For our basis choice, the intersection
matrix giving the intersections of all 2y cycles is
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( 0 1~
~ o)’

where 1 is the y-by-y unit matrix. The fact that it is preserved by Dehn twists implies that a matrix D
representing such twists on the homology basis must satisfy

DID’ = I,

i.e. D is an element of Sp2~(l)(here “t” denotes transposition of a matrix).
Not all elements of the mapping class group act non-trivially on the homology basis. The elements

that act trivially form a normal subgroup, the Torelli group, whose elements are represented by the
identity element of Sp2~(7Z).One has to check modular invariance of superstrings also for these
transformations. This has been done in ref. [117]for one ten-dimensional heterotic string theory. Since
all other heterotic strings are obtained by changing the periodicities of various fields along the
homology cycles, all one really has left to check is invariance under transformations that act
non-trivially on the homology cycles.

A symplectic modular transformation ill at genus y acts in the following way on the period matrix

= (AQ + B)(Cfl +

where

(~g)ESP2~(/).

As for ‘y = 1 there is a simple set of generating transformations, which correspond to the following
Sp2~(/)matrices.

T (1E~~~ 1)’

(1-E, E~ ~
~ —E, 1—E,)’

U
‘I \0 1!’

where (E,)kt =
6kt6ik and (F,J)k, = ~kt(3ik + ~ik) + ôjtô~k+ 8ik8jt~The first two of these transformations

generate the twists around the cycles a, and b~*).At genus 1, T
1 reduces to r—~T + 1 and S~to

r —~ —1 /T. The transformation U,~,generates a twist around a cycle linking handle i with handle j.
Checking invariance with respect to T, and U~1is usually elementary. Their effect is simply to send 12 to
respectively (2 + E, and (2 + F,,,.

To study the effect of S, take, for convenience, i = 1. For the transformed period matrix we find then

1 / —1 —121. \
= ~ —n~ ~ — , (C.1)

where on the right-hand side 2 ~ i, j ~ y.
*) More precisely, the twist around b, is generated by a combination of T and S,, but of course that is irrelevant.
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To deal with this modular transformation for lattices we need the Poisson resummation formula. This
formula relates sums over a lattice A E to sums over its dual A*:

~ f(w) = 1A ~ f*(v), (C.2)
wEA vo ( ) VEA~

where f is a (sufficiently well-behaved) function and f* its Fourier transform,

f*(v) = f dw e2~’~f(w).

pN

Note that this is a Fourier transform over all of
0~Nand not over a fundamental cell of the lattice.

This formula is easy to prove. Define

F(z) ~ f(w+z). (C.3)
wEA

Obviously F(z) is periodic in z with the periodicity of A. Hence it can be written as a Fourier series

F(z) = ~ e
2’~’~’F*(v)VEA*

with

F*(v) = vol(A) J dy e2~ F(y).
unit cell of A

Now substitute (C.3) and observe that the sum over all vectors in A, or equivalently over all unit cells,
combines with the integral over one unit cell to give an integral over the complete vector space
After a trivial shift of integration variables one obtains (C.2).

This formula is usually applied to functions f of the form

f(w) = ~

where T is a complex variable with positive imaginary part. The Fourier integral defining f* is a simple
Gaussian and yields

f*(v) = (\/~~)N e~2. (C.4)

Here \/TT~should be chosen to lie in the right half of the complex plane.

C.2. Conjugacy class ~-functions

Consider an even lattice A and its dual A*, which has a coset decomposition with respect to A. We
will be mainly interested in the case where A is the root lattice of a simply laced algebra, and we will
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therefore refer to these cosets as conjugacy classes, and denote them as (x). Let ~ be the period matrix
of a genus-y Riemann surface, and let [x]= [x1,.. - , x~]be a collection of y conjugacy classes. Thus
[x]contains collections of vectors A1, - . - , A7, with A~E (xi). Finally, take a collection of vectors
z1,. - - , z7 in A-weight space. For each collection of conjugacy classes [x] we define the following
functions

 ~j(zIu2)= ~ exp(iirA~12~1A1+ 21TiA~- z~), (C.5)
A1E[x]

where the sum is over all collections of vectors in [x].In the exponent there is an implicit sum over the
genus-labels i and j, and in the first argument of the function z stands generically for the entire set. We
call these functions the multi-loop conjugacy class i~-functionsfor the collection of conjugacy classes
[x].

In applications to string theory the zero-mode contribution to multi-loop partition functions can be
assembled out of these a-functions. It is also useful to introduce conjugacy class characters, which are
related to the t~-functionsby including oscillator contributions. A boson with left- and right-moving
components contributes a factor [det’(—~)]”

2, where det’(—z.l) is the determinant of the Laplacian
with zero-mode removed. To get the contribution of a chiral boson one has to take a holomorphic
square root out of this determinant, i.e. find a function ~1l(12)so that ~(Q)b~l(Q) = det’(—Ll) (this does
not yet define ~ uniquely, but the ambiguity is not relevant for our purpose). If the lattice A has
dimension N we define then

Ch~,,
1(zIQ)= 1(zI2)I~1~([2)”

2. (C.6)

At genus 1, ~(T)~2 = ~(r), and (if A is a Lie algebra lattice), these conjugacy class characters are
simply the Kac—Moody characters discussed in section 4.4. Their expansion in powers of q = e2~~~Tyields
the Chern characters of all the Lie algebra representations contained in the Kac—Moody representation,
as discussed in section 9.

The conjugacy class i~-functionshave rather simple modular properties. Their transformation under
T, and U~

1is

 ~1(zIT~12)= e~~1M~9k](ZI12)

9~1(zIU~1Q)= e~’ x~x~)

where IIxII denotes the norm (modulo 2) of the conjugacy class (x). It is defined by computing the norm
of any representative of (x) (note that the phases do not depend on the choice of representative since A
is even.)

To obtain the transformation under S~we use the Poisson resummation formula. By simply
substituting (C.i) into (C.5) one obtains an expression of the form

~ exp[_~- (A1 + I11JAJ — 1211z1)2] x {A1-independent terms).
A1E(x1) it

This expression has to be summed over all other A., but we concentrate on A1, and apply Poisson
resummation to this sum alone.
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A minor complication is the fact that (x1) in general is not a lattice, but a shifted lattice. This
problem is easily solved by writing the sum over A1 E (x1) as a sum over ~ + p, where p is a fixed
representative of (x1), and p~is summed over all vectors in A.

The rest of the calculation is straightforward, and using (C.4) we get

@~1(S1zIS1fl)= (~j~N ~ ~ ~ 1(zIQ). (C.7)vo ( ) (y,)EA*/A S

Here (x, y) denotes the inner product (modulo 1) between conjugacy classes (x) and (y), and the sum is
over all conjugacy classes (y1). Note that we have chosen a transformed first argument on the left-hand
side in order to get simply z on the right-hand side. The transformation of the set of vectors z under S1 is

(S1z)1 =

(C.8)
(S1z)1 = —(I)11/

12
11)z1 , j = 2, - . . , y

C. 3. Spin structure i~J-functions

The spin structure i~ functions are close relatives of the conjugacy class i~-functions,and can be
regarded as D1 i~-functionswritten in spin structure basis. They are defined as follows

a ](z1) = E exp[i~(n~+ a~)Q,1(n1+ a1) + 2~i(n~+ a1)(z~+ bk)], (C.9)
Er

with implicit summation on i and j. Here z is a collection of y parameters, and [g] denotes the spin
structure. Just as conjugacy classes are the natural basis for lattices, spin structures are the natural basis
for fermionic constructions. The spin structure is the additional information one has to supply with a
Riemann surface to specify the periodicities of fermions along the homology cycles - The spin structure
is labeled by 2’)’ parameters

[alFai,...,ay
LbiLb1,. . - ,b7 -

It tells us that a fermion picks up phase e
2~”when transported along the a, cycle, and similarly for the

b-cycles. Untwisted fermions can be periodic or anti-periodic, so that a, and b~can be 0 or ~(mod 1).
One distinguishes even and odd spin structures, depending on whether )~4a~b,is even or odd (the
terminology stems from the number of zero-modes of the Dirac operator for a given spin-structure).

In string loop computations, i~-functionsappear in the determinants of world sheet fermions. For
example, for two spin- ~Majorana—Weyl fermions on a Riemann surface with period matrix (land spin
structure a one gets

(det D
112)a = ~a (01(2) ((2)1/2

where ~ is a holomorphic square root of the determinants of the Laplacian, defined above.
If the parameters a, and b, are integer or half-integer, the t~-functionscan be expressed in terms of
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D~conjugacy class i~-functionsand vice versa. At genus 1, one has

1 (~n[0]+~n[0])

~D~1 (~n[01~n[01~
[UI 2 \ Lo] L~]I

1 1 (C.10)1 (~n[2] +~~[~]),

~Dn1 ([~1_~~[~
c] 2\ [0] [~

Here we have suppressed the argument (land have set z = 0. For non-vanishing z the nth power on the
right-hand side is replaced by a product of n i~-functions,each having one entry of z as its argument.
The factors i” in front of the odd spin structure i~-functionare an annoying, but otherwise irrelevant
consequence of the standard definition (C.9) of the i~-functions.

The generalization of (C.10) to higher genus is straightforward: one simply has such a transformation
for each handle. For example

1 ([Or] + ~[~]+n~[~]+~~[~]).

The modular transformations for the spin-structure a-functions can be derived in exactly the same
way as those of conjugacy class i~-functions.In fact an explicit expression exists for arbitrary elements
At of Sp27(~)[118]:

4 ~](Atz~1W) = e(A1) ~ e~ °~det(CQ+ D)4 ~](z~), (C.11)

where

[T1 Fa’l [e~
Lg]Lb’]~Lf]’ (C.12)
Ia’l ( D —C\[al

Lb’i~-B A )Lb]’ (C.13)

rel 1 diag(CD’)
(C.14)

J 2 diag(AB’)
/.(a, b, Al) = a’- b’ — a~b + 2a’ . f, (C.15)

.Alz = {(CQ + D)’}’z, (C.16)

and finally,
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s(At)8 = 1 . (C.17)

Here we have suppressed all the genus labels, but one should sum over them in the obvious way. Using
the basis transformations between conjugacy classes and spin structures, one may check that these
transformations agree with those of the Dn i~-functionsfor T~,S, and In this one can also determine
the phase e(At), for which apparently no simple general expression exists. Note that (C.16) reduces to
(C.8) for At = S~.

C. 4. Generalized Riemann identities

For every automorphism of A one can derive an identity for the conjugacy class a-functions. By an
automorphism we mean a discrete rotation that takes A into itself. Since a rotation preserves inner
products, it takes then also A* into itself. This can happen in two ways: either a vector in A* is always
rotated to a vector in the same conjugacy class, or some vectors are mapped to different conjugacy
classes. In the first case we speak of inner automorphisms, in the second of outer automorphisms. Either
kind of automorphism is specified by some discrete rotation matrix T, which is an N x N orthogonal
matrix. For outer automorphisms, one needs furthermore a conjugacy class map t, which specifies how
the conjugacy classes are mapped into each other. Obviously this map can be derived from T, and we
can regard inner automorphisms as automorphisms with t equal to the identity.

By applying such an automorphism to the vectors in the sum defining (C.5) we get almost trivially

 ~
1(zI(2)= OIX](TzITh. (C.18)

This is the generalized Riemann identity. By t[x] we mean of course that t acts simultaneously on all
handles.

One automorphism that every lattice has is T = —1. This is an outer automorphism for A~,n  2, E6
and D~,n odd, and an inner one for the other simple, simply-laced Lie algebras. In this case (C.i8)
relates the i~-functionof a conjugacy class collection [x] to those of its complex conjugate, and it shows
that the conjugacy class i~-functionsof self-conjugate [x]’s are even in z.

A more interesting automorphism is triality in SO(8). Triality is a group of outer automorphisms
isomorphic to S3, which acts on the conjugacy classes (v), (s) and (c). For example, consider the
following matrix T

2 ‘D-
Acting on the standard D4 basis (A.12) it interchanges the conjugacy classes (v) and (s), and maps (c)
into itself, i.e. t(v) = (s), t(s) = (v), t(c) = (c) and t(0) = (0).

For this choice of T, (C. 18) is nothing but the standard Riemann identity. To get these identities in
their usual form one starts with any odd or even spin structure, writes it in conjugacy class basis, applies
(C.i8) and then converts back to spin-structure basis. For the triality rotation given above this
procedure corresponds to replacing z by Tz and transforming the spin-structures in each handle
according to
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[1(10 )] (0)+ s(v)~(0)+~(s)~([~] + [~]+ e[~] +

[1(12 )] = (s) + e(c)~(v)+ s(c)~~([~]-[~]+ e[~] -

where s = ±1. The result of this transformation of the spin-structures can be summarized by

~ a,~ox4’(d1b’ +

and hence we get at genus ‘y

2~~ 4 ~]@~1r= ~ exp[4i7T ~ (a,b + b1a)] J~J4~]~r~z~Ir~,

where z°are the components of z~,and a’ and b’ run over all the spin-structures.
Another interesting application of (C.i8) is to Weyl rotations generated by spinor roots of the

exceptional algebras E,,. These exceptional algebras contain a regular D4 sub-algebra, and can be
decomposed as E,, D K,,_4 x D~,where

K4=D4, K3=(A1)
3, K

2=D1d11.

Here 111 is not a simple Lie algebra lattice, but it represents a U(1)-factor with charges quantized in
units of ~\/1 One may think of it as having a root-lattice {2mV’~,m E~}, and 12 conjugacy classes
with respect to that root lattice.

The 8-functions of E,, can be decomposed correspondingly,

9~=>~ØKn4[X]ØD4

[x]

Here the sum is over all conjugacy classes of D4, and 0 ~ ~ denotes the K,, ~ conjugacy class
8-function associated with the D4 conjugacy class collection [x]in the E,, conjugacy class collection [y].

There exist Weyl rotations of the E,, lattices which act like triality rotations on the D4 conjugacy
classes, and which permute the K~_48-functions in a corresponding way. Using such a Weyl rotation
one can easily derive identities for both factors in the decomposition. The ones for D4 are nothing new,
since we know already that triality rotations generate the Riemann identities. For K~_4we do get
something new, namely

= @~~~~(TEzI(l). (C.20)

Here z, is a collection of K,, ~character parameters, of which there are n — 4 for each handle of the
Riemann surface. For n = 8 there is just one collection of conjugacy classes [y] at each genus, since E8
has just one conjugacy class. Furthermore K4 = D4, so that the K4 identity is again simply the usual
Riemann identity.

The identities for K3 and K2 are relevant for lower-dimensional superstrings. One can write them
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down more explicitly by choosing a specific Weyl reflection. Let A be a vector of length 1 belonging to
conjugacy class (x) of S0(8). There is a pair of E,, roots of the form fi~= (A, ~i) and /32 = (A, —i).

Note that /3~- = 0. Define TE to be the composition of Weyl reflections generated by ~ and /32~ i.e.
the matrix TE is given by

TEz = z — (13~- z)I.~— (#2- z) /32

This transformation fixes the conjugacy class (x) and interchanges the other two. Moreover, if z is

orthogonal to the D4 factor then
TEz z—

2(z- i)~.t=(1 —2~®~z)z,

where 1 is the identity matrix. From this we can read off the rotation matrix TE . For example to obtain
the triality rotation that interchanges (v) and (s) we take A E (c), and fo~E

6 we can take ~z=

(—i, ~\/~), forE7 ~t = (—i, ~ ~i/~) and forE8 ~ = (—i, ~ ~ ~). Hence, restricting to the part K~.4
of E~orthogonal to D4 one obtains the following matrices

1 1

TE=(l~ ~), T~= -~ (C.21)
2 2 1~f~I~ 0

As mentioned already, for E8 we get TE = T, with T as in (C.i9).

C. 5. Eisenstein functions

In the rest of this appendix we restrict ourselves to genus 1, although generalizations may often be
possible. For proofs of some of the results stated in this sub-section we refer to [100, 119, 120], and for
a more extensive summary of these results to ref. [91].

The Eisenstein series is defined as

G2k = ~‘ (mr + n)
2k,

m,nE7L

where k is a positive integer, and the sum is over all integers m and n except m = n = 0. The sum is only
well-defined when it is absolutely convergent, that is for k >2, and defines a holomorphic function on
the complex upper half plane, i.e. it has no poles. In fact it does not even have poles at T = ~ because

G
2k(i~)= 2~(2k)= — (2.)2k B2k,

where ~‘ is the Riemann i-function and B2k are the Bernoulli numbers.
It is elementary to derive the modular properties of G2k. By simply reordering the sum one gets, for

k 2

G2k(T + 1) = G2k G2k(—l/T) = T
2’~G

2k(T).
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By combining these transformations one can show that

(ar+b\ 2k

G2k~d)=(cT+d) G2k(T).
The Eisenstein function is thus an entire modular function of weight 2k.

Since G2k(T + 1) = G2k(T) it has a Fourier series. Indeed, one can show that for k  2

G2k(T)=

where q = e
2~~1Tand

k
d

din, d>O

i.e. a’k(n) is the sum of the kth powers of the divisors of n. For example

G
4(r) = (1/45)1T4[1 + 240 ~ o~(n)qn],

G6(T) = (2/945)7T6[1 —504 ~ u5(n)qn],

G8(r) = (16/4725)1T8[1 + 480 ~

The functions G2k are not all independent. In fact they form a ring of modular functions generated
by G4 and G6 - This means that all other Eisenstein functions can be written as polynomials in G4 and
G6, for example G8 = (144/21)G~.

The partition function of the even self-dual lattices can all be expressed in terms of this polynomial
ring. For example

0~j~(0IT)= (451rr
4)G

4(r).

For sixteen-dimensional lattices the partition function has weight 8, and there is just one independent
Eisenstein function of that weight, so that the E8 x E8 and ~ partition functions are both equal to
a multiple of G ~. For 24-dimensional lattices one can have linear combinations of two independent
functions, namely G~and G~. There exists an interesting relation between these two functions and the
Dedekind n-function:

24 675 3 2~(r) = 12 [20G4— 49G6] -
LJo IT

Finally, we should mention the function

j(T)= .~ = ! +744+196884q+2i493760q
2+
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This is the partition function (consisting of the lattice contribution plus the oscillators) of one sector of a
26-dimensional bosonic string theory compactified to two dimensions on E~.By modifying the constant
term (i.e. choosing it equal to the number of gauge-bosons) one gets the analogous partition function
for any other Niemeier lattice; the Leech lattice partition function is obtained by replacing 744 by 24.
The function j is an absolute modular invariant, and has the amusing property that all of its coefficients
(except the constant term) are related to dimensions of monster group representations.

The function G2 (T) plays an interesting role in string anomalies. Since it is not defined as it stands,
we have to provide a prescription for regulating the sums. Two obvious possibilities are

G2(r) = 2~(2)+ 2 ~ ~ (mr + n)
2

m1 ~

G
2(T)—.lim(mr+n)lmT+nl.

The first of these definitions leads to a manifestly holomorphic, but not manifestly modular invariant
function (since one cannot re-arrange the sums), while for the second one it is just the other way
around. The suggested violations of modular invariance and holomorphicity do indeed occur, since

G2(+d) =(cT+ d)
2O
2(T),

but

O2(r)=G2(r)— i~i~_~_. (C.22)

Clearly O2 is not holomorphic, and G2 not modular covariant (i.e. invariant up to weight factors). From
this relation it follows that G2 transforms as follows

aT+ 2

G2(\d)=(cr+d) G2(T)—2IT1c(c’7-+d).

The Fourier-expansion of G2 is

G2(r)—~~~r3[1_24~ a’1(n)q~]

C. 6. Some properties of genus-i 8-functions

For the one-loop 8-functions it is convenient to define (with arguments suppressed)

8~=8[~], 82=8[~]

83=8[~], 84=8[?].
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The modular transformations of these functions are

81(zlr+i)=e’~
48

1(zIr), 82(zlr+i)e’~
48

2(zlr),
(C.23)

83(zlr+1)=84(zlr), 84(zlr+1)83(zlr);

= (_i)e~
2/T~8j(zIT),

= e°’~2~\/~T~8
4(zIr),

(C.24)
— = e~

2’~\I~8
3(zlr),

=e”~
2~V~T~8

2(zlr),

where \/T~is defined to lie in the right half of the complex plane. These relations can all be derived
easily using the techniques discussed earlier in this appendix.

It is often useful to define the ratio’s

ía 8[](zlr)
- (C.25)

The n-function transforms as follows

~(r +1) = e”
12 ~(r), ~(—1/r)= V~I~tl(T). (C.26)

The functions P[ fl are nothing but the one-loop determinants for two spin- ~Majorana—Weyl fermions
(with a certain choice for the overall phase of these chiral determinants). Using the Hamiltonian
formulation of one-loop path-integrals, explained in section 3.2, one can derive the following formula
for P[fl

~ ](0lr~= e2 abqa2/2h/24 fi (1 + q~~’2 e2~’8)(i+ qfl ~/2 e2~b)

with 0sa,b 1.
Another useful expression for the 8-functions is the expansion of the dependence on their first

argument in terms of Eisenstein functions:

z8~(O~r)= expf~ ~ G
2,,(q)}, (C.27)

8(zlr) I z
2” 1

8:(OIr) = expt~ ~ [G
2~(q)— 2

21’G
2k(q

2)]~, (C.28)
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____ = exp{-~ z2k [G2~(q)- G2k(-v~)]}, (C.29)____ = exp{_~ 2k [G2~(q)- G2k(v~)]}, (C.30)

where we have used z8~ in the first expression because 81(Olr) = 0. By definition 8~(0lT)
9/ôz 81(zlT)l~0,and \/4=expiITr.
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